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Hello, here we are again : Editor-PUbUshe~0=-~ Ll~~d2 Addison 

Editor-at-Large --- Justus Taylor 
:~i::~·~t~:rgi:n!~h;o::t~~i=~: ;~- Mgr. Prom.& Distr.-- Richard Taylor 
garding which just a further comment. 

I have deliberately aToidad supplying names, eo as not to 1 drop' any or 
to stop anyone' a self -representation short (furthermore, I bave not docu
ments to substantiate eTerything 1na.icar.ea if called to account; letters 
&::. other itama have a way of dieappearing in spite of my locks &. bars). 
Notable exceptions to identification are the wives (& perhaps a couple of 
friends, by photograph, one of whom was of long romantic attachment, & 
the other of substantial communion, within the perspective of· on-going at 
tempts to answer the major questions .... the substance of which may commend 
itself to ink at some future time, but not as yet). I suspect that some 
of these females may feel compromised by feeli ng of being in another class 
from others of them. I, personally, cannot attest to this. My first wife 
I do not expect to hear from, but the last, although she had the keenest, 
quickest most infallible sense of humor I 1 ve ever encountered in woman 
(obviously disposed to feel that life is a comedy of errors, which covers 
9~ of itJ, may in this instance forego the laughter. I can only say that 
all the gi rls were valiant .... for a time. What I do not have a re pictures 
!n plenty, not of the lol!es. nor of my younger years i never cared for them, 
and could never keep them, anyway. 

1n~~~=~:~1h~r:i~~ r:g~:d a~~r~~~ :~;s h!i~. :r !:~.;r.~· p;~~~;~~~ ~:;~o ir as 
will appear in the next 8- C; though I 'll try to exercise editorial surgery) 
As some may note, it is more or less a comprehensive but prosey extension 

~;r:~~:~k;h; io~~;h~~=7 ;tc:, h~:a~!d 5~~8 s!~;~~~~:s t~a;u~h w~~eY(~~~.P~;t!hom 
forget to commune with the basic human properties/ private?/as indicative of 
the something of value achieYed from that set-about). And, if necessary, 
for~ive ME for not representing everything as 1 a ll well on the homefront • 
(upon the prodigal's return). 

Also, with regard to the literary scene , I have just received notice that 
a few of my poems are proposed for a small volume, due out about October 
ot this year, published by Paul Braman of London. \'!' "! a l so received a first 
mention in !r.u ~magazine (not to be adversely linked with my views) 
edited by c . LerOyTordan & Russell Atkins. Mr. Atkins is also to appear 
in the Paul Braman (Heritage) series this year . 

We at B-C have been quite disappointed with the quantity & quality of 
works submitted (or not), exceptions have gone to lress. The pres~"nt num
ber includes what the author, MARTINI F. (she?) ca ls 1 a lyric in search 
of song'. Its theme is universal. WE do not intend, however, to send out 
self-addressed, stamped envelopes to get Quality material (though we might 
if we knew where to send) for several reasons, among which are the resident 
prolificness and the f act of a trash heap of rejection slips retained to at. 
test to years of unrewarded initiative, as well as to much editor ial lic
ense. And we strongly urg e those concerned t o weigh the literary consider
ations noted in 1 R.S.V.P. 1 • C'est la • • • 

@ copyright 1969 by Beau-Cocoa, I nc. 
BftU. COCOA., TU QuarterlJ of the Beauti- :Forct 

Pour i.U"1el (4) for only .S.7!i 
!1!9n!ar, u .oo Ea.) 

Mailing address: 

PAIRING HIGH PER 

THIGH VOID 
Where inner-spring high boughs as per. spiring thi ha 

in spheres' split in.spired perpendicular aspi~ation 
before & hindsight 

rest high eye-cue mat. treslassed 
pat-hand/soma to be ful -housed 

by flush royalty 
of guaet watt in spades : 

delight: high. per thyroid: of delight 
increases par high-rise inter.rest 

to ideal genius value adjust .met 

& th.e full fruit summer-heavy body 
dark of its delight: To be 

in sun-hallow: a blacktree 
believes to gather the earth: at childbirth 

breasts spirit upon ita ilk 
to aeason the night of birthright 

& where SWiller thighs: tan delight 
& sun comee up: love: 

is enfoldment 
tba question as matter 

in exposition of caress assessed __ 

who h wearbs thie automn-heavy honeybound figurehood 
ere reeze-downed black-rooted nude 

are here these li11bs : nest havens 
born upaky to yearn upskydown ---7 

to rest 
in growth-curve sound 

trans. Port-awe-procees au-Princess 

like no other meat : heat 
the whites or eyes close --

the night mare 
wherever watt trots 

out to touch air: tight 
ropes of hot snorting ohs 

sow watt is a roee 
shows a vacuum ---

intra- extra -black: rose conduits 
duets vertical &. diagonally : flood 

all high limbs : ·items suprema 
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to reach for time squeezed in 
matter-risen air beat-tight 

calls masseurs of time 
alert to begin: to 

pet all the hurting amidstream-
eandlewiekup itch-switch a dream: of 
threadbare light burned down to scream: love 

goodness amid night 

X-tra smoke kink low: the fire 
in the forest of 

dances: on the facemask. cot 

& off the green light on the grazing hill gives milk 

awhile away ago 
shadows:groin & groin: long-threadlimbed of yoyo -
wool twists the bliss wheel: winds & snaps: happy 
to have love-moist again the endthread 

pierce within an eye: eternity 

& the licorice hot blackhabit 
is kiss on duty's bough 
how/do bridge to attract: loving now 

that goes oYer where over 
romance is contact 

& now this chance wafter after 
out of winter clothes 

wind a breeze is: coming 
on its eummer-thin translucence 

the garment of a rose 
catches the nude oh-ing its esthetic due 

to disclose rose blackout 
opposed by goodnight tease 

and feeling so black to blackout width about 
figure good ease in field ...... 

with that the smallest treedom in the forest 
growth-slow ago 

throws the tallest promises: 
devotion abed limb ocean 
to bow to moYelftent, please 
to knot knock the see/ saw ---

to relieYe numb lumber: puffed: 
the awesomejack: log-in: home 

is the 
fire placed to whi!!tle thru the umbarcomb 

whose thousand grates sap &. foam 
enough up-tough to bristle 

the saucy rider number one 
evergreen-groined of pores' oYerfill thistle 

shoot .in. florescence upon 
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how can I please? you're dilemma, lemon(tree) 
with in-lipeweet blackberry teat topping --

wheatmeat yeast, gingerbread 
percolating me --- & coffoo/limbs airily 

heatcapped teeth popping 
rust of shavings saved 

to make a sawbuck sap-bucket brave: the heat sheets 
of sheathed waters' seizure re: member flood of 

this cotton windy night: begot 
not eye. dolls but love 

said lets all fall 
on the ball black face chock-full of motion 

and lets knot 
all call timbre to forestall the meshclot 

that we two know by watt penumbral kink 
the hidden scallop tat ballbearings link 

circle: behold in atr::~~n~f t~=t~~~l~bac:k & -to 
assess net naked moves to feel next kink to you 

to have pi handsful of the mellon tree 
unt~!1!;s 1~~:=l~~e l~=~~~oves rush. unrue.letting 

gettin:o e~:~7 :r r~:~~f~~~~bs in lady plum hummock 
the while soft odds savor the hardluck 

upper cutlet of pie: stywide -- and some --
pigsplit feast: beholding: 

to heart-&-arrow' s bed: of 
memories: knead renewed: wedged full-fall narcissu 

overburst woo-ing: aback-to-take: as-if lift-off 
unless undoing gift' e offense a partaken of 

condensed effrontery to mount the fountainhead __ 

rolling bough on row 
and elbow high 

pairing high par void 

boughs out: defences of the tree 
leaves: all open country 

boughs in: &:. waYing windily 
enfolding-to-whole: some wavering 

perpendicularity 

rolling dominions of summers: post-
full green leaves, slowly to fall: & become 
comely hosts: all play ,in seasoned phases: met 
the honor roll seat: that raises:to let 
honor to a heat. 

---------- - --------------------------------~L~!A~ 
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AMORTICIDE 
(I Challenge You) 

!Thus, to Valhalla or dust) 
to Parnassus or bust ) 

I challenge each of you two 
to a duel from Xanadu 
to the dunes of Timbuktu 

I inform you thus to be en garde 
for your reward 
returning here 
fro• the outer sphere
recall some one here 
recalls ay dear 
today 

until benighted times a bait, rDOrning late 
our pained and splinted dream run through 
and all the rumors in the air declare 
those once surpassing failures to repair 
returned contrite like kindergarten virtue i 

and may all Sir Knightly's epic charms to open arms 
like a sky entrenched from tears of my abyss 
receive accordingly as his deeds accrue 
these arrows from love's broken bow to you 
before the sword upon my honor's word amiss; 

This defence is not abuse of pride 
nostrils wide 
of ai'fect scorned 
upon the horned 
merry-go-ride 
~h:e;8;stride 
but if I stagger from the green to careen 
into the lonesome dust of love deposed, 
my wretched wounds dishonor bound, 
amid buffoon & scoundrel-briefing sound: 
though ~race afield a love should yield sub-rosed, 

however flows the royal blood disloyal 
to unfold the field of honor's fall fro11 bliss, 

js c~:lie:.1:~·h~!~d~:1i!if) a!nr11!o~lrt::p sleep 
for love ahead would have a head remise; 

Yet those faint of heart may win the field 
whether I yield, or disregard 
that despite the pufi'ed facade 
a lightning rod 
touche 
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MARTINI FITCHER 

THE 

BLUE EYEGLASS EYE 

To begin ends the history except that life drea.as 

::d ai~: t~:n:~~~·~;s~!~~a •i:!~~~p!~~~~t be stopped 
that leta fore~o an ego 
for a woab &::. a paradise to coae a&o 

ao here we ago afar 1n tbia-1:.-that to be 
non-subliu.ted buy-selling panorl.llic tranaitiYe eYents 
promoting passage in the act1Te Yoice to passiYe estatement 

wherein allowance precludes laaent 
for the loTISOO« a:. iiiPeratiYe of breast 

& eYery beginni~ awakes froa sleep with 
loTe's closed eyes 
against the outlooki~laas froa paradise 

where the beginning ended bein.c holy 
now loneliness here this is escape-proof awak:ennesa 

until dreaa stopdown 

& here we are lonera in Brink-HaTing 
traTeling to LoTe' a Ideal 

cA.~~paiping: transcending adairation 
in transparency a: opacity: 

ladiea a: aen a: children tiae-conscripted 
eeeking t'riendship-circle haloeB 

5:. dream-mirror applauee 
to ~1 Ye an envy inbred off 

Bhitt ot aelf-loTe from initiatiYe 
to be co-aingled in.undated unleYiable leisure 

a: in thie tiae for IIB.D 

unkiad• ~=n~=:~t dis!Jn±tr is oYerall: SEEM 
to each: other scenes hold fast the satisfying touch 

into priTate darlr:neas 
into the water 

to be or is 1 t not the whole deYelopaent 
until the laet long-run opening night ot life 

fills field enough to fulfill 

& thia life r ... iaits itoelf hourly 
turning on tour 

to look be looked \lpon the teapeat ailTery wereworld ---

thru ~•r woo a • winds • and woods 

the :h~~~u~r ai~r!~h=~~n!a!!n~::: 
til winter's woo ruin: 

we 11 Te here in Brink-HaYing 
a not without heretofore inhabited huaanland 
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by safelight speed 
to over-re-developed grand re-vistas 

& light intensity witnesses 
admiration discomforts aloose to make up miss.in.tense array 

if not wide double-lens unparalla.xed presence 
to dispose all views to aspirations' come.forth flash: 

colossal prepossessing evocation 
as amid white nightie --

the mind's ideograph leader admires 

for great!~1f!~!~e~;~:o~~~~~e~l~~~·t~~~lding 
So here unprotesting too much to see 

Scene I: man: the hungry viewer 
a sensitivity under-exposed to definitione 

blind date dreams of feat impressions : 
Beauty, where are you again? by not saying so you are nl)t 

Where are the smiling ones & scenes seven 
imposturing self-love overtures for consummation 

whose flood rainbow light moves two-way spirit 
& delights the eye to shutter as if touched ......... 

& whose light is all the history unto possession? 

asaaulted by light: addreased & by light redressed 
beholding it with.IN.stance 

a great joyful black.a.znore nakedness 

MEANTIME multiples of love music in the pit 
and all how brown cow honey milky to possess the picturesaue 

of off'-ad.dressed double exposure TIME 

& to wit: woo-ing enchantment's preview sneaked co-ad 
HERE says 

heretof'ore undisclosed night is 
opening at this address: STOP/ 

/down directly 

at first intercourse 
turn off Look 

pre-po~==~ ~!~~t:e:llg!~O~!=~~nd having new 
lets to flow 

transparency thru-off to touch 

but not pitched to woo: not peaked til f ocal-lengthened 
ransoms touch privilege 

in eub-pre-text esthetic ecstasy 

more.all clean 
that none have had this 

& what' a more/all related inflationary foreplay with itness 

!: the magnetic feel of watt comes 
thru celluloid nightie-developed safelight 
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and spreads before us the table of containment 
not all at once digestible 
nor digestible once for all 
but re-heatable, re-freezable 

amenable to salts and sauce 
to let in illusion inexhaustibly to appetite 

yet except revisits the meantime of dream 
a translucence of the infinite to re-form 

as opaque as empty space: fulfillment: 
stops the blue eyeglass eye: 

some :fraction of the hour upon: a stage 
yearning permission to poise-pose man's per man eminence 

as.saying a life beyond -- the reach above 

IS HERE trans-parenthesis: unencircle-evented 
ecstasy to me a straight stream line: 

going t o do what none have done/ being 
going to be what some have tried & gone unbeing 
going to say what none have said/do --

parades admi ssion by faculty to facility 
of thought upon being without borrowin!lj& 

to spend : time without end to go/dofbe 
& no return addresses bathos to this aura 

& otherwise here in loneliness 
desires become/parroting overheard wordsworthier romantics 
that beauty is/ & moreover/ the sterile sheik 

linen hysterias mask ecstasy's witchdeYil-riders' 
walnutcrackerbarrel walkup game 

in a scintillating hide-&-see 

that love's salt-reduced middle ridicule 
is here in riddles preserving peril-luminousness 
in trans-luxurious woo-looking good guesswork 

but except a scene lens: THIS: image in nativity 
all acts behold pre-touch 

the semi-precious artifact traction 
introducing--- but for WHAT? to be held the bodyscape 

or if meant see/philia: this FLAW 
TO BE the whole PLAY 

the CAUSE in what sense the future ACTS---? 

TO PROVE: hope improved or not upon 
sight poasessed of the coming finale ---

the blue eyeglasseye is chasmal/ 
/trial by finder's view fantasm 

to put to sleep a be-whole piece awake: 
as must not stop to take time out the living SEE 
but to take the living stops' time-out 

-----------------------
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to exhibit the .are eTident lfHA'I' aliTe 
aaye to llir;hlight proof for l~~proTed reaembrance 

in contaetprint-enlarged poaaeaalon: 

The Central E'rent 
of Tentral presence 

aeana to inTent 
the new ~1Te-uplook 

of haTing & not do{be had bacltout 
til 1/maaa 11gbt-wlt1plicity in fiold 

to nearest engroea•ent 
explodes the le!toTer factor into 

the Tery beat news do/be had of r;ooda ad .. Tentral unity 

aueh hori1one to haunt the swollen aelf-111-lwdnous candlepower 

tra!.r~:h r::' o~r:~~ P!:: HaYen 
thru canyons upslghtdown in throee of echoes 

aa inTentora T&ult tiptoe 
eTents: here: deeper &reater depth 

a wiabing.well-entered 
illuaione do/be trained the entertaining &. the encbantaent 

" throqh wbole-eua thigh-field or sn 
to breast froa peak to peak 

the boo to turn about & nm 
to/fro questions too e110tiTe to immolate 

to aubliaate big figure light 

to ~: ... :e:r. 
0~a~!·~~!~!::P ~h:1!~:~~o~~;e d::!~e heat 

tho photo-intinitudinal tiro 

Tben to aee be/haYe WHAT: to haYe ---? 
inYites paettiae presence in. tense loTe-perunence 

eTeriiOre to re-pre-send lust clusters 
a. the 1aperat1Te energy 

for ad. juatmet -a at to be/ co•e/baclr: 

aa ahadowe in the infinitiTea 
aaking loYe: gerund: deterred to be 

dreaa.ia. to do: 
one inBEDstead taste of sleep 

to erect the ACT-like in.II: kiaaes the picture of 

~ delayed the dartrooa.aate 
again unrogained: Paradi.. in the IIIrd ACT 

thou.P wch oYertaten the groo• &:. the bride-to-haTe 
known beauty is aywbiotic: 

the !ar.in.sight chic kick 
unentranced: to split than sit a. not admit it 

1aperiled in debut.tantalising extra-orgy airs 
entrances one: by one to add: here: The night' a reproof 

a soliloquy 
1:. duet at once: the pudding of luat to do 

_g_ 

in not a flash this admittance-enfolding finale 
but to be/bold for hning 

the wherewithal half/third re: past behind 
UP in dialectic middle bewilderment PLAY 

the life of the last re: ACY plunging 
relays in. tense apace- hillpocKetp1cking -time 

in search of beauty is this other awakenness 
that life's self-love in sleep detects as affect 

for charming viability 

for whatever flashing per.emptily seen: 
imperishable content 

THIS LIGHT:a time is contentedly canned 
as per.if.here.really eyes see/saw love 

once upon this: appeared & disappeared: 

bodies fulfilling infinit1Te voices 
forms feminine though they were not 

sublimely supine: earthenhood: winking 

feeling in higher man.age .able heels 
ideals of ultra- cult -ur-visions 

beyond all conjugal reconnaissance 
assayed of anything sexed in common 

but though err.or be- fore- hind-sight 
transparency moves idea: is time being/come 

-back or -to imperative conjugation: thought-view.out 
transparenthooded searchlock snap 

& here the drama's resource abounds 
in.formationally cross- see/elect -sectioned 

somehoWOWbere definitive: 
sublimated ad as to be.whole.saying 

the offtime offstage intran:~itiTe darkroom deTelop•ent 
a new truth: CLICK: 
a newly aware NOW, and th.en, forever ---

But in the say/see of permission for granted taken good game looks 
being/still total stoppeddown event 

unfilterable for mis.taking charm 
a chasmic distance 

the shutter is not an act to shun 

with a click you can be alike the pic ur-choice 
up to your snap unless you did the scene shot 

would you be man or demanded of 
in behind or fore narcissus-rairrored attitude 
in search of beauty, force, or good family cooky-ing ---? 

:This is the world scene::: 
the seen world greater than 

THAT: there is no equal to: Time in motion: To 
catch up with light : The I solator of 

re : developed unities & conquered space 
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the seeming continually beyond the seen 
the scene continuously beyond the act 

But in the white mirror.rain.BOWED-OUT.look from paradise 
into pressurized develop.mental structured til'lle 

LOOKS: not to topple: to.ward.off.perfection 
discomforts baing IN: To move to do/be emulation 

topwardly climbing: To 
get in the open event?envy?estate of See/meant to be airy: 

is immortalizing 

and though awe.filled: any process to glamor 
looks per.posa to lightup: something to see do/be 

Will color stopdown to see the flower 
in its safetylight black fig-ur-bath --? 

however flowerworld delectable & delic.llte 
stems raise &. lower the ethereal head: to affirm 

petal rough touch-light: ad.HERE'S LOVE 
reddened black & red: the switch ON: Danger 

concurring eyes closed 
00 NOT OPEN 

the full awe.force: per.forced to come on: out of lovefold 
the light underclothes pulled off: not needed 

the pro-lambskin relaxative & naked: TO AFFIRM 
the off .naked close pitchblend switch-feeling: ON 

full-mooning feel of dark bodies: should be a scene 
to uncloud of blush: To embrace: The other: 

unwise: a waste of view 

so to develop a lust for highlight life 
& to do/be the winking soft celluloid blue eyegl~sseya 

:Why not try its angular knowledge insideup 
that does not enfold over bearings 

as would affront ob.doors screened from opening ---? 

while wonder enchants the womb & the man 
intimacies of the third eye: exposure's 

flashoutlook to view: be.wbola: held: 
the mesh of pigment 

isolation in insular reverse 
sends its greed tingles to you: an invitation 

to emulate this view: cupid pic 

-10-
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in gregarious foolery in the flood of' while 
to regenerate her wading dusk limbs 

that in an ancient carriage clockwidth-wishpool of blind auto-mating 
mo•ing ever on one black forever edge of' presence 
toward the haunted house of whole-minus-one white infinity 

infinity moved behind each one 
alleging signpost movemen~ 

wherewithal without incrementwaged 
the time-toll censorship upped 

amassed love's produce labor in faith 
withholding manumission by great minute-white-cocked arms 

and close-running charm of need rewinding 
of the clock infinitely round 

until lust's muddled 
0~~~!:C~e~e~!r~~~g s~~df~s~l~;~on refractliness 

unwinds entrail anxieties from the quick pit sensual 
that break off with the alien wit a8thetic 

To call Orhythmia by her name 
the identical romance of statement 

to a fact o! state without stateliness her name is noise 

••• 
Interlogue (Looking Backwards l 

••• 
Break heart fro11 high down 
to idle out to nowhere 
it's different on the go nowhere 
is captivation where•er will is 

no matter no strained saying to make the dead aware 
the heart will not hear the mind 
for death it will not prepare its mirror of' words to wear 

heartbreak aay what? 
(I look like a r-ound of lips trying to say nobody lo•es me?) 
This looking caution may talce my generations to exhaust 

Here the mirror of all things said to me 
11eet down in darkness night 
other aad images I haYe caught and choked on 

the light & color matched apart from feeling 
explode timed through opposition of lllind 

One day and the young went along to school 
fresh of platonic eheek and frolicsome 
emelling their bathed home-carry-out-of-doors sweetness 

one day with the usual clock-faced ubiquitous elty 
eJD.iling wastefully in sun8hine for work the hour-lunch 

of those hours that pass in some trans-stage autistically 
of a day only day daylight 
all light-bright and on the brilliance seem whiles of paradise 

upon eventual rising empty heart of routine 
from having to hunger 

out of self in rebellion against this special being etart 
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ALL THE WORLD LOUISB 
looked at liked her looks 
looked fro11 

Louise reality apace (historiological) •e 
one ti•e unreality once reality a space 

For non-existing stomach dis-ease a good meal won't do 
a long run won't last 

whose pink cream-rinse white golden flower 
deflowered in the shrubbery by night? 

lover Dana la salle de classe le profeaseur a demande 
-Mon A Et ensuite 
ou' eat-ce que Pierre a dit-il? 

-11 a dit 
j e me souveins tout 

fou fou 

mala dana me coeur la muaique de l'exiter 
11 a ju sana quelqu'un lui ecouter-

What day is tomorrow now 
I have li•ed and liYed 

today not an end in ray sour 

tomorrow lin i~t:!1~o~~~:s:~e=~d 
the 

the rapist 



black even ia better than burning 

all men 
have passed lifeboat drill going ashore in occupied 

HELL! PU:ASE --- wait t damn 
going asylumassemble ---Ashore! 

will take Proceed pro--- cautions while on p---- lEASE!! 
all men NUTS! 

SO WHAT DOES THAT PROVE? 
we've established that that men and women are like that 
it is all !mag !mag---

and what was that all about nothing 

INCIDENT some university boys came by talking ontologically 
about God they said -God died-
they said -Thank God there is no God-

! go to uni'l'ersity I won't go back I won't go back til next 

And I was at the funeral 
I stood gravely watching Him interred (& then I re-matriculated) 
And I saw the weak-structured faces of the witnesses 

jellied from disquiet to masks of solemn-sitting superior 

Will I bring a me into their world court 
and will they rule my children they CANNOT rule my children 
Don't come to bed Don't come to bed anymore 

So I went off to a place after awhile 
- So you want IN?- the man said 
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ror ten dollars I could let you in on time 
get whatcha can-

hNot long- said the housemother -a short eternity 
a-ha--- HEY! if you see Q.... let me know 

what HE thinks about this 
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......... and told of heaven in words 
and signatories said they saw the dead water anger into wine 

but words worlc the water up a tincture 
for words? whose art is this? 

---and a celestial neutron split the wind and shattered it wordswidth'?? ? 
wi tb a words gun a hold-up God-aan said -Come unto Me all ye that labor ---

. and they said -A tol:'IDentor buffoonery crucify HIM- t the son-of -a-wordsgun 

A.NT I STROPHE -What did that colored woman say? 
raised you from how small? hahaaa! bounced you on her---? 
hahaaa t Christopher's daddy was a gingerbread man gingerbread aan 

they try to hide it the best they c·an shortn1N ... shortn1N 

~ but the rain my lov~ I vow 1 belJ.eV .. ----
-18-

GRI!:AT DAY! ~r~:~wd:yt!:~mfuld come wit hin my quest to scream 
the many mansions light ng I want a way to innerness love become stiff-breathed stymies 

put your arms around me feel! s each tension sound of my et er~1 a nd constrain the me turn d tenor heaves to the hip t:nt tom 
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at the fraction of thigh sight 

SADNESS how sure the trickle 
long concluded up to this 
the cause of you 

through silence 0 silent Muse seeming unctioned a long night in purple 
the once-dream of woman slept 

for sudden fear in the wished kiss would wake to awallow energy 
and the bath of the man 1 n bed would not leave brilliant refractlessness 

not to admit the magic put into solving the logic of two unmet depend and independences 

how all the long and distant ways 
I had boned the loss and death 
or all my days 
what to satisfy that become 

but now how ever could I before be whole 
as all past flies over before my eyes 
how vast this you you you 

devotional once-beauty object of words 
come about me tightly and I feel devotional time being 
the once-brevity of my eyes will have a science of baing 

Let there be 
there is 

If black loveliness 

I create a diet of a cumulous deal 
calculated to taste divisible by love 
a menu of little feet in music-mellow frontal touch talk revisits me 
down the sleeping seeaing horn sands 
as I wallc: the feeling of the sea awake and th.ink on Africa 

that darkness of storm-fever bosom 
the bull-eyed fire in her skies a beauty 
that it should be the fruit of her labor 
that in darkness frets to see itself lovely 

and here and there and there a door that opens the sea up 
to see that which is up-sky 

and I wander wonder of wonder heart full breathing the sky opening away 
strange nights of blues day and darkness here 
distance unto time a seemingness to reach by thought 

multiples of feeling into strange winds · 
under the e&"YIB under roofless wonder 

shelved into dark Africa down 
the lawn vines winding to root 
of the first part of the biology of darkness 

I wonder on Africa 
in that substance of how-it-is .. to·be-down-hare in and after waking life this 

in the night severally limited 
of the world growing outward from essence saelling 

flesh-wrapped in the crest's down plunge 

an incident in the history of romance 
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in the world 

'J.i.:).iJ~ dawn of the artist some tenBion crushed on time 
~-1 1 n ~reen spac~ where tonal paint poi at feels hyoer•w•r•n••u or t lme 
and t:'lat :s ot,:; :-tJ'I.r 'l.j ~ hav-3 b~e:1 t;J this lan,1 

"' d,1r!>: anc1. effula:ent action of strokes 
where 1 thOU!Z;ht 

if; were :1:1 h~'PJti~·ul a~ -~frica 
a~ blqck a~ ~.~--e ~:nus tropical ~ky 
<l!l "1lniature wlt'lout :r.alic~ '\'"1 ~.'1~ <Jt.'\rs 

.):1. '111 t"l' !"" ··;t , .... _~ t 

fH· VIi-; in;r.:tnc~ 'Jf exile rloes not bridp:e s<>einro: an-:l t'ein? 
ex<'~r-~ ~,·h-?:1: lift her t•' t~e :r.Junt-'lin ~:~i 
an~<>,-::- reuch-"'1 s:»:':tly a;-•ainst the sky ir: ~·d~ · 1'1:: 

· •n.v~ ~wiftly f~lt :--re.;;~r.c .. 
'le:· ~r~-~t, "\ · r1L l·"t:.O:in~ •.:-~~r~ J: ·.-.o.n:" 

an'l hrushin.• treat.Ll,.~--'1 ,- ..;;t • r.r· •J··t· 

ill T;;o QI LOVE And you M1os 0 
of t he worthou f will think on love through all your thinking wakef ulness 

and you were ~os~l~v~f;i~~n in silver 
how nrinciole times ti 8 i th t<J a · mo'l1ent the jun::rle m has n b 8 rich black ea r t h 

j yet I d~~n "writing of back s inc e the n 
but I was wrong to rate m 1 ot write Dear ~.iss my way is truth &. love 
that you were lovely enou~h ~;ev~~~~~d to the wind in your hair 
and it was wrong for wro on to perish 
that authorized life bre~~s t~n be the people 
and even as I lack for one and litskbrittle parts in measure for g lo-oo to you ·, 

all the principle of it has perished 

How will 1 count from now til believe me how I do not w meeting another sadness 
these nakednesses have be:~t 

8 
t~h~~e any tomorrow so naked 

a nd if I had been onl a w e space and a black pit of jud ment 
excitation would have Y cons~;d m~~e refractiof!' s fraction of ligh~ e creative urge{ · 

and the (until the last J?,PWer-flicker failed 
man gone down in darkness to old age 

Now these were the judges __ _ 
a Miss S in another state 
an unreliable in anoth r ( a lesbian and prostitu~e ~ountry i 8 prostitute first} 
a Y.ies 0-something in same n a~~v~ ;t:~:t(thi · 

!~~h d~~~e~~ ~~;e t~~k de:lp::~ ~~a~~~~e s~i:~~e 
e c utching at sky 

nd then the very bosoms of r!arknP.ss were in nubility f·Jr me 
in H.e hills where I waH:erl mys~lf 1 met them 
and on the beaches in tbe lampblack waves 
I swam through darkness to Orhyth.rr.ian music 

to Miss V and 1 anrl ::; 
the alphabet in nudity of name-bodiee' girl-ripe lascivious a·Jr<~'
t and woman-pompous pot.r.d ~ 

when 1 wae young -.ri th manhood 



Then I have been in the muck of the great world sewer 
who has k:iaeed the face launched in a thoueand li..,ing streams? 
dead ecbedules I know them all 
and my lips are the last bite of flesh I would have die 
and loYe they are like no other meat 

::: :h.!its h:~: ~~:a!:si ~!;:a g~!.~l:;h h!~u!~a~ave eaten 
are there lips to kiss myself and they cont inually 

I ~a"'e in to too much intuition 
establishing thereby an affinity that was not 

which action upon the non-esisting created he' a-li king-me 
and the halls anewer 
whatever last thing I sing echos I) )l)o)T )e) )Ou ) 

will it uke the hit parade 
will I be the famous happy man who wrote of heartbreak( 

(too rich now to know what it was 
or how s hall I court? 

-Coae to ••- aha aaya 
-while the world ia watching you won't be eorry I'll make it up to you-
o..,er .., shoulder raise the wonders of the halls 

-Hueb! be ainga praiaea 
leta pretend we haY en 't the faintest---

wait! listen there's nothing IOTHING 
00 SOMETHING anything there must be something we can do 
WHAT'LL WE DO 
an Aaerican tr&!;edy -Why-- ... we' 11 stick together 

and call out the preaeures 
conformity will f orce the ieaue-

They aee\c the beauty of lcnowledgeableneas in your unknowing 
the fear of aecret aocietiea within the socius 

who need slavish attentions to aid seeming 
to carry conTiction in ceremony 

the fear un.astered by the old guard is that democracy will spread 

ENTER BELOVED I went nude to the wat er 
-- ---aiid sank at the water' a edge into the history of my coming 
SWIMMING POOL open 1-6 aon thru Sat Sun 2-5 no fooling around 

-Why don't you coae more often? come early- she said 
-I 'a here three or four times to your one 
it'a so auch better to --- than What're you studying? Biology? or Art? 

makes no difference really does it ? now that &Willler is bare---

Ro smoking No running No one allowed in water whe n l i fe guard is 

poaitiYely no lotions oils or other lllinietrants 
not attending 

-OON 1Tt please% PLEASE! DON'T Ohhhh- CaeloooS&B 
-Ob you beaet-
... Uit cut out that horach-ing around

-You'll have to be Quiet getting o"'er the fence-

~ ENlRAI~ When on the shores of the world I dream 
~11e1n er aye of damages against adjustments succeeding nights 
It's winter now Julie 

Letter from mother I won't open it 
Special Delivery won't open it til 
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Christmas eYening The poet thinks life co•plete in poetry 
a poet thinks on dying continually 
a poet is too much shame to face both death and silence 
a poet li..,es to sing and dies {But your songe don't sing) 

-Here! be ay good man Friday I ' 11 feed you-
- Sleep with me I' 11 give you rhythm-
-HaTe you written anythi ng lately?-

- You 1 re going to be a famous mansomedaygot any rent money?-
-Thank yownayi pay for half a month?-

Do not laugh at the idiot who is lost in wisard vanities 
it may happen to you to ALL except I will not let it happen 
I was born tor a part 
like you who will marry and prof:g•;;~~GGLE FOR YOURSELF : IMPORTANCE 

will want to pass on to J r ar eo-n-so of euch-n-such presti&e 
will you do something for or q:ainet the people? 

CARRUNG MAIL FOR THE FOST OFFICE cood idea! 
well if you want to get on PERMANENT you '11 ha"'e to pass the teet 
a general intellifence aort of quia JUST FOLLOW DIRECTIOlfS 

any highech~~ilf~ ,;o:o~~l!e -~;ed •en but --- IOU DIDN'T PASS 
cephalic index eouala brefdth g 100 Well probably aesocepbalic 

IQ? ah here's where I don'~nr.ed your inetrwoents Mr. Anthropometriat 
IQ --- (also suppressed l 

IQ equals :&~:!r::fcal age equals IQ 

educational achi!yement equate accomplishment quotient equala( 
menta age (registered ability ) 

SO WHAT? we still don't know the •eaning of to pass 
or not to paaa 

BUT JUST THINK OF ALL THE FUN WE'VE HAD IN SCHOOL 1: OUT WITH OUT-GIRLS 

Today's ehort eubject The poet who didn't paas 
brown eyes blackish hair body tension in minus pig:aenta Yiolet green 
orange red OR violet indigo brown green yellow oran&e red and two dropa 

ere ... in ay coffee and two sugars pleaee 
(I lied not really pure African iapure African) 
fiYe-foot aex-ee..,en-eight ( accordin& to the tall-sighted guessers) 
otrong build 
outstanding racial characteriatic 

~~~=~:~~1: :::~~ri:~ccupation 
aadneae voluptuous 
IN ling 
aeelcing beauty from word to ward 

What happens to a man who can't pay rentlighte gaagroceries? 
can't eat one day? borrow? how JDUchu need? 2ndweet )rdweet 
found you a job yet? Sold any poems? 

And it' a winter now Julie 
MAMA look at Santa Claus t 
go tell him what you'd like for l.aaa John 

a winter night of a little Southweet giant ie black 
ia starry aagnificence ie hungering sky 

late autumn wearing winter better than winter 
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CA RRYING ~\ATL FOR THE POST OFFICE Well you passed the test 
you're no dumbbell 

all sig ned up for the Xmas rush too eh I guess you can :~tart in then 

And what has tho poet done to antagonize the world outside? 
-You poet s think tho world owes you a rending-

You look kinda proud of yourself-
TYour pride must not show before the fall) 
-It • 8 only the music within me calling outwardly 
Listen to your soul too Sir and rnake peace with it-

-00 NOT f·:AKE FACES AT THE SKY SIR POET He ie out 
at the country club following at 2PN a stroll 

Dear f\lPL I walk continually with you & we talk of i!a & whena & werea 
if I were young again if I were and not having to be 
but now my soul alone would equal the spirit said of proffered love 

SUPPOSE a man loved an angel beloved of an angel 
which man-part would angel love prize? 
help u s t!O\i a time of our dying Amen 

CARRYING }:A!~Y:~~n T~!d~S~a~:~;~E ( ( little fellow just learning to talk 
closer --- negu negu GRO! (a son can plan to be com~ a man) 
Grrrr! 3ft long 2ift high -Hush Tiny don't worry be won t bite you 
-Ask him to give the mail back please 

Some university boys passed and laughed thinking I had proTen 
too stupid to become a white collar desk man 
I have only one white shirt 

r-~y friend R and his sweetheart ~ ~:~: :e c~a~~= ~~r t~a now 

M also fixed Sunday dinner for me before the holiday 
I returned the favor before she left New Year's 
together they made my nook so cozy I shall mise M 

(~~ r~e~a~~m~o · see he~h:oisn't :c~~~n~fdm;i~~y~~~cp~~;rgy---) 
It didn 1 t matter that I was out of touch with love 
.\nd :~; lef t the two rooms lonelier than thought in suspension 

i~o~~~ i~ ~~~n{i~g 1~~8 
J 

0
{h!t t~~~h~h~~~~ passed my door lock 

Julie I come back to you of love 
it is a s ickness I know 
Yes I know there is no cure as graceful as knowledge 
yet there is not gratification enoug h in ~~~n~:te it' e: winter now 

,.1orn insideout my song reversable is full of love-yeses f'ull 
cy heart grows warm is winter-lighted now 
in my house are stectral lights breaking in one by one heat 
lights if you ook in under my coat th~!v:o;~~~er-landed now 

I wear the importance of choice on the side next to me 
whatever rose black and wild scorched and fallen 
this part of the world with me bas met 
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One day I sat in the rain 
and as suddenly as tho shower I could s eo BLACK 
I could see the carriaginp; of carava ns of her 
along the black-earthed bar e.footfa ll trails of my lost Africa 

3hifting an optical pelvic revolution at rest 
steering to me the two-willed frontal out-o.ffering axis 

she royal-tooled the muted stool root of primitive £.Q.!!I2 
carriaging her hip drum sound-silenced without just rite to place( 

her point said in grace) 
I inhaled great bull clouds of air 
and sighed into history that there is not a chocolate adjective alive 

in the fruitnut history of earth 
and the journey into time is long-winded 
except you go by way of' Wheatley Attucks Turner Vessey Tubman Carver 

to hear them saying something in a distant place 
are deadend aidestreeta of an old town 

Pushkin Dumas 
Cleopatra Hanibal 
two thousand years 

in a farther grand way otherwise insignificance 
moor like a shadowboxed-in by Aryan namebrands 
Toussaint Queen Ashantua Douglas B ethune Johnson 

;~dr~ :~:lih:p;~~t s~~~a:~:r 0fn °k~a~f~ht History 
I shall go there 

Lightly I toss off yesterday Out salt 

I have seen an adjective in an aria a la Verdi 
creamed and frosted like China/Geiaha beauty 

yet in a joying part a passion 
play brute soft urunincing about like water 

readied by fire flowing to me 

have seen a noun asleep w1 th nothing on 
saw and said VIBGYOR! this savage space is mine 

enigma I dissolve to solve and flow upon feverish to meet 

And what shall we rename the discoTeries of reappearances 
to appear important to our women k tollc 

This knowledge to name is power 
shifts the voice from neutral to careers of acta 

tho roar is synthesis in contact into high for the hill 
l'fith will-to-top over the bolder speed taking the risingsfall 
let her go into the head groaning at the sound of met 
at the edge of down is a border town dealing in renovated engines 
how fast is first? break the world record 

wherever are money and power and love of women 
fast ie: foremost glamor 

And I saw the African word written in the rain 
forward saying it was movement in the lightning wisdom 
a light pigment and brilliant hunger 

and time immolating thighs trunk belly bosom 
the artist how now that tone to begin 

to express her beauty in tension 
there is a movement to tables and the feast is attempting beginning 
the demigods' act of consuming her is the first order or diet 



Mr 45rpll-LP awakes one morning seeing black: discs 
this thing could get out of record these vocal boya gettN uppity 

~~=s c£;~chLi:t,~~~:t i~n~h:ak~i:~: !~~u~~!a anti--- ER yea 
we'll nip time in the atom 

rape law and J. · laughter are with you 0 K men 
our joys our hopea 

conYening this dark day at the county seat of ?>11ae White Miae 
the complexion--- ER inspection committee 

to look into the matter of black market meat--- ER materials 
and what are the components herein? 
Firat stolen techniques 
Second hyperboliom 
Third a smear campaign to underaind our word codes 
Are we to stand tor this kind of coapetitiTe legend 
and that THAT meanwhile fattens on our money 
that THAT threatens the complexion of the world? 

BUT DEAR LP things han changed this ian't 1920 
this 1o 1955 '57 '60 and aft or Bandung and Mau Mau Ghana and Nigeria 
the people haTe become unconditionally a market 
the people have come in sises and shapes and colora as the creation 
and yea is the new world song of will 

but their standard of lies is below ours yet 
to market we will go 
we can bank it wholesale speculating on the bulla LP 0 X 

it was written in the rain 
heart ot IIOJ:'ning t1 b 
beast of burdening ott to work a ny sparrow aautr-torn 

his temporal wingo against the olcy 
soaring a narrow strait between the seeds of dew 

h r ll i r homesick for weathers of summer 
e d bo haga n rom the roof of the world crying out in lonesome 

an Y t e tracks made in the ground the words were 
the withered worda gave deadly burps 
the blood shriveled into the wind 

and tho earthbrain food flooded into a puddle( 
(to roll away rivera of him 

~~oon~ly I
1 

stopped on him halt-witted with thio knowlodgo of •Y end 
• a ore eae winter wearing at my mind on home a ain 

but as suddenly as his dying I stepped back a ac: 
and bending seised the frozen death thing p 

and buried it in a box without salt 
in a rock-pebbled earth in a muddy grave 
in the rain beneath my window 

AnJ i:1to the night that f')llowed 

- ----- ---- -------- --------------
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a heat of liouid sleep swathed my fasted body 
and knowing my dying would be the end 

like the bird' s end shoveled into the earth 
because aromantical asocial setting apart 
no group resource no love adhesion to the wound( 

( despairingness 
no generation of gathering 

reviewed my length of life's odd terms in debts to the living 
dreamed of love and death 

and M -

but also 

and the book I wrote 

To the old man who kept house 
and nailed together its boards 

before and after every wind 
who supplied the wood and coal 

and washed the clothes 
and hung out rags to dry 

who thought it charming to have a smile 
in a world that laughed and still laughs 
to see ragamuffin breeches hanging in sky 

To the old man with tub full of kids 
who did everything wrong 

with much show and movement 
the old man of the tear-filled eyes 
who8e weathered cheeks' indignity 
shame the wisdom of all 

that he taught himself not to know 
the only one who will cry 

whose grief I feel even now 
because I had not velocity to fell a city 
but a heart not owning even of these words 

the patriarchal -Amen
given up to death all notions of the house 
that our hearts revelled in before I dreamed 

the dichotomous summer of freedom 

To the giant I once knew never as a little man 
to morning night and madness in that long ago 
who held the world without relief without pause 
who could not go away anymore at last 
so stood wavering yet never knew himself a midget 
though giants walked about in leisure 

to you alone 
the everlasting of my energy hare in song 
and forever to be 
undiminished and unchanged 
lonely mother 
confessing r:ay love of legend 

to G M - a hoarse first moment of love 
to whom I brought myself young 
and lonely and illusioned had to have 
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for the greatest forecast of feeling long to heal 
for loving none but the unbaloYed find 

that unworthiness precious in my journey 

to whom I dedicate the great loneliness of' wor\ca 
and the va8t intaria to their beginning sound 

~:~ufh sr~ more - for the songs 
for the singing of them 
for often silences of these 

who belong here 
I love beyond tiae 
and my feelings in tlaa move toward thea 
still in that infinity-yesterday sameness 

so like fortune dwelling off beyond the baref'oot night 
even as I except in my heart's pulse 
existing in exile on the f'ringa of morning 

to whom the singing surges 
deep with the spirit of' a whisper heard afar 

and rain with these I close ay yesterdays 
and some part today present 

when I communicate with rain again 

I can still bear voices 
I rush into the imagery 
and they are there 

in the songs I should have to write 
to release •Y soul from the agony ot baing 

beauty• a alien aan 

and the raindrops say it again 
there was such a time there was auch a tiae 

even after summers have gone 
in the same sense of being time 
when we have spoken laughed or cried 

and sequence past sequence 
you are hera you are here 
and there is nothing to desire 

except desire 

~~ :h:v:O:!!t ii~~t o~:c~~flf ~!!ire 
Heart! heart of l'alling rain 
remember varnished sidewalks of my city 

filled the little crevices 
that spilled into gutter riTara 

and boats ran down the rough 
over the rolling rocks of rain 
in Mexico New Mexico and Manhattan 

I saw you sailing away and away 

sometime s~~dw~:~~i;h h~~~ ~~~ ~~~f~~ ur~~ a city 
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-------------- - ----- -- - -- ---
tr• ·ll.v o' l.)lr l!ttl•~ feAt, rli'Oi eml•~r 
>~~ v> 1 ;-• 1 r1:1w ilf't re 1n my v Jutn 

Hll .nt.o my 'r>Jrt - nrd, d .. v J' "tfl 

~o"l .. rP i• 'l-1" t!mp1 <~.nl :""YnJ"'j 

'"•' omot'l rr.an~ c.ln~ >f l .. , 1n· in '>JJu.s 

I' tl n>Vel ~ .. w th >U' 1. t.riwnd1 

••• 
LOGOS 
••• 

The willtera of ay aind freest o-rer 
though the heart ia a aeadow in •~•r te•po 

the tYeniqa and adding to rotation defenaea' plot of fertility 
1a libeling oxpoauro to think ia 

an icebox of tear frowning in the darlc of beat 
u .. 11 an alley or horoo:r 

to belitTe and diebelieTe my days' work: behind me 

down 
down in •:r dup drollt'lll tears 

we 'Te built t:• .,::~~r!: =~~d •;c~c:;:c~~;n;~l f;O::n 
of the salt of his oarth in ita drought 

unhallowed historically for crops 
and eo detaaed by his alaTery to the soil 

the crow goes away 

on coaing young to the city 

now reate -~~ ~!!f~t t!r; ~::l!~.~o 0¥a~k; in feeling bitter 
it ia an open-roofed coop 

to atagnate feeling a long way yet fro.11 freedoa 

will there be a winter when the anow will fly the city' a Cl"'WWbs away 
and it death coaea I die away from the land? 

but freedoa ie & h&M'&St of weathers 
and winter spreads and gets up conuaonly 

eo it the billa are coTered and the aeadowa quiet differed among children 
and •en not crows track away trom hoae 

and away froa carrion 
the sowing or the salt tears not reaching through( 

(the white cold 
and the land alien land 

the weathered aind in this nw religioua ti11e 
would be a head colder than the icebox toothache 

ot a greedy aoil of war 
of the once done-arranging unforgetfulneaa 
of how the slipa rotted on ay back 

went down in the aea of my first co11ing 
and the winter ot that long way to elate a manhood once 

upon beauty' a refusing ae tiae 
would be a troat-bitten ugliness of my presence 
unrelieTed by the thouaandtb-placed indulgences 

ot a black Tengence crw 
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of a time-regreaaed huaanity in a holy aiaaion'a Teraion 
of a buaineas fleet of ethics 

among the raTagea of pride 
in a world' a new race tor culture 
and the powderpuff' 1 new unprecedence 

!.!!! M!RROR Qf.!!!!!! (De!initin insight in feeling) 

And the rain of ay days cue back to •e in ao11.enta I awoke 
this rain a weatheM"ane' a eye out on a II>RB torecaat lt.b 

bewildering or the wouad or loDelinoao 

And how lonely 1o God' a night 
hero iD the held-orr witbinneaa 
how eure near rhythas of COaiiOlogical caur:~i::a:~!s of huaan Spirit ) 

these 11U&ic1ans who make night a ball of pronounciatinc threads of notes 
aiatake nothing foreip ay teelin&s to out gone ahead 

the houra descending to IIOTe 
deaden the touch of my waking on a heart' a d.re .. 
hereafter tar the hearing eYer ao nearl~ eTel"'IIre the earthloTe 

and night •:!!~ !~~ oi~t:.~•:fl~:!h!~~fnt:~:!e~:::l:::i: 
and heart roae-red and pink august blue-brown and blue-green 

iTory white and snow 
bit-o-silTer and suntanned of falling into sleep 

black contact gold 110untain aornin& 
and hostly in aelody in aetaphore day 

The form of 11e rose faint with ungodly emaeiation 
ita speaking 

-I need aeTen minds to paint I need freedo• to loTe· 

and I felt no matter you bel~ ie out in apace in energy 
about ay individual moment is a ti•e-boab of body in hyper-actiYe obaa 
and body ia paycho-tiaed explosions in tat presence 
until thia Toluptuoua wearin& of the greased-away touches 

to topple my profuse aind' a wheelbarrow-balance 
of the concreteness of edification 

that reinfob;·~ :f:il:t t;t~k r:;!~ ~;s!:::k b!~r~d •f:!nt!c!~e 
stood a cunning tower aboYe the warring vaatea o! styles 

defending in white heat neutrality 
to find a resolution of the end detail of detail awake 

with all plant-prolific eyeloo hning 
unwound the tailing to iapart the one vboleao•e beauty of rest 

But in that o~io:~rt::t t:~~~:i;~~n:i~h~is~~ :!f~:o:;e~h:hr;i:r emotions 
stepped leggishly strangereasea fiercely lithe 

& hippopota•ua-hiply aoae in alia reeling of aol! 

hand-•et '1~~ ~~:d:r:q~~d~}:fs ~e~~d of the nude 
calling loTe perforce to do 

-My dea1rea pass here 
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there are unhundred loves inside me-
and out out 

-I am the way found to time chained no more 
.freedom is ill forever in time but freedom records well the way 
by love yearning for hills' breath 
with hardy soul at the head the climb deepens 

with me you will go out in a .faraway finding 
and when we touch the black hot being positive 
the way will flow out of time wordswoman lovely-

He•• ~ .ll (all the black gi•ls) 

-I am Solitudo-(in sandwichbookgown with body in silhouette) 
-I am Sleep -(in translucent blue feigning a lillow ) 
-Night -(a bust & a boa~~g~t t~eg1;~~ =~~ ~ .... r~:an ) 

-Color -(black body in shimmering silver } 
-The Sea -(same shimmering silver for tail/nude upper ) 

And through the night in the brown paranoia of my P:~~n~~!~~P g~i: ~:!: 
am Shame I am Silence I am Real 
am Touch Time Point Line Body 
am Dirt Distance/Horizon Shy 

Mystery Magic Forgetful 
Quiet Quintessence I am Good 

I am Shadow 
I am Myaelf 

Somewhere I looked suggestion stopped 
it was long into uncertainty like the Way I o~ t~~g~:g~~~~nf ;;-Forgiving 

I am Presence 
And still that identity omission of space 

between the banks of space 
I see a space hill lot of space-unspotted earth 

that may be downed with leaves 
and seems lovely 

virginal ground girl could go about nude unnoticed 
but for my raw intuition's magnification 

never to endure space if to be(;~~;~:~e~~eth:"~~ds rose( 

Beauty taking me in 
to bed in wonder 

shaking me gently I awoke 
-How long have I been asleep?- I asked 

and by her smile I knew she had also slept 
Softly she began to speak 

-When by the waves of sand of the world she dreams 
ot the wastes and blood-hot wash 

o.f the leopard 1 s lurk along in close 
and the black cat 1 s work 

where the gleam of walk wears a beam of moon 
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and the talk. and tune and the screac and beam of fear 
in the moon and druss 

and the wastes and wash and the grounds or aarsh 
on a nudeness night of drulls is a plus-black rhythm aood 

a black-white airror 110od 
and full home tone 
the deep fou tone 

and timbred-skin talk of drums 

moon of a silver lig~} :r s~:h~I;r~;k:~a~~tor 
here a fiercely white light in black of fluid maximum motor 

is a doll piece clear in an avid black black 
in an ebony sphere all black 

and desire is such to reach this touchable sphere 
so kinetically oTenwch a motion to pair 

her carriage to eye is need 
is aovement looking black at look 
alnus need to see 

the deed to feeling 

So auch and more through night on the river 
the fertile river that quiTers in the fork 

is the teeling of riTer in the fork that communes with the sea 

endbrush or tree lost at sea 
to see brush seem of sea 
in oils on white on black and the dipped white light 

· in the night of black 
is the track that aight aove to or back 

and the waves of sand on the beach of seem 
tella the waves of sea of the space tide scheme of the night 

of the IL&gic soon to provide the sea 
of the night the mirror-•oon hides the sea 

works of wishes to d!Tide the waTes say yea 
objectiTe underside 

through the silTer seu 
the non-Tisible works of the world of dream 

and to come to see 
hang the moon in a tree 

dip the summer moon lost in a mirror sea 
takes a starry night and a canvass mind 
and an object lost and a laTe of find 
is the artist lost on a fierce white night ( ( in a canYaas mind 

In defense ~~~ b;::~ rl:!c~~c t~i:nds of time 
heads sadists tails masochists 

toss the coin 

the far side calls the near side falls black beauty rides 

in her akin-tight youth and will-to-truth 
back on a steed winged prosody's speed 
knees in high-together ankle-deep in a straddle 

twenty hearts in ber leather 
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----------·--------------
touching a round the padded words of whether 

to do/be whatlike the end or the way 
and enTy an entry the artist 
but hurt not enry our identi ty to begin 

At a gallop to our beginning 
beginning a gain to time a fit in an action posture 

across the islands s ea bypass the Tigris Euphrates Red 
background below a camel tree 

echo of kings along the dead 
Jordan plai ns and on the s cu l ptuous Toluptuous Nile 

a sphinx's head 
and mile on mile a fertile nubile land 
a primitive ism-land 

featiTe pagan papyrus legume mystic land of strength in style 

Successor in time of the world once more 
the temple beauty waking { ( in word preserved 

coanands the apogee degree power 
a princess minis tered severally unt o 

while graceful glances play play fairy faces obey 
aexles aly sketching sexed devotional favors 
a hand the lifeless giving of devotion to myself-devotee 
•inute projects of dignity concentrating in ti111e raieed to legend 
hold ott the seat of spectacle 

where the philter kingdom grows of love talk 
0-Promise-Me to perfect bloom 

and turn Forget-Me-Not eyes 
eyes a billionth beautiful a s sumed nude in clothes 
their good Highness black black body full-roae midnight 

amid transparent air-clothed motion 

Here they listen to obey 
wh&t little steps of wind odyss ey evening say 

tones of want maneuvering minds to device s 

men lonely lovely men looking day-long 
concerting with song times future 

and the good-great sublimate in s ilent rooms with secret s elves 

Brutalized beautiful into feeling 
feeli ng loved into time's treasure-item image 

and rain where it rains a r e t ears ~!i~s o¥a~~s~!:es hurt 

Then you are love a treasure that smears of something lost 
so•ething exquisitely something 

quite existingly quinteacent 
&. inquisitively quiet 

Once an ounce announce it whole i t em seam 
an luge semblance i nsisting quantitatiYely on quality 

indigo moon silver soot blue-•lolet black 
ni,;ht-knot thunderclot monotone still-black stop-black 

final form mouth-pressed into 
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And from the careless fling of care 
form the coupled drink-prone kiaa 
evening after day alike apart inventive lips 

now say hairless or hair? 

there ia some questio~u~f of ide~~!t!h~o~~~s c~:i~~o the better halt of need 

my hair viz then will our deed meet neatly 
shall we kiss excaptingly this play of fingers 

dare I bath:n~~:n:~~;d air breezed completely bare of hair 

~~~e~~e:i1~nywise beauties that pool at the feet? 

-It 1 s late my Princeaa too late into night to arouse 

sleep for morning ;~u~ed:;o!~~~tp~~=;i}~~s~~~.~~~~!~ale 
herein prepare yourself to push identity after itl value 

and concentrate to com~~unicata into exile 
the rest of BIOrning what mattera weary to the last 
as you go on against all the answers 

of many thousand-years 

And when will the tired unalept inertia spend 
evenings prolonging night into night 
to teed a fresh fascination its devotion to the flesh 

try ins1ght1ng in sleep to aagnity the spirit-eye 
once I dreamed elUiaahed the white kiss 

and lay screaming PIIII 
came from the soul a i~~a~t~o=:d beautiful past over 

an hundred million legion 
you are black-

-And if it rains in t he early hours 
morning as it passes giant-urveloua 

see identity MY PRINCE becom.i~ to you 

love ;~~r;~l'i ~hz!~g~!:k 1! no more no leaa 
there ia through all you and I 

to 81111: 

in love in fear fault-finding 
· wild blood of JtOre than least agree•ent---

Prom loah and mold of fire and aire of slosh and fold 
to the metaphors of. geneaia 

let there be a reflex prospective •etaaorpboeia 

Then turn and come back 
-I cannot I cannot 
look at •Y !leah back to dust again it was horrible 
it was black and I batefuJ.-to-lo•e lo•ed it to •• 

and I called it good when tooling it 
and he called it black to me but kept on feeling it and we 

kept feeling between it seemed ao to be/tween •• 
that anyone could have said I u 
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and we called it ae and it became me 

this beauty 
of dark rhythms' love 

and we di Tided the world bad me then 
I couldn't bear rightly was smothered 
wanted to--- but could not say the right combination 
could only get to feel it 

-And rarely unproatituted she looked at me a slave & loved me little-

But abe wanta you back needs you cry cry 
aha weeps too I have come to take you back 

I have listened to the singing much alone 
and come back broken out of deeperate hallelujahs a plan 

send me away no raore after old dreams I go with you 

Break heart into desire into outness out of hallow 
break health-of-healed-here into sickness o! manly-tiaed now 

be so 
and I will have a patient 

no matter what it be unbeing 
heart-willing compreheneion llindful of all 

out of the One the Truth 
out of the Good and Perfect 

out o! shadows of aagic shapes unseen 

come away ~:~ ~~ ~~= ~~~=~ :~ ~~~~!~~:: :!:~r ~is~!!• 
and let us make perfect love 

coae out to 11e 
out ·of the tire might eTen this be 
might even auns burn back to back and a journey through tire intercede 

out or the fire's ash and cinders of wave on waves 
of surface up-builders built-in graves 

through the barren worlda and the water worlds 
through the caverns and time-proof eaves 

out of the •yatie savage (a) deep unhappened atool 
(a) deep unhappened stool 

:~~8~n e~~:r;;~sp~~=8~aravan journeys 
froa aback awhile a way forgotten 

out of the thielt black duet of ancient dead lands 
ancestral to the rich black red earth and yellow sands 

-bello--
some ancestor fellow lonely claims you back 

(a) big unhappened stool boo•! boom.! boomt 

and the wail and hum and beat of a drum beats BOOM! beats 
and head away 

and the head has come clean and numb 
away from the prim.al lawn !~o~h~h~!m:rs~;:ir:ople 

by the desert graves and the sands of the desert kings 
and on eventful nowadays to the reTeille at dawn ...... 

,. .. space ,. .. OH Orhythmia ---

and through the rain-aansion doors of music entering 
the playing back of yesterday ended 
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R.S.V.P. 
(UNORI!SSING FOR AN AUT0810GRAPHY) 

There are times when I hate the heaven and hell of me, and I 
think that lo"f'e is an idea for an invention not yet rsalized. I am 
nothing if not a conglomerate of feelings that, in spite of some com
mit ment to unity, go hither and thither in search of the categorical , 
the universal - - comfort, rsst, so'fle outer affinities. I have de
clared total war-of- love on time of which it is awars and does bat
tle against me with all th9 mechanization at its disposal. But I 
am committed to bury its cadres -t nd occupy ita bed. 

The greatest certainty of my existence is for me de s crib9d by 
the barriers I cannot oenetrate, and there are yet the changing tides 
that affirm and diminish me . I am alone most of my life because I am 
too inexact "lnd im1,recise as human event rather than as mechanism of 
human-being. There is boasting in my laments and laughter in my grav
ity . There is in fact no ! to put the finger on except the hands are 
of emotional tine and replace some part of th ::t conglomerate gone thi
ther, in which (emotional) physico-chemical transformations I regain 
th'2 rib and the covenant. 

Writing here, I shal l probably get 9.bout as naked as one can, 
and some may be embarrassed . Rut when done this will not bs inde
cent exposure i rather, it will be a study of the anatomy of many 
things, of mind, body, and spirit. The nakedness as well will be a 
statement that the clothes are no vital part of me, and that I can 
do with or without them (they aren 1 t tailor- made). They do not en
hancg but merely hide. In fact, were it not that they hide so well 
I would undoubtedly take better care of the body event. 

I was undre qsins one day considering that since 1 seemed comit
ted to writing I should havs somethinP, to write about, oh - - like
Yerby writes historical <;tuff, and El ison writes invisibl~ stuff, 
and '~/right wrote Dostoyevskian stuff, and others wrote rota stuff -
aha, I ' 11 write black stuff, about the lost esthetici black beauty. 

;;t~~:i1;0 -~e ;li~~~l;1~;it!r d~~~~ :h!~ 1~~~:1!~1~=~~l Bu~x:~~e a~ra-
little baclcground wil l call Ufl tho right write COMillandments. \ nd 
if anywhere you resent the puns, though I ' d ho~e not, tear out the 
!)age, underscor e, and I'll re- pun your money. 

I take no pl easure in being a minority in a minority in a mi
nority, R.d infinitum. But t!le world is ~oing somewhere, and I ' m 
in it 1 for better or l~orse. And so my notes may be of dissent but 
I must note them. 

My name i s Lloyd Addison, accordingly I was labelled upon birth, 
and I write -- also sleen, make l ove, etc . I have devoted much (which 
is nevsr much) of my snare time inking paper but of works in printer's 
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ink (other than -r own) I can scarcely at the moment exhibit a halt 
dozen twenty-cetlta-a-piece pages. I would be inclined to think there 
are no publishing houses in America, except l'Te seen many claims to 
the contrary. Aa tor aaking loTe {wo•en), well, eTen thougb !'• cook 
and babysitter for ..,. eigbt-year-old, three-fourths of the shop win
dows about town aeem to indicate that their hope of staying in busi
ness is predicated on the female search for beauty; so there sust be 
eolfte ••• (anyway, one dependent is better than two except tor income 
tax purpose a -- this is a loTers' quarrel, of course) • As for •Y 

:~n::!::r 0~~e: ~:~~:i !r~r n~:.;eir~:t t~f f~~~~~e~~s b~;n b:!~:::n~~ht 

SAILING, SAILING --- OVER AN ABOUNDING MAINLINER 

It baa been as intereeting as it bas been frustrating to specu
late as to why I have rece1Ted such broad-scale thWibsdown to my works 
(or course historically, many others have had their difficulties; 
Joyce complained considerably about the Dublin atmosphere; Baudelaire 
was the original nature boy, and l'lbitun adght not have II& de it had 
he not such interesting bu.pa on his head. But, ae a rule, the prob
le• or the accomplished writer is not publica.tion but popularity, of 
being able to aaka a liTing at it, and such). And unfortunately in 
tbia discourse I shall be obliged to dispute the unnatural order of 
this phenomenon. My literary majority began in 1956 with "Black In 
Search or Beauty" and other generic works. But despite considerable 
focal attention of late on such captioned tbeaes as "black i~~&ge, 
black awareness, black consciousness, &. black is beautiful", I con
tinue resident in obliTion. And since this oblivion is a community 
or one I don't lcnow to say where it's at on the race issue (nor ia 
thia THE aajor consideration) but oblivion inYisible long-distance 
runner I a•. 
::~:!~n t~n~:x b~;t:~:~:!.:!s!}~h:t ~a:o~~aid~=·~~ ~:i~~dbu~~~eYer, 
~~;r:~n:n:~~ ~~; :a;-~;:~~u~!~:r~: ~~~~u(!n~e fe!n~i~~ ;~~l~~d~~f or 
the world to assay). I haTe always bean too much romantic, tbat, 
without a romance at ho11e, I should not seek to build a ship (first, 
to sail around the homeland). So this is an invitation to go sailing 
with ae, do, though troubled and inky the waters. 

Too early perhaps I forsook maudlinpathos. For a gifted black 
this is anti-establishmentarianism.; you're suppose to grind an ax of 

~!~~~;~l~r ~~~oi:.~!d ei~:~i;~~e !m:~id r!~o!~• t:1 t~~r c~~!~i~ ~~m:o!: 
who were tryin& to aake a NEGRO rather than a black literary establish
aent (the ghetto whore & the crude-spoken huespun-wise auntie instead 
or the black beauty; uny are still at it). Publishers are SUPPOSE to 
prater bonds, of course, but aethinks that with regard to black wri
ters they prefer carbon copies. 
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FROM TASTELESSNESS TO FASHIONABLE IGNORANCE 

{I think the name of the game is 1 Anything Goes') 

I recently read s ome trite by a well-known lady poet (who is 
g ener ally well-spoken of 1 of course, but I will seldom speak wall 
of a nyone s o as to minimize the rese ntment) to the effect that ele
ga nce ( profundity) is not desired in black poetry, that it is the 

!a;~m~~!1a:~:c~~i;:~;ityF!~:t f~~~:~t ~o;~v~r hi:~~ ~~e t~~~ p;~~~f:i •. 
But, moreover, i t is at best a. rat ionalization of an impoverishment 
of ability justifying itself ( t o hungry minds a nd spirits) by sleight
of-hand r '.:l a s oning, which impoverishment itself perhaps has no toler
ance for anything but a;arbage. 

How falacious can reasoning get in its at t empt to justify un
reasoning & unrea chable leve l s of personal ambition? Here you see it. 
I have been misinformed of the class ic that hunger in its longin.~ 
presse s it s f ace a~ainst the cold s how windows of elega nce, even stil
ted and artifi cial elegance, lifeless, as the best of elegance that it 
may behold ; as i f it ware not classic truth that hunger does not win
dow shop, does not gather hungrily at the portals of the manors and 
palaces t o behold represented sple ndor, eve n when nothing of THEIR OWN 
is on exhibit {or programmed ) . 

~~~bl~~k~~~~Y ~i~;~;i~~t~~r~tn hf~r e:~~; ;~~:c~u~~~~~~1~o~:~!~:t:~;-
gance, would he be inclined to buy a book, or stand reading a book in 
a store (if eo, in s earch of what?) rather than persist in seeking 
better victual s ? 

On the other hand, these same writers are issuing empty peremp
torr proclamations, s t a ting, "Black is beautiful'' . This seems akin 
to eg islating love in our white-dominated racis t world. Is this 
genre the inelegant succor of the hungry black? And what in any case 
do they mean by BEAUTIFUL? What i s this beauty that is inelegant 
{we might ask, what is this elegance}? And is the writing suppose to 
bear any direct relationship other than of inverse beauty? 

Sure, I 1 ve heard black writers SAY they were not interested in creat-
ing beautiful literature (a nymore, is sometimes appended but, as often, 
the a bs ence would seam complete). SAYING this however makes their posi
tion no less a parcel of the racist's indoctrination that bla cks can't 
speak a~y languag e well (beca use of brain shortage and thick lipsi etc.}, 
is doomed to a hopeless sub-monolingual s t :1te otherwise ludicrous y stil
ted in the Amos-n 1 - Andy thesaurus. 

I've been told -- and heeded the admonishion in part -- to avoid eso
teria (verbiage of rhythms and ideas). But it. seems no coincidence 
that most of the better music is notationally difficult. Are Jazz and 
Ragtime too elegant for the black spirit? And students across the land 
in the aura of midnight lamps 1 are they disenchanted of all of our so
ca lled hi gher cultural instances -- not to say pomp & ceremony? Or is 
the lady saying that blacks a r e a vast mediocre breed of humanity, or 
somehow mysteriously above it? 
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On the contrary, anyone who believes that the African (the Afro
American???} is not potentially as literate {proficient in language) 
as the rest of humanity is surely entertaining a convenience by some 
purely negative reference. And to be literate MEANS the employment 
of express1Te-commun1cat1Ye language. It is probable that he is MORE 
literate, and particularly wherein laf'l6u&ge is the vehicle for expres
sing the human condition. The African continent does not lack for the 
proliferation of languages and dialects, such a proliferation as is 
nowhere surpassed; n'or did the blaclc man experience any difficulty in 
learning and enlivening the languages of the invaders (the inverse is 
more nearly the case). And everywhere in modern Africa today a liter
ary revival is afoot. In addition, of course, African descendants a 
broad have made numerous literary achieTements: Pushkin, Hugo, Easop . 
In Latin America blacks have been and are among the foremost of liter
ary persons, and in our U.S . of A. the only oervading new life given 
the English Language is the adapta tion of the black man's idiom. 

Generalizations are inherent in these statements but in essence 
they are true. However, those other than blacks in the literary at
mosphere seem to have become accustomed to all the accreditation for 
excellence, and no less than that to which we have become accustomed 
we assume to be our due. But, in at least a few noteworthy instan
ces, where prej udice poses, genius disposes. 

Some of us may wonder how the American poor, of whom blacks are 
a large oercentage, afford so many pretty cars, often garish but ex
pensive furniture, movies and dances (credit helps, of course), in
person performances, and other gala affaire (apropos, the contrary 
would seem the case with most humans, that they would put on elegance 

':;~~' :r?~~d ~~~~~~~1Io~:tak~~,h;~e th~~~e:;;h~~! ;ie~~~t s~r~t~~; 
(the fine clothes o! the Negro). Are these unstilted earthly instan
ces merely, or some inclination to soar? , And then there are the 
plagues of alcohol and of ctru&s and kith and kin -- of cosmetology 

a~~o;~~ ~m:~-b;~mp~r~~~·mt· Ig~ d~~·~~o~M~r~~n~ii~~1}6~~~~-
EMPTY PkETENTIOUS INSTANCES LIKE THE TRASHY LITERATURE THEY'RE PRO* 
MOTING BY CLARIFYING FROM THE GROUND THE MEDIOCRITY OF LIFE WITHOUT 
THE FEW FRUITS THAT RESULT FROM THE MANY AS PJ RATIONS ON AIRS. 

Should we f'u.rther consider what generally ~~aotivatas the artist? If 
not some affect of elegance, we had better leave out practically all 
famous, near-famous, etc. arcade poster performers (as with a good f, 
of those who usually a'"lpear at the Apollo on 125th Street). But, 

:~}:;s t~-b~0 hU:~l;-r!~!~!s (!~o::s;~~~~t If~~= ~~~v~~~ ~~s~~~!~i~~): 
I'll drop it. Just don't let anyone tell you, blackman, that 

elegance is no part of your style, or that literacy is not your t hing. 

For the record, and the recollection of talent s when sittin~ 
down to torment (it may in fact be akin t o masoc ~.istic indulgences), 
the black man is NOT averse to elegance (profundity, depth , beauty, 
glamor, grandiosity, sublimity, bliss, ecstasy, et. al. J whether of 
delusion or substance, but, rather, to the difficulties posed between 
himself and the optimal reali zation of these. And if it were other-
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~~=e 1i~:n 9~~;t;~~e ~uphamisms of SOUL would indeed be blatant mockery ot 

And our real job, ladies and gentlemen, is not to be literary Booker T. 
Washingtons, consigning blacks to literary (artistic) m.eniality (perhaps 
7.ou 're telling the establishment that elegance is the last thing blacks 
~ANT and telling blacks it's the last thing they NEED, accordingly) but 
to assist him in developing, creating, defining, delineating, etc. that 
which of his own encompasses the vast range of human spiritual aspira
tions. And we cannot make this sun rise with four-letter sentencee. 

I have been told and I believe that exposure broadens and deepens one' a 
perspective. I have heard and I believe there are several levels of 
communication for digesting the expressive substance -- some part there
of, as with the human digestive system. I know and belieYe that man is 
eternally lonely, r'!peatedly bored, continually seeking the comparitive 
and the superlative active life ingredients, and vectoring toward a 
dream of perfection po~se. So let us not attribute here a singular ao
petite (\.,hich mass medl.a commer c ialism belies) for tidbits and ~rrist · 
\ nd if we 're truly black and proud there should be little prope;,sity. 
to say it loud! saying it pianissimo, if you make it, will get the AUDi
ENCE to roar W1thout the grease paint. 

As for those blacks who would represent themselves (&. be repre
sented) as gifted writers, but ~ifted writers who have put by the ex
pression of such gifts (by which we might judge, but, more importantly, 
by which we might be spiritually enhanced) to write trash for so-called 
hungry blacks, and nothing for anybody else (as to fulfill the IIIUSe
seeking do/be/do), I say, Yes, write on, if you must. I think it un
fortunate that to the taxonomy of derision you should voluntarily add 
black trash to white trash, but, at least kindly refrain from telling 
11e that you could be Easop but prefer to be a simulated Uncle Remus of 
the 3hetto (because Easop didn't have sore-whore-oil???). 

I say that perhaps it is too much of a strain for you to develop and/or 
exercise such gifts in this racial atmosphere of strife and broadscale 
di sench3. ntmenti and I sympathize -- that socio-psychic brutalization 
may be the vil ian. He has, it would seem, castrated our heroes with
out some of them even knowing it, even fane¥-~ themselves stallion men 
has raped the black beauty (the black of beauty and substituted sore- ' 
whore-oil), wiped out significant le';end -- worse than the Spaniards in 
Lati n ~merica -- and relegated us to a rental-unit reservation of beads 
and dashikis. And in the midst of this, sundried of our heroes are 
thinldng t o build black power and become captains of industry by pimp
ing this s-w-o (synthetic product of human affirmation}. 

Many will have notic!d how writers tend to write paens to each 
other and some few persons abroad in different fields, just as long as 
he or she i s/was pooular it has a guaranteed loan of this commercial 
coin. But I have often been suspect of such idolatry and rather given 
to feel that wh11t was being said about so-and-so was derived from no 
greater inspir.g,tional spring than: 'Lets sea, for this next volume I 
could write two poems about M, and one about L, etc.', and/or sort o! 
like the mechanistic order of weights-and-fortunes on the old penny 
scales. On behalf of both the dead and the living there is some note 
of brotherhood in all this for all its compounded literary tlriTal 
Everybody else does it, so stack the deck and deal , boys. • 
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THE 0 FF-B LACK ROA 0 

TO UMBRA 
(VIA UR-SUBLIMATION OF SUMMER) 

Spring, 1956: I had been 

~:i!e~0 (~~:;~d~)~~eVi~~~:~;s& New York I had 
served in the military -- The Orient &. Stateside / been 
~~&rried nearly five years / had 
completed about two years college / was 
a bore, nai.,.e, a romantic I had 
wooed women like Cyrano de Bergerac 

only about eight years experience at making love 
written a gob of poetry & four picaresque novels / had 

known 6~ of all love songs sung on the radio by age 15 
collected lyric books 
read Dumas near complete 
hysterical recollections of many white-hot bodies in N. Y. C. 
had none 

By age six in Virginia I had introduced all the girls of near age 
in the neighborhood to the ritual of discovery (or uncovery) • I remem
ber nostalgically a Miss named Irene something whose memory has haunted 
ae all the days of my life. (And there has a lmost always bean a proto
type.) 

Age 10, New York City: 

We were one black family almost alone in an otherwise uninte,t;rated 
diaintergrating Italian neighborhood in Brooklyn ---

: running matches, wrestlin3: matches / spelling bees 

Boy-to-boy relationships, they were stilted by assertions and 
counter-assertions, though conducive to building delusions of super
aanhood over mere womanhood, such delusions in a sexually repressive 
society are as likely to lead to the nuthouse as to a s table man-father
supported home. I much preferred the company of girls (evan as an adult; 
soaehow this company always seems to have greater event potential). 

I was au!'ticiently proud of myself until the age of puberty so as not to 
have felt a need to prove a great deal. In time, when became apparent 
that I wasn't going to grow really man-size like the savage wanted to be, 
the pride diminished, replaced by bitterness. And then I had eventually 

!~v~~:~P~h;~ai ;:~t t~~a;o~h~~~ ~:; , n~h~8~~~e o'1~~!d;~~ mTo~-m!~~e m~~~~s 
can mate a young man quite depressed -- short, poor, black, and probably 
not a genius, evan. The world just shroge of course: If you don't like 
it, jump •••• 
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I can count about eight ~irls who were girls before the Oriental 
women turned me on. I have subsequently been turned on savagely 1 

=~~~i~~!c:;~~!~it;c:~a~~~:~li, h:;~· m~~t n~e:~ !~o e~~~i=~~~;Y ;om~at-
months in the northern islands who was not of the same opinion . 

I recall riding the subway from school one afternoon when a young Miss 

~~~e~n n~~d ( ~=:~e~ ~;~~~~t~Y c~~~d s~~~ ~~h!~~e ~~~~9;p~!r:~iy w~i~h s~e . 
!~y w:h:e~;s a~~~ t~0 h!~r~o~~~ ~~~n~~i;:n~o~:~h~~y:nga~~:r:r~~~d~ot~er 
knew then that my time had come . I'm not sure what would have happened 
if I had waited for it. 

The human complaint of loneliness must almost always be qualified. It 
is rather strange. There is seldom a total absence of companionship, 
or potential, but soma selec tive nourisher of that same loneliness 
creates essentially the same effect. And the beauty search is for the 
mate, he or she who is somehow inherently fitting. There are many rubs 
about t his fittingness. I, for insta nce, have always been sex-oriented, 
which is to say, beauty-oriented , for to me this is the most beautiful 
of all human activities on earth (I have little knowledge of heaven, and 
some say that s ex will b~ forbidden there) . This is many times the last 
FITTING matter that one discovers (uncovers). But for passionate pil
grims it is most important, the greatest affirmation of ma.tadness. 

It is equally strange how one's prejudices (or predispositions) can 
chafl6e quite diametrically, even for those who consider themselves lib
erally open to humankind, in the pale of loneliness and/or upon exposure 
to new experience. One may not think much of fat women, or skinny wo
men, and, in tact, categorically exclude them (loosely s peakingJ as po
tential mates, until the experience teaches, and thereafter it is like 

~rv~~r~~u~d t~ib~~=a~~ ~h~ae;;~~t~0~~i~t~~== =~~1 p~~;on!ii~~e~n tC:r may 
be accommodated or not accommodated however the package appears profes
sionally individually wrapped. There are, though, as we know, factors 
which militate against individualism apart from appearances. 

: the body is beautiful to itself 
: a feeling of incomprehensible treachery when not encouraged to 

become a partner 

I arrived at 11 Black In Search of Beauty" and several other poems 
of that genre in the middle of dry dusty New Mexico 1 had 

: sojourned in California and Colorado 
: been gypped by music arrangers, fees-collecting literary agents 
: published a mere handful of words 

As a freshman I had a sympathetic English Prof who read a couple 
of my novels and more or less assured me I had talent , of which I was 
already convinced. He was more impressed with my vocabulary . Years 
later he wanted to know how I had gone f rom the earlier works to 
"Black ---". 
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:however beautiful to itself (event}, the body becomes periodi
cally hungry for social affirmation (self thru social aeeessment), for 
the greatest beauty of body feeling is derived thru 1• juxtaposition 
to another body, another and complementary movement (event) 

:there are times when I would rather be invisible; were there 
something to see to advantage without bei ng seen, it would be a boon. 
But where there is such disadvantage in being seen that one invariably 
becomes the spectacle, there is nothing to see for being watched, nor 
personal doings before escaping to enclosure. 

The greatest invisibility adheres to the field appearance, of 
course, where any or none may be considered figures. It is what one 
might call the anonymity of belonging (blending). But if one could be 
invisible abroad from the field, one would need not unbecome an indivi
dual. This consideration is related to the matter of isolation and ac
ceptance. 

It is sometimes anticipated that when a black man integrates a setting 
he should bubble over with enthusiasms, a fortiori enchanted of this 
profound humanism. But a proud man cannot always accept or tolerate 

i~e o~~l~~:~c~o~f ~~=~~ ~~=t=~~~P~~~n a~i=~ e~~h(~ln~:li; , "&t o~;~~~!i~) • 
If one is ambivalent, if one feels superior to the favor attitude of in
vitations, there can be little immediate rapport. And such proposed ac-

~~f~h"~~e w!!~1~:i~n~1~~!i.~~o:~d c~~;e~f~ ~~~P~~:l;u~~~~~~~a;~~~~t~~~ 
and acceptees. 

Apropos, if you're an extrovert, if you're a people person, in our ra
cist world, you 1 re likely to haTe two strikes on you in the batters 1 

circle. Your out-going lack of reserve is most often taken as an in-

~!~::io~e~~y~u~i~~~~ ~~ ~~~~~~n:~~ :~d·~~~~~=~~n7h;~~ i~p~~~~::l~ii~e 
most often be taken as the self -compromise of a lamebrain hoping that 
someone will take pleasure in his intrusion. 

Men will of course compromise to suffer fools wisely, as they say. 
Some men. Ot hers are fools themselves who rush in, as the song goes . 
Others are angels who tread as fools, the will to seek-out nourished 
by faith. And there are others and others. Some will never compro
mise, though agony and oblivion swallow them piecemeal or whole into 
an unsheltered grave, visited by detractors yet • 

: the poem asks, ' Will you do something for or against the people' 
in your struggle for major or minor importance (in fina l desperation 
perhaps) 'though only thinking to create and/or sustain a prestigeous 
inheritance for the loved ones. Most of us are not Simple Simons at. 
all about these things, naturally. We do something 1:2!:. on the one 
hand and ~ on the other, or on a temporal order, depending upon 
the profit net. 

: I became a dropout in '56 because of the feeling pattern 
: my most intensely alive periods have been during or after d-o 
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diagu!t~~d:~~h g~h~·~~h~~l 8~~~~!P~;r;he t~~d c~!~~e y;ar because I was 
fec~ed middleclass aspirations of th~ hordes of ~ck~r ;~=t~d.e;h:h:!-

m~brr;!~:~~ ~=t ~~d ~~~~t b~o~~!n~~;~i~~;. i~fj~~m~~; ~;n:~.~~~~d 
• wan e o get away, way away from them and theirs. 

:stop the world to get off? sorry, can 't stop, jump (again) 

Getting away was to get into a little house eventually with books 
and oapers, including the first run of ''Black---". 

run alone in the dark hille 
bike hikes 

in th~ ~~=n~:~;s z~~am all winter in a pool of water about 4 x ) x lj 

:little boys would ask me i.f I were a bicycle-travelling man 

But there were eating and rent needs. The library was coz in 
late automn &. winter &. early spring, but one had eventually to ieave 
~h a;:d leave or bring into new environs the Egyptian Civilization and 
ta: l~~~a~pire, A t~e psychologies, epistemologies, elementary physics 
, • • • n yet, too, this was a cramming ( THERE ARE TII-:ES , 

<HEN ONE IMAGINES THAT THE WORLD IS SURELY A FAIRLY PL~ASANT SETTING 
f~~T I6~ef~R5SnA glltfiA CO~STITUENTS, BECAUSE MOII!ENTLY ONE l'.AY REALIZE 

W , HANDI':ADE &. TAILOR-FITTED I<UST N ~CESSARIL y BE 
SI)I:ILAR) . But whether one follows an institutionally ;tructured 
co~rsi ordone•s own, it IS imperative for one who would be AWARE and 
no c ose -in to acquire the fundamentals of knowled e t v 
the aw~ ohf the horrendous systems of civilization as g of n~t~r!fc~~=nom
ena, w et er a Malcolm X or Dr. King or Dr. Dubois. 

tinuail th~ urg~ to create (otherwise} and the urge to copulate are con
Y n a ug-o-war -- two systems of creating one's world which 

must compromise their mutual exclusion for the optimal self -af.firmation 

:many of us spend a lot of time a d 
more mechanistically ordered imperativ~s e~!rfiO:r~infi to escape the 

lf~!e a~~e!~t e~~~o:~o~m~!~c:t!~~~~d a~~c~hen we get back m~~ ~~e a~~~:;bly 
: the foremost credo politico of our democracy declares as i 

higfhest aim the optimal development of the individual (the highes;s 
pro eased aim is of course humanistic} 

: the rest of society i s continual! h i 

itm~E:~~:fg~:~~:;~~~~~~~~~~~~:~m~f~~:~~:~~~:~~;g!~~~r~m!Et 
those eiernal rivals that lead~~e af~a~~~~!~ ~e THS star -- without all 
bbe unt.hethered by the imperative of an honest d~~~:ow~~~Ya~~o~~~i:~~!~ 

Y an on est day 1 s wage 

: it matters whe t her or not at the o t t th 
prepared place by virtue o1 mate orientat~o~~ if =~:r;~h~O:si~h~~~!i~
ered in terms of this company, as would be re: self alone the com an 
is then a vital complementary energy source, and company ~ust be P Y 
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FAR-AWAY PLACED PEOPLE NAMES, PALl'.S & PAGODA~ & TH~ UMBRAL SOUL 

Artietieall I haTe been married to the black woman for t~elve 
to thirteen ay:~:~iar T~~i~~~~u:~g~!:n~~t~ge A:~s I c:~r~~t:go~~ t~O get 
~u~t:~~=· from black beauty on the grounds of desertion, naming su~ 
come-lately tall baridsoae strangers as Stokley Ca~~c~:~lio a:~n~~~n ~ 
Eldridge Clea"Yer, etc. as alien~tors o; afi~!~!o:undried black knights 
host ot bad writers & corny sou -sayer • 1 · lad 's dis
haTe, inadvertently perhaps, empha1si~eda mypa~l~~ ~~a~o I baTe labored 
trees at her social image -- prec se Y hi 1 to enhance And it is rather trying to have your lady wore PP n~ 11 
lesser god; t whether or not ~h:~e h:::e;b:n or~~~~~;;r ~~ r:sio~~in: 
{in bedt as elsewhere) • Wbe 1 the matter takes on the as-
for opt1u.l returns d. ~~t~ra~iifi~~~~~o s~e charitable in the absence ot 
~~:; ~;r~h:~~l!ty!~ booa:ar: 

It ebould not be supposed, whether or not a nece~~·~!r:~ate;~:~~ 
that "Black ......... " happened all at once {ove~~igh;io~s to w1shfui commit-

:::t ~ec~~::;iijtS1~~t f;~~~:: ii~::~Nrs:~~E~:~. noin q~;~~. t~~l~~k---· 
flexion of the nner ru u i tl semantic sense pay-
was an "essay" {fr~m th~ Fr~~c~l 1~1~h: :~~m c (thing of beauty) intended 
chically a "search i an es e ca beaut ...... and proposed in 
to bear a direct re ationship to subject t ...... belaTe~ It is therefore 
surrogate fulfilment rather tha~b a~ ::e fi~d {nearlY) in "Umbra" {Beau
not the sort of ~URE love poe~68) a But laTe poem of sorts it is, with 
~~~::' 0f?;is~~i zem!:at ~u~fjby and· sorrow in the molding event of be
loYedness, and of consummational perspective . 

d h b en anywise compromising with re-
The circumstance nei got ~ve f Beauty" except that it deals with 

gard t o the poem "Black n earc 0 h~d it to deal with an in-
the generic socio-peychic condition. Yet' 1 of the same tones. In its 
dividual instanleb i~v!a~H;r~ai~t~~~~c~~a~o~t of kaleidoscopically! n~i 
~lrt~ftth::v~l:ck ~n the general sens: ~~~~e b~~~~e~~o=~a~~!~, {~~u:h ~es: 
but all are models for the artis~ l • "In Whom i 'm Well Pleased", completed 
ignation for novel in free verse ' f ssin on the dyad inamorata 
in '61, is more of the class~c lovi 90~re~~~nts)~ And, indeed, it took 
(said to be one of my bes

1
t 0 t poe~r~~ given some amplification in the 

insoiration from the rea ou er 1 

speCtrum of its true-color. 

. o\s for the actual lovers,• they wer~ not t o~h;b~o=~~~ ~~m:h~~~icit 
leg~nds a~e ma~~~ ~~~c~o~l~o~~~Y b~~m:s~h~!, 

8 
particularly since they 

~;in ~~~ri~!;~~~!:~n:k:~~~~a!~~~:~~~c!~~~:~~~~~~i:i:~!:::~:~:t:P:;~t' 
from the companion flame •.• • 

hi 1 I • d better allow for an exception 
•For the sake of peace, if not ng 8 8~i as any man in particular. 
or two; women are about as vain 111;enera Y 
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Somewhat related to this, I have heard that men of words (which in-

~!~~~~c :n-!~~~s li~~=n~~r~o~:~i~c~:i~~~)~io~~l! r:i:~i~~~·~~d~:~~!~y b;g~~ 
closely associated with intellectual tinkering which invariably becomes 
a system of fault-finding with that world that, for whatever reason, has 
tailed to honor them~ lnd this vanity is accordingly pronounced - not in 
relation to faults to be found in an imperfect environment - as the fail
ure to honor is the motivation for fault-finding, which otherwise would 
be largely smothered in favors (honor) and/or coated with apologies. 

In relation to the romantic gestalt, the vanity would freclude a chari-

~~~~dn:::ii~1!~d te~l~~:!i~!ffo;~~y b~;t~e~se A~~n~~s rei:~~~~a~~eth:tc.) 
words' work itself, the honors would give pause to strong criticism of 
the system that does th• honors, and , moraoTer, tend to promote broad 
acceptance o! this system which supports their status. 

Obviously 1 this is only a generality and not a categorical truth. 
What further it has to do with the immediate subject is in regard to 
~~n~~:l a~~~=~~~cYii~:;~~; I :~~s~~~~ifically value relations as applied 

The question is as to whether this creative activity is in furtherance 
ot 111'e-Yalue -- as to the extent it justifies {or is justified thereby) 
the specificity of personality that would otherwise require another · 
course (or therapy) in pursuit of self-affirmation and social ef.fective-

~~=~; s!~h v~~:r~~ !~=h~e~=~:! ~~: c~~~i !~~~!iur::.~y f;~:h b:r~i;;~~~r ~ 
witb (attenuated) characteristics of egoism to better admit of a social
ization closer and more sympathetic to the (theoretical) cultural non. 

It would seem that the whole matter would have to be weighed in terms 
of the numbers in pursuit of the artistic affirmation in relation to 
those who succeed in its achievement, as against the numbers who suc
ceed in relation to the total number of persons affected by the inci
dence of tbis activity. But such an assessment requires a priority 
Yalue judgment to affirm or deny a qualitative modifier of both artis
tic product and personality. 

I am suggesting of course that the artistic personality is more 
pervading (a development of such pursuit) than the incidence of recog
nized product, and that such incipient traits of personality that so 
develop might otherwise develop and/or become less pronounced yet con
ducive to culturally supporting activity {without psychotherapy). Such 
could be the case were the value of productive artistic pursuits more 
clearly, less ambiguously, defined (or Yaluelessnass) so as to minimize 
delusions of worth and of objective guages for determining such worth • 
Since apparently a correspondence will exist between social and person
ality developmental structure, potentially there is room for an artist 
in every compartment -- just as there are news report specialists -- ex
capt that there is a clear understandingof what art is in media as well 
as in the emphasis of media. 
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1 "' d ot of course be limited to the 
This consideration of va ue 1. ~ e t " 11 human endeavors "to rise 

artistic pursuit. It is applica~ 8 u~s:it of (focus on) John Doe com
above" as it were in preferenc~ o P t about the artistic pursuit how
fortable anonymity. 1~he ~ing~i:~a~;r remunerative; consequently, the 
ever is that it is se om mme 

88
,

8 
for instance,) perspective of 

social if not the( personal) i th~ ~~~u is g~nerally o:;haded by the skepti
what the artist aspiring 9 0 

1 d 8 insofar as it is SOMt.: in
cism that contractual remune~b,;1~~l~~e~f u t~e artistic pursuit to the 
dex of a demand. But as to di 8 breach of c .::J rrasoondence, objec-
individual, there may be an i~e ~~e admission (apart from temperament) 
tive vs subjectivei predicate on f s on the alternative for self-af
of the inaccessibi ity of real(i~i ~cu related to the "somebody" consid
firmation and social position lt ~Mrs Black ---") o 

eration as pro.jected in the P ay o 

A further bli~ht on the artist is that he u!~c~f~fn w~X~~T i~r:~~id 
i.e . a hie;hly conspicuous eccentric' in t~~~s~~e thing to do to become 
seem that many a) spiring i art~st~o a~=~~:e a highly conspicuous eccentric· 
{or in becoming an art 8~ s tb wilful distortion is only a mat
In many other endehaivors i t~~~r!~cen~ricity however with regard to the 
ter of degree. T s emu a tive as a step or two backwards, 
artist is usually seen in ~ocial P~~s't~~m acculturation. In other words, 
i.e. away from the cultura norm a enerates in part and otherwise 
the social atmosphere w~}c~ t~:n:~;t~; ~isapproving, which disapproval 
in which he findslh1~se dshumi liations conducive to psychic distor-
subjects him to s ig ts ~n fficlent to make one quite vain about the 
tions. This atmosphere s su lat1onsh1 to them and, as well, 
importance of his activtti~s and a~~s p~~son to wh~m recognition becomes 
~f ~~=a~~m~~t 1~!~~~~;~e: o::~~rding even what once might have been a 
focus of high principle. 

i 1 ill wither in default of acceptance, 
More often than not p~inc 1~ e ~he necessity (demand) for descent to 

because one can always rat ona ze b received (and vindicated) • This 
the (popular) level of ihe w~ri~ i~ Q~estionable thereafter if the would
;:_!~~5~a~i~r;h:r~~~t' t~~n organization man. Of course, according to 
many critics the artist doesn 1 t need a soul. 

h licant may set his own standards and 
In default of acceptance' ~i e ~~ understanding of the reasons for non
stick to them -- may seek 5 rsonalit distortion as it may 
acceptance • 'l'his ~l~~e m~is~~~i~~ ~~ culturai values (or: distorted 
make a caselaga)ns t1ve in compoundin:r and proliferating distor
cultural va ues as opera f ur'Se is not whether or not a 
ted huma

1 
n ~er~o~a~~;~e:· ci~~~m~!~~e 0 ma~o exist &enerative of infirmed 

case s ma e u 1 ti rbitration of values as a strat
standards and/or an esoteric i se n~~an~~i:ement &. intoxication (in effect 
egem of political (social) d ~e i ) which W"Ould mean a cummulative de
perhaps analoglousf tloi gietrerdr:~P:r f~~u~ishing on an horrendously diseased 
lusionary wea o m 
concentration of human souls. 

more ~~p~~=~~1(~e!!!:~~je~~ ~f d;~~c;:~~~ ~~c~~~;t~~=n e~~e:v~~~at~t:;~~n 
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one (not necessarily from a political point of view but wherein democ
racy purports to develop and support the individual, meaning EACH in
di vidual's, humanity), in a "melting pot" more than in a homogeneous 
society, as it were, and in a racist environment more than in a non
racist environment. Where there is a segmented society, with certain 

~~~~)~ ~~~~i~~ 0fo~h~e~~~!~~~n P~~j~~i~~~c~f ~~~u;~:~i~~n~fe~~~~ity, 
groups is immeasurable (by any temporal referent or remunerative scale). 
Such orojections a re the substance of legends, and a circumstance of 
s ign :I ficant (equal) legend is hi~bly desireable and conducive to the 
empathic registration and recognition of equa l humanity. And, in turn, 

~~~n e=~~;~~~li~~~~r;~~~=l o~o~~~~!a~~:!n!~Y t~~e~~~~r!;; ~~ ~~=~~::osi-
Yet it is meaningful for each individual to walk through the valley of 
the shadow of doubt on his own two psychic feet where there is any ink
lin~ of fear of confronting (debate, dissent, analysis) the shadows , 
l')articularly i f the shadows are some part of his own house (household, 
g roup -feeline; of inadequacy ) . Thereby he should achieve immunization 
f rom the s mallpox of human denigration as spread by self-seeking milk
and-honey swindlers. That is, the understandin~ is personally derived 
and cannot be attained otherwise. It is derivad through a put-your-self 
-in-his-olace simulated life instance(s) of humanly dignified substance . 

My initial inclination was just to throw out a few insolent ques
tions such as 'what is creative writing good for?' and 'is it really 
anything of value ? ' and 'what?' and 'why should anyone concern them
selves about it to the detriment of (involvement in) more objective 
pursuits immediately remunerative -- to anywise condone or support 
these whims &. caprices of distorted personalities, slovens, vagrants, 
egoists, etc?' And then I would have le1t further consideration to 
the concluding sect ion of my R.s.V. P. ("The Case for Ugliness") . How
ever, I am too often a victim of elisions to be restricted from asso
ciative exolorations which would seem of relevance to the perspective 
ot the progressing subject consideration. Here, in the main, art is 
the subject; the pain and strain of it is myself. 

From the vantage of the above discursive venture amid environs 
characteristic of black spheres of movement around the country, and in 
what mi~ht be termed the modal atmosphere of such environs, we have the 
implicit presence of aspiration and activity emphasis to which these 
questions and explorations of value relations cohere . And I would say 
that such an inimical atmosphere was ouite a well-nourished pretender 
a dozen years ago. That is, with some allowa nce that the extreme need 
.t pursuit of life's basic materiels (with some modification as between 
need for basic materiel and material needs for psychic basis} would 
seem to have determined life 1 s modal expression in such environs -
materialistic as attenuated by a dichotomous body-soul evenings-&.-Sun
day psychic preserve of folksy spiritualism; which spiritualism was 
nonetheless genuinely ethnic, I would say, in certain singularities of' 
expression. 

But overall there seems to have been something of what I would 
call a Faustian analogy, however unwitting; & unwtlling its adherents . 
Any deal one makes of course to exchange his soul for something must 
necessarily reflect a devil behind it. And, although good sense usu-
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is soul back the Devil doesn't need 
ally awa'kene and one wants 1 to b~hi~ is not unlike the modal syndrome of 
money, or anythin~ but sou s. ous or otherwise, nor unlike 
all the Uncle Toms that eve r werei a~on~/or the attaiiUilent of grandios
the bout of the wretched for surv va w~atever is gained by the exchange 
ity (elegance). The big rub 1; ~~:t soul- urchaser f or the soul-seller. 
nowise relieves the contempt 0 hi~ digni t y elsewher e (as among 
The latter can never mora than prop up indle which we may, the soulless 
his kind) • However, allowing for aid"' d his' later life has been suffi
one may recoup on Judgment Day prov e 
ciently redemptiTe. 

I am not sug esting that the artist is thie!avi~t!.t~~r su~~r;":;a~l::: 
I have a healthy foathiag for t~~ :::!1~~8 c~~iist • _ ~epeci~lly the black 
where my concern is that wou b {or should be about). I 
artisi. _ be more aware of w~at h~ 11s a ~~~ although quite a lot to ex
would have had it so for a ong me. r~ciation of the need for le
pect I would have had a greater r~a~ app in hand w-ith the readily ap
gend~ &. of what legend-maki, cons s ~oiiticians businessmen, ate. 
preciated need for doctors, awyers, 1 

der himself honestly in the 
The so-called man of words cannot r~~ch is the world he delineates 

li'fing word as somehow a~a~ fr~m ~h:i ~ouch of psychic acknowledgment. 
__ world of his dream, o 9 P ys c er~ent ate he gives us his 
And eo according to his talents , his t~=ediata ~b ~aress, et c. The 
world of aspiration or the one of the t eded {this 1 however invokes the 
one he presents should be the one mos n~ive ne ed as per numbers of per
question of quantitative need vs iua~it~ly significant i t should be the 
sons}. In order for i~ ~ be h ar;o~;a~:s the artis tic ~xpreeaion fo)r the 
world of HIS need. An en 8 ly say he need not (pretend to be 

~~~t~=~~ t~o er.~un~cbt:aifj ~~~s~n RELATIONS · 

d h for further clarificationi wo 
In the event there is a ~ee ir:nce as a molder of persona ity 

are concerned with the ~rtist ~i;:r n~oduct as expression and reflection 
and with the value of t e crea : ti t DEFINES we refer to self-ex-
of life-spirit. Wherein we say the ar 8 riorit 'over standardized 
pression as definitive andia~ ~~I;"Yns:~dp lets ; •• if there are black 
communication criteria. W

1 
t ti or templ~s of (to) toTe, or just what 

!Tory towers of human asp ra on, ? ) 

is mating, dating, rating all about llover . • 

If the black {person) writer were of ~ :~~u~~l~:;~:r~~.~~~l~~;ic 
(literarily speaking of spirit) 0l_~e~ta;i~imal /and th8 artistic prob-
amotional problem of identity wo~ eld be tii.tle concerned with eongs 
lam as wall. In this instance, e w~ut f EVENT) This might reflect 
of toTe {not of PERSON, as it ware, u 0 sti ~bject-detachment and 
an ezotional irupoveriahmen

1
t off s~r;~iv=~~ e~ept that life is cast 

consequent lack of intens ty o n , 
as a lr:aleidoscopic super-adventure· 

1 hi h much of lif e i s portrayed in 
This would seem to be the vein n w ~ life so goes the inclination to 
our time. And as go the depict i ons ~he ori~ntation (approach) to love--
live· as go the love son~s, so goes s) defined And whereas the 
the S.ppeal hereby popularflyd( by tco~c=~~u ultimate r~ality: true-to-life 
evant IS considered the un amen a ----------------
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eTents are minimally experienced as super-adventures. The greater human-

l:~e~~: ?~:;;~~!1 ~)Y~~~~r~:~!~~~l r~~v~~!e~~:o( a m:re:0~}d tC~e=~~i) t~~ 
lieu of the extra-personal super-adventure. The former would be the 
emphatic and empathic adventure (event) of the spirit of man r a ther than 

~~ i~:u d~~=m f~~!r :u~~~:s~~~ if=;ly ~u~hei~o~ry &. c~~=' m~~t w~~id 1:;~er 
lost in the desperate fulltime orientation to keep abreast of physical 
relationships. And the human rather than the mechanistic adventure may 
realize itself only in simulated approximation to the spirit of man, 
whose life-affirmation is solely the kinetic thrill of physical motion, 
and the eavi06 grace of which couldonly be some super-imposed rhytbm. 

This latter case would seam to be the vein in which most writers today, 
black writers included, spill thei r fluid. And this is a romance of 
disenchantment. The disenchantment seems to be of the human personal
it y as a reliable balm for the ache of loneliness. Yet it is not evi
dent a s a deep and consistent disenchantment. 

The lyrics of songs popular amon~ black folk s generally these days, 
written by an assortment of identities, incline toward the love-sex 

~i~~:~!abl~&n~s t~! ~li~~i~~= l;s~1~f i~ti~t < ~~:;t;~:d)8f~~~~~ar I~s i!n-
interesting to note the domina nt content of the pop art forms. The pop 
song is usually s ome kind of love ditty; the pop nove l is (sexy) adven-

~~~~ p~~r~i!;r!s t~=u~l~Y e:s(ro!:} s:;:i~!l~ ~~. 8:~~-~~~i~i~o:~l~!!t~h~; 
best (top pop} of all the above. We might also ment ion photography. 
Here we have institutionalized glamor, elegance, a nd all tha a spira
tions conducive to visual affect, to sug ;;::est that life is (can be) truly 
beautiful (at least in stopdown time) s ome- beautiful people -how. 

The implication is that romance of classic s tature isn't really 
dead but that its spires are somewhat blunted by any of many things i n 

~~~s~:~~af:s o;t~~~~~~=~~~n~0!~~= :::~~ ~a:::!~.~~'~~~: ) Freud, and 

On the o t her hand, black romance i s without the legends of classic 
stature of which to have suf.fared its own specific disenchantment {ex
ceot again referring to 1!!1006 if we may: "Frankie &. Johnnie", 'Porgy &. 
Bees", etc. There is no eQuivalent in Othello, nor in Cleopatra, Dido, 
Nafert-ity 1 a nd su ch stories.). Largely, what we hav e seen ot the Afri
can in his natural habitat has been naturalism rather than romanticism • 
The African r omance has been the white hunter and such, apart from the 
land itself. But today I have a clipoin~ s ome mont hs old from the New 

i~r~h;t;:~Pi!;~ a "~at~i~~ ~~!i~u:ar~ ~!~e a~ri~t:~;t .w.;;~~{~~~ ~~e~;r;~a 
have the t.ime for more than the two-bit tour, the people make up the 
main feature. 

So where do we find the black romantic -- he who is given to de
pict those circumstances of fools and angel s tredding the waters love's 
ultramarine &. brick-oven baking summers, and shiowreckad pendin~ sails 
in the sunset ie a soul detached from godhood and of imperfect b rJauty 
but of sure kinehip? Perhaps he writes historical bast sellers. But 
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in this he ia not concerned with esthetics in the realm of black ethos. 

Well, we aigbt think of an eighteen-year-old writer( see section, "And 
You, Too, 0 Paranoia???"). He ia too young to have chosen a path at 
great variance to the beaten one (Beatnik or not) and to have progres
sed very far in the new direction. So, what we must do to find some
thing of our black roman·tie is to look to the {older world} French
speaking black writers (So saying, I mean approximately that the local 
black literary scene is of these young years in emotional /affirmative 
ethnic/ expression -- not emotional, et.al. intention -- and in the na-
1Tete of ideological concurrence). 

Seemingly overlooked in the U.S. until recently are the works of 
Leopold Senghor of Senegal and Aimee Cesaire of t4artinique (also David 

~~~P !~ul~n~=~~l~n~a!~o~:a~~e~jh tb~:~ 0bl!~:v:;r::r:~ro~ P~!~~d t~n~~~i-
ogizera failed to include their works, and so for most of us they did 
not in effect exist; although the ficost two gentlemen have been promo
ting "Negritude" since the Thirties. 

What is "Negritude"? In the vernacular we might say it means "Black is 
Beautiful". But, more elaborately, it is an invitation to have a romance 
with black people; it is an ideology that embraces and promotes black 
ethos -- as one would eay, tllis ie my beloved, my young ones, our home; 
these are my forebears, this our way of lite, this our land. (One 
aight quarrel with the implication h9re that 3enghor, a socialist with 
Marxian affinities, is anywise a ror~antic; although it may be conceded 
that Negritude is a romantic / idealistic / ideology. I could only beg 
the question here and must refer the reader to the flame itself: Qn Af
rican Socialisa, Leopold Sedar Senghor, trans. by Mercer Cook, Fred. A. 
Praege~'64. In the above, the reader will find positive refer
ences to loTe, God, humanism, nrusic and the dance of love, soul, etc,, 
llnd overall, an idealist's attempt to create a supreme dialectic of the 
best of two worlds.) 

It is perhaps useless to speculate as to why the ideas of these 
great men (black men, if you prefer) were so long without voice in our 

~~~~~~:!u~i~i b~=~~ah!ct t~~m:~~~m~~t d~o wi~~·f~~tion and/or the social-

In these works, however (in translation) one doesn't find what in the 

~~er~c~:r!:r~fc~~:r bt:c~·:;:~~o~!~~~;~eaf~hi~g:s~~n~~:lr;r;h~{ i 11~a~!ack, 
coaplained about as lacking in the ·works of too much modern writing (ex
cept when such soul-searching s e ems merely the leader in pathos) . It 
might sa .. that thie fact condemns my view. Our French-speaking writ.ers, 

~~,~~=~io~~~~~m~~a:i =~~ai~~i v~~~!ii:;i~nCo~l:c~~~~!~ f~;t: ~~! f!~~es 
AFRICAN) synthesis (most of us are aware that the politico-social atmos
phere of the black African is traditionally socialistic or communal, and 
that roiDB.nce is traditionally of an aristocratic or free enterprise at
mosphere. We Americana are traditionally capitalistic, and the highest 
development of the individual is the purport of our fr.ee enter?rise de
mocracy; therefore, we are born & bred on individualism which is the 
great feeding ground for romance. Nevertheless , political emphasis 
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does not account for, nor discount 1 all extant humanism.). 

But for me there is a personal estrangement in such writings that do 
not pl a ce the individual in the cont ext of th'! ethni c soul. This, I 
th~~k, is a shortcoming, and in ter ms of Negritude - wherein it is 
ev ent omission - it is a failure of applied ideology so far as it 
:~uld i prot,ose to optimally stre~then the black imac;e (and as an ultim-

a a ~ to enhance the brotherh ::> od of man). One cannot et N~T TO 
~r~.f\~Ert ~he i b~~c~dpelrson amid these modal definitives Gecause it is or 
I u O n v ua ize the feeling of the spirit of this way of life 

n
1 
con~equence, the drllm ltic lm.'>ort d.nd impJ.ct of such ·4 ritin.:; is mini- • 

::s~ri~;d ag~~~a~~o;~~n:!e~n~~~~;~i~~ng as may be derived is made unnec-

Such material is si ·~nificant in its emphasis of 'bow they live how the 
think 

1
, iven . The implication a. ft'lr a ll in many instances is fh~t paopia 

ar9 peop e , but 'the way they live' is different from place to lace 
But if the re~ der is not given an individual with active psychi~ fac~lt 
h~ may supply himself - provided he can a nyN"ise 6et INTO the scene _ bui' 
tnat ?elf can hardly have the culturally t nd )X"!i -,oul to readily as3 ..,,...t 
the d~fference-vive. No doubt there is something to be gained from t'he 
experience as collective entity, a nd it matters as well to what group 
a subject \>/Ork is directed; so it may be incumbent uoon others to make 
the ~~f~r' r eouired t o avail themselves of what ever is in the realm of 
boss ty in this matter. After all, a s the saying goes one cannot 
w~t~l!a~2~ng~h~~ l ~11 people (let me know if you know who's' credited 

lat io~=? ro~~~ew~r~~iih-spfakiinlgi blalckfAfrican writers {selected? trans-
h am am ar, ind no particular philosophy· 

t ere is not the nositive ethnic outlook that identifies the Sengho~ 
group, and wha t remains other than pathos may be highly literary sto _ 
~elling o'

1
circumsta nces in colonial settings but of little signi.fic~•e 

o me as ack esthetician or as an emotion in search of human balm. 

There is however thi s item in reference to "Black In Search of Beauty" 
~~r~a~d ~haw's19~ Black Girl rin Search 2f God (The Adventures of) , pub-
' s e a out X)• am sure reaa-It prior to coming to New York in 
58; for shortly thereafter there was a staging o.f it in this city 

This would then place the reading in New lo',exico and if prior to '56 it 
would p~e-date "Black---". What is likely i s that I read it sometime 
;round 57-58 before leaving New Mexico. What is for sure is that 1 

ound the episodes rather inane - especially for Shaw _ j ust as years 
later I found Janet 1 s Dlay The Blacks eoually vapid . Both of these 
works however inevitably ca l led to mind my poem . As a rule I would 
aroid the risk of anywise sounding like an echo - title-wise or other
"' s e-- if my work were not well in progress or completed. 

THE LEAVES OF THE VIOLET 

i hI know that 1 read 'h'hitme.n' s Leaves of Grass prior to '56 and this 
w~tth ~Bol tkheri wsork that for one reason or Bnot'iiiii= forces an as;ociatio n 

ac n earch of Beauty". 

I am an admirer of the \>l hitman gusto, the apparent elan, and the free 
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dmitt d of thru his works. It is this Terse ~~a.erocoam this writer • • d hythms and 1118.gery without a !reedo• that ultea possible ay compoun r 
~reat deal of additional esoteric compounding. 

I bl d on a critic who had diTined It waa in '56 for aura that atwa 8 up rlc was the f1Ye mystic 
that Whitman 'a structure for his III.Onlent:~.:~ 2) dark night, ) ) re-
atepa to enli)ghten.eit bt (g;n:h:1!~!1 ) 5 }" enltghf~nment. Previously, I 
awakening. 4- cl&rk1n gi 1° .... contribution to creative literature. My 
bad thought it exc us Te Y " h d artment (I noted my diaap-
Bngliah Lit pro!eeaor, then headi~t~ ~he ·~rit1c's opinion that Li~es 

·point•ent to him) did notb concur. h said it wouldn't haTe taken yra 
eabodied such structure, oweYer f 8 case my pou was already writ
to realise this it it wfelr: ~0 • , 60 n~:~ othe~ ideas for the re-write to 
ten, and though I tri.f e 

0 
th Yale Series contest, such 

coaply with requireaente toi e~ter h~~h in of ~ouree in itself is not very atru.cture essentially reaa ne , w , • 
iaportant. 

I wonder though, what might haTe been theDpoe;': ~at~~~i:si~·~t;u 
ily I could h~Te gotten the attention ~;~1 sa~~nc~;ned ;,h~rein I was not 
0~ aoae others whom I thin~ ~er: n~gai" ofy simulated Negro idiom makinga • 
apparently building ontl t e r d ;~r 0: 0 long alone, who was practically 
Here ••• a great aan, a one an( b excepted but he waa not a 
the only black voice ot note Ganey may e f the birth of this 
literary fipre) • Tbieiis 1 ~;e 1~~:;. •~•::;:-r; ~ coaparable stature on 
great un, who left ua n • h was reater than all others, hie ad-
thea• or any shores. :ia dforfs~!a~k etb~s •ore poeitiTe and distinc-
yocacy ot true brother oo • 0 

1 Here is the original purveyor of tive, hie gifts OYerall surpaes ng. 
black beauty. 

LIT MB READ YOUR GREAT POEM 

I hadn't the Y&gueet idea what I would doiwith,su~bca ;o~ ~~~) 
(though aborter yet than "~be Fio~~::t r:!~o~:h p~biished: 'on; ~f tbe 
when I wrote it -- a a to w ere t it as an extended project (not 
aaneuYers I underwent was to re~resen ti for stipend fellowsh1pa, 
really a aiarepreeentat~on) whi :.,:~~~::en:' conduciYe to publication 
hoping that thie aigbt e h 80• 8 a but I ,.,.8 always been more concerned 
(not that I did.n 't wa~t it 8 rne~ny instances of psychic fulfilment, 
with pro.oting the wr t nge or the re utation would afford some 
aocialj etc., realishing1••11wel~1 t~a~aae tnr!! leading •• and some of my incoae None o£ t e • owe P 'd h 
etudent • aaaociates to wonder who get a the• an w Y • 

li tiona .,. for.er Freshman EngIn connection with the fellowship app C ~::rorni~ c .. pus reaarked about 
lieb proteeaor, correepon:i,i~r?~ :hi:k the board wo;id be favorably 
ay project write-up that e n b d ( with the sense that the __ 
inclined•ay • 'Aasu:p:io;~~= ~:~~b:the;~;.,.) in the •oat turgid, hope
people aay be aoYe 

0 
lif " That was December 

1 
1 57. He 

leaa diction I 'Ye eYer eebn in •Y t .~;ition. On the other nand, be 
wae upbraidia,g: ae for a a ynesa o ted to me in earlier daye of •ore en
was aleo the fellow who once co(en 

8
) 

110 
8UCh could go unsaid (yet 

thuaiaea that were I a .u~iiian .~~~ti~n waa in tact 'couched 1 , and 
understood). I u sure t a iiiJ" lined to 'let nature take its course' the board ... bere ware aore nc 
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than to finance psychotherapy. Unfortunately, I cannot locate the clas- 1 
eic response to my letter of clarification s ent to my Eng lish associate. 
It was classic, I think, in its admission of suspended awareness (acknow 
ledgment-awareness), the arousal of which required that I bear all the 
whips and scorns of the substance of psychic distortion as related in 
minutiae to the racial quagmire out of which I sought to raise black 
ethos &. beauty. Surely it was the abject acknowledgment of the pain 
knitting my forehead more than the cataloguing of the much apparent 
purulent racial disease (which he had to know of in some instances bet
ter than me because he was some part of the scene behind the huge white 
curtain ' that only goes up at 'ready') that allowed him to admit of 'YES' 
.•• it was because I am not prepared to be aware of any more of the pain 
of that circumstance than absolutely necessary. 

And it is generally just so, that the suspended awareness insists upon 
an exhibition of the pain in the most compromising and vulgar manner. 
And it was precisely this pathos invitation that I loathed and proposed 
to displace by the affirmation of ethos. He, himself, had earlier noted 
the ethnic note with a good deal of pleasure in this and other of my 
poems, indicating his weariness of the pathetic supplication. Yet he 
was a fairly honest and forthright individual. 

Wherein is the irony of this? It is explicitly that the recited 
diseases and diseased instances are more painful to the writer, unless 

~~n!" r~f~~r!:~Y ~~~·;;o~:c!~v!i~ri;t;g~~~r~~~i~ft~~~r!~i~:r:~~~~~u;han 
it is to the (white} reader. This reader need not get INVOLVED in (these 
expository) news reports unless he wants to PROVE HIS HUMANITY WITH TEARS 
and other sympathetic instances. To write like this is self-castration. 
It is like representing an alternatiTeless course to sitting on a (white) 
penis and crying maudlinly not to be forced to do this (like the charac
ter in Baldwin's Another Cointn). And if the reader prefers this crap, 
he is sick; he isSIC'lC'iiot n any flippant sense but fundamentally. 

The difference between the two (ethos & pathos) is as bet.,een the clinic 

~~~. t~~d b;~~~a~~~n t~:ri:!;;!'·~~M:~·~~a!i~!,;,P~:a~·~~~=n o~n ..!~i!:r!n~!. 
And the black mood today would seem to be attenuated by a note of anger. 
But the (white) penis is still wilfully admitted, is even abetted. And the culprit is still THE MAN. The cry (top pop) ia 'what (the black) man 
wants today is angry pathos' and, 1 giTe ue more ANGRY pathos 1 • 

The configuration ia almost ceremonial. Certainly there are dis
torted personalities (black & white); certainly the clinical experience 
is strenuous and painful. 8 ut isn't it rather ludicrous that to get 
around it we have to periodically visit the whore and have her perforw 
wierd-Os so that we can come away self-ri~hteoualy long-su1'fering, sin
g le-purPosed angry & insolent enough to function SUCCESSFULLY in the 
outer world? -- thereby to preclude any human inclination to relent ••• 
as this purchased humiliation admits of fullest vengence --- for a 
while. Dd the haters (black & white) have us in this bag? And/or are 
we there because of our own cowardice and avarice? Or is this just par 
for the Jones-referent, capillaritous, leech-capitalistic society? 

Getting back, this is not to say that I do not at times write eso
teric prose. I do. I sometimes write plain expository fillum to breach 
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the (seemingly) unbreachable ••• and/or because the FORM has an item 
which says, '8xplain why ---' What I am usually saying in such cases 
is that this, if I'm to be honest, is a highly highly personal matter 
(and really none of your business, or it is my privilege to choose the 
form in which to say it, and if there is respectful interest you can 
probably discern roughly what all is indicated); otherwise, I do not 
make a practice of announcing and rehearsing in explicit detail my in
tentions (literary or otherwise}. Furthermore, I strongly resent (or 
suspect of cursory reading habits) the reader who makes an unnecessarily 
eccentric case of my materia 1 (I mean more approximately unintelli~ible 
or §Sot eric;). I am inclined to think that this person feels that 
haven't anything to say to him really and have merely (contrived to 
usurp his time &.) disguise the fact, that he in fact could better tell 

me a thing or two. 
That I have nothing to say to some readers must indeed be true -

certainly so in terms of what they would more readi ly acknowledge. 
H owe..-er, I do not represent myself as an intellectual, whether or not 
I have impressed various persons that I'd be a cinch to clinch top ouiz 
monies, and I do not care to be so represented ( strawman fashion) i I am 
no Dubois, no Senghor( i.e., self-representation a part). I have a certain 
intuitive faculty which is my greater asset. And I am mainly artist; as 
such, HOW I say is not readily separable from WHAT I say. It has been 
my misfortune to have people tell me implicitly that they resented my 

1 
strangely surprising images', my 'wonderfully rhythmic but LUf.d:!ERING 

thought patterns' , my puns and word-play. 

\'lhat can i say except that I would not want to get into their intellec-

~~:;~ ~~~:1o¥~l!s o~~~i~~!~ai ~~;~·~:.~v~~"~{g;~e~~ ~~~= .n~~"a"~=~~on 
only until it became a pparent I wasn't flattered by it. It is also 
true that many of us are seeking not gods but worshipers. And this is 
also a part of the race in racism. 

Apropos, a very famous black poet, now deceased, one~ advised me 
to seek recordings for my poetry rather than printed publication --"the 
ear being better than the eye to pick up what you are doing." I did { • 57} 
not so well appreciate the soundness of this advice until I had done a 
good bit of reading (for those who had read the works on their own) and 
noted the difference in response . Almost invariably the ooohs & ahs & 
UNDERSTANDING have been twice as affirmative in response to readings. 
However, I have certainly not been able to interest any recording Co . 
And this unfortunately was the extent of the help I got from this capa
ble source. A younger, less famous, poet but one whose work I favor 
above mos t of the 'commercial' poetry these days, wrote after reading 
my works {1960)" ••• one is never in complete possession of a distinct 
feeling before it is snatched away or turned inside out ••• when one 
steps out of the poem {leaves it) what remains'? What is the aura which 
lingers about me once the poem is set aside'? Certainly it lingers about 

the poem: but what about me?" 
And after hearing me at a rather lengthy reading: "•• .I now feel con
verted, and am a true believer!" 

But I must insist that the reader can do this for himself. I do 
not favor the reader who must be INVADED and his resistance overcome 
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before he can admit himself of hi s o -uncomplicated rendering of a co li wn pleasure. It is a demand for an 

f
cated definition), not unrelate~p to c~~ed l~ttiorbn (or batter 1 an unco~apl 
ul means of avoiding pain b t 8 c n c- edroom cont1nuu.11 ai 

ufres than are otherwise (a; r:l;~rv;o t!e:~ deserving of greater Ple ~ing. • extreme artifact) in t.he 0 

Because she is knocked down and ki isn't love but ravishment. Except c~~dt i~~~ the bedroom, she knows thie 
ship and seduction, it's much sim. 1 a s more painful than court-
no need to commit oneself· the b pder, ~o quandry about 'What is lo..-e? • 
l( ow, as is the sin of tf.AKiNG ONE u~Hi~ ~Arpt~s~~is i) s on the other fel-
stunid & sick) hung-un (o k and keeping one 

news of being able to Viol:t~u~~ ~·:edias} with the titillating good 
~tain) of personal culoability --e no~ ~ni~k B :h Had without incurrin& the 
eat whites who indulge themselve e e masochistic (&. whit e 

onslaught is represented as rape o; in r~ping-black-buck. fantasias ( th• 
rape of admission, &: unhumbling c tparm ssion, savagery-too-much as e s asy as rape by omission). 

Some time after I ret d N cam~ the object of a holdi~n:ct~~n ewT~ork ('56), I think the poem be-
rea ars and writers - agents hi h ere were several requests fro• 
also interested in working up-a w ki c d If h~lored by and large. But I waa 
remarkable change has occurred sin n . o ack ethos literary group. A 
noises • No one seemed to bav ce, at that time I was just u\ci ~onder tho identity puzzle in ° a";~~i~~· vaguest idea of how to beg~ to 

oday, not thirty seconds will va way. THEY ALL WROTE PATHOS 
writer on literature before you~~~s in conversation with a young bla~k 
e;~~~t~i~ng the squinting attempt ~:· f~~~a kr!t HI~ ~~~Ndo: ~=r~L~~~"'is 
Oddly enough, I doubt that h could have gained eneral sue a naked statement as 'black is b 
The natural order ~f thing~·=~~~;an• acce~tance prior to about ~9~~~tul 
~oifnclusion is accepted. To my mi:d ~h requ res some proof before a broaC 

teen years are ap a tl rea compound events in th 1 
sion. Chronologicallyre~hey :~:ponsible for this sudden leapin: c:~~l ~·~ant Southern Christtan Leader!~i~h~ ~ntgomory bus boycott and ou~: 

Y r. Martin Luther King 2) Th 0 erence, '55-56, aa personU1 d 
bh African territories, b~ginniO: ~~~~r~~oin acf'isition or indopondo~c 
~f e tb:r~r.~=r~~d 

1 
by The Honorable Kwame ~~: j)T~nd as lersonified 1 

s im movement as personified by th 1 d ~ow ng ~ominenc 
NOTE: All of the 'personific ' e n o nablo lcoloo I 
from LIFE in the case of our a~;~n~lachkavAme belen unceremoniously deposed -er cans. -

Excepting purely nolitical to say which of these three considerations, it would be difficult t r 
together I would consid compound instances was moat instrwa o •• 
dation and opened up th:r .,!~=) ;~~ ~ou:l.,~tion (that which •Lai/~~=

1

£0~~ th\~ublic eye (even, I might add \ a t~ed or this assertion before ' 
wdou seem to admit of 'anything ~ nasmuc as present day orthodoxy 

anted extent such a 
1 

ne can get away with' to an 
I-am-beautirui MuhaJMle~ :iir::h:·~;;~~~rabce as that by the r.~~~~;~:-1 e admitted as a public con-
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in the essential sense he was and 'proved' 
ditioner, particularly because 
himself a beautiful athlete) • 

11 ) there was only the most nebu-
Literarily' however' (& legend~r r~ved only slightly • The most 

loue of foundat ions. And this h~s ~P the last twenty-to-thirty years 
preatigeoua (black) literaly wi~ ~tlr better than commonplace pathos 
have been in th18 regard on Y s ig 1 e kin to the irresistable force 
(beauty eanoot be pathetic; it 1 

8 t c t~~ command of the moment). There 
within an aura of fascination n ° d W 1 bt Wright knew quite well 
is foremost Native ~ {194~1 by dR!ch:~han~eg(c~rtainly not directly) 
he was not here creat ng, a !gdn t 0 he knew quite well and keenly felt 
'the souls of black folkl • k ~ yeychic-social substantiation of the af-
the hollowness and the ac 0 ps f the other. One can say that 
firmative embrace of these souls, each 0 orthodoxy of his time, that 
he rendered skillfully and f tru~y th:o~i;t:~ually lost by building onto 
he 2;ained the world but le t t ese t of shade but of the wretched 
the shadows of tradition -- wl<h~ch ~as i~o the unromantic psychic dungeons 
despairing self -help of blac eau y 

of racism. m his blacl<noso, .ll1W !!2.Y. (1945)' 
And yet Wright was not on-the-run fro s I reflect upon the body of his 
Black Power ( 1954), i.ehi• I usin a~i~w o!n particular clinic for a pre-
work that he entered mse ainst a paralyzing bitter-
scription of the chemistry of litfr~i::l~ and his people. He did not 
ness against the temporal orde~d o t even pretend to embrace it in love. 
run from blackness, but ~e ~o~ik n~ man in search of somethin~ {black 
Yet again he seemed in ee e t Bandung {' 55) nor in vhana 
bea~tyl which he never found -- (~t a .fu2ili , 57) ~or Paris, nor as 
(Gold Coast, '54), nori 1~ Spai~ime:~:f &ndinl; of his last novel, I!:!!l 
sugcested by the soar ng Y sen 
12!!& urum( • sal . 

ral observation of past and 
I would say parenthetically b~s : ~~~era ask tbmselves before the 

present that it would se~~ ~ny ul~c the Establishment. likely accept 1' 
commitment to the page, a wo ff the are professional writers 
And they write accordingly • dIn e ect ~ofes~1.onal writers before artists 
(and I would even be incline di t~ sailp performed to some specification, 
except that artists havle tral t n~n~is Y Cistine Chapel)' &. thee & me. 
as for instance Michae ange o a 

' I isible l'l&n. I heard a rela-
Secondly, there 1s Ralph Ellison 9 nv blicl damn ( • 59 about) this 

tive of the famous P08~,meniion:d s~~~~!~~ ~uhad h!ard scarcely anything 
work as a 'giiiUDick bo~ t I d~~ not then' quite accept was the selective 
but praises for it. a inence whom I prefered to consider 
magnanimity of such persons of pr~m r that this was the poet's posi-
t great of soul' (I do not mean, ow eve t~ it) This work I think points 
tion as well, since I was never privy t ith• failing gods is sym:pt.OIIatlc 
the way to the clinic. Its i~vo}vi~8~0,! in Ellison's novel, including 
of the breakdown. All the go ~ 11 a the , invisible man' (becomes) is an 
the personal god, Narcissus. n 11 ties of affirmative social in-
hysterical fi~Wre/lessness, cutting v:r to sustain some iota of life. 
tercourse in a last desperate maneu 

,.,. 11 d mention James Baldwin's QQ. Tell 
To cut short the words on i!.l son dan t d like '40 or between ~ 
ll .Qn Til! Mountain (written, dli un eyr~m ap:rtinenc~ -- two monuments in 
and '52) is probably compoun ng m 
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one breath, or on one grudging pedestal. But for me the two works are 
of about eaual merit, and I did not intend to explicate abroad at great 
length. Ellison is more the perceptive intellect, and Baldwin the fiery 
spirit . Together they SHOULD be a bridge over the River Pathos, but, if 
so, it is one not yet open to literary traffic (and it is perhaps a toll 
bridge , the land beyond being a preserve of inestimable potential l. 

With these, I would just mention Lorraine Hansberry's play Raisin 
In The fum, the last act of which I sneaked in to see in '59, catching 
tfie great dramatic performance of Sidney Portier ( I have seen several 
product ions since , plus movie). To which I 1 ll just add, I was led into 
the 'sneak 1 by a woman (like Adam, and a devil was behind it all i she 
later led me into marria~e, quite black sheepishly baaa--lets-do-some
thing-olso). 

Here then is the skeleton of thirty years of literary herita~e . 
What is apparent is that the poets (e~c.) who are now attemptin.~ to 
represent ( ideolo~ical &. other) leadership of the so-c!illed Black Revo
lution are reacting to events set in motion by other than strictly lit
erary fi~res, e:xcept that we somewhat obliquely reach back to Dr. Du
Bois (one of the most 'soulful' of his works is Black R!_conetruction, 
19)5}, generally considered an historian. Nor do I mean to be alto
gether defamatory in saying this, since it is usually considered legit-

!:~:. to H=~:e;~t~t c~=a~~~e 1i~;:~~i~~~e c~~t:~n b!~::h oih!h:~f!~;i~ 
the scene, and when one doesn't it is something like not being able to 
see the forest for the trees, or vice versa (In Joyce Kilmer's poem 
Tfees, for instance, I am empathically nreoccupied with the existence 

few a t~!~~l~o;~:~~~~~Y r;~~~{y w~~nm~r!e~~=n t~~e o~~mtw~o~~v~~~ !e!;~~l that 
images , but this multi-image imaginary tree has moved me to look more 
close ly at (all) the trees, thereby to discover a number of things 
about trees that I could only note by careful observation. The poem 
in this respect is an invitation to discovery. But, of course, perhaps 
it belongs to a romantic age.) 

But probably the above is not even a very good skeleton. It does 
not mention poets of the last thirty years, or even tlle last fifteen. 
Yet I hesitate to comment, f or instance, on the work and on the impact 
of Langston Hughes. The impact upon blaclc: writers who would write po
etry would seem to have been considerable. For soohistication in the 
literary idiom into the 1940s, there was the work of Countee Cullen. 
And for some few notes of black self-embrace, there were the works of 
the Jamaican Claude l<!cKay. Paul Lawrence Dunbar (1872 - 1906) gave the 
tonic to Post-Bellum Ne~ro Poetry, i.e., the popular dialect in Dunbar 
evolved into the popular idiom of, say, Langston Hughes. But, in fact, 
the musical lead of Dunbar bas been utterly lost in later black poetry. 

:~m~~~ ~~; :g~r~~~~~ge~i~h~~t~!!t~0~;~!~~~l ~i!~:1e:§~;~:1(~~e 0~f 1~~i: 
!:1 ~: ~~~e t~·:~=i~~~m: ~=~~~~g::: :~~;n:!~iy ~~~!s i:U~~r!~a ci~u~:· • •" 
McKay's work. And yet the definitive magnetism is for me distant and 
weak and seems invariably to burn away in an unnecessary isolation to 
suffer the inevitable extinction of lonesome time. For a poem of (dis
ciplined) anger, however, and real literary merit, the young black poets 
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We might consider 
the picture mood ro

mantic, whether or not 

Th;h~t;ia~:r!5 i~i~)1(~~~ · 
this was lJyrs ago), black 

a nd lithe ; the picture person 
is OTHER & amazon thick. But 
this strenJ!;th is perhaps at
tributed to some index of mo
therly reliance. In any case, 
it r,ive some evidence of how 
ima~es from the world of vi
sual primacy become emotion
all fixed as referent mater
ial for personal identity. 
The poetry of LEA, on the 
other hand, can be said to be 
in many instances surromantic 
& sursemantic -- intended to 

;~=~=~~~~g v;~~=~tr~i:~~h~ni~t 
ment, & otherwise to a ppro
priate the page (primarily 
visual media as such) in 
black & white to move BE 
YOND TH& BLUES with a lifo
as s ertive music. ED. 

of today could not do better than to take their cue from McKay's "If We 
Mu s t Die" , which poem when usually mentioned these days is not dishonor-

~~~~c~~fi"t~d a r!i~;~~ i~~~=~d~~ ;~:e~~c{ u~~=~l; t pi:~edu~~e~ h~Y H~~~=t~f 
Commons) during the bleak days of WW II.). 

Two of my favorite Lan~ston Hu~J;hes poems, "l-<other to Son" and "Lenox 
Avenue Mural" I would account more to ethos than pathos, which accounts 
partly for my choice, but, otherwise, they also appear to be better ex
amples of inspired works in the idiom, with fingers on a genuine black 
~i!!e in ~~~s~=~~!~ s P~;;:e for "Raison---" was apparently taken from a 

The considerable politico-social stature of James Weldon Johnson (1671-
1936 ) would give audience to his poetry were they not significant liter
a rily, but one of his poems in particular has achieved phenomenal fame. 
Written in 1900 and set to music by his brother Rosamond Johnson, "Lift 
Ev ery Voice and Sing" by James Weldon became dubbed the 'Negro National 

:~~~~~i~~r t~~~~~t~l~ ~~a~}Y tg:s R~~~bl~c~:v~~t~~ ~h~1;;~9~~1!~!~~t 8~fg, 
"We Shall Overcome". 

There have been poems like Edith Kutash ' s "The Children Born of 
Love l'l'ill Be Fish", anthologized in~~, Excelsior Press, '60, 
a n ode to the black-white sleeping arrangement (this is a particularly 
g ood poem and no doubt by a courageous woman & unstinting lover) many 
of which leave me non-plus. When well done, these poems define nearly 
t he synthesis of the positively resolved s piritual aspect of polar racial 
identity. And here we cherish the human touch, a nd we know this is love 
t hat only the parental-imaJSe complexion of the beloved is changed. But I 
am leavin~ this specific consideration to a later s ection . 

Of all the most (more?) famous of black literary artist, it is most 
diff icult for me to make a constructive (objective? or, ANY???) state
ment about the works of Gwendolyn Brooks. I s imoly cannot get into the 
bulk of it {I have similar trouble with Carl Sandburg, another as-it
were Chicagoan, if this means anything) . Some of her 'tighter', more 

;~i~i i!~~=~ 70~~~ fi !~ui~ ;~ ~~~l~~!~t~0 t::Y o~h~~l!u~~i !} ~h~e~=~~a~s fa-
a bsent without the shelter of these restraints (in which she tiptoes in 
& after the sunset). I, however, recognize what is probably a predispo
sition about (women) lady writers. I don't either like Emily Dickenson, 
o n the whole, nor Edna St. Vincent Millay (though I hesitate to say it, 
but must, in roughly the s ame sense as with Brooks and Dickenson), or 
a ny other darling I can think of of eouivalent reputation (only one fe
male acQuaintance ever called me a male chauvinist , but, in any ca s e , I 
don't concur. In the case of i~.iss Brooks, my problem is sligntly apart 
f r om the uoetry itself; it is related to the quarrel I would have had 
about William Styron's ~Confessions 2f ~ .1'.1!!:.ru!r, which was nauseous 
in olaces, and which was attacked by a group of black gentlemen writers, 
al l of whom missed the major points of Styron 1 s sin -- all of which I ex
plicated at some length for a white Miss who found Styron's Confes sions--
deli 'l:htful -- which in t he main is that he does nothing f or black women. 
'-~ iss Brooks does nothing for black men, OR ONLY A LITTLE BIT MORE.) . 

Not eworthy for popular consumption is the poetry of l!:ve r.:erriam, 
" tlontgomery, Alabama f\1oney, Mississippi and Other Places" (pamphlet, 
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Cameron Asso., Liberty Book Club, N.Y., '54). 

Last but not least, as you've often heard, to be noted here is the 
work of Margaret Walker. Her volume ot poems, f2!:. ?:n: ~' published 
by Yale Uni?ereity Press, 1942 (would you believe? and which was her 
Masters of Arte Diseertation at the State University of Iowa, received, 
1940), the title poem of which -- as well as others -- is clearly ren
dered in the all-embracing Whitmanesque, seems to have gotten somehow 
lost through the forties and Fifties. As much as any black writer born 
on these shores, she impres s es me as havin~ excavated her roots, exam
ined, and replanted them with preference for the rich soil of the South . 
But they were bound to be special roots, just as she was bound for early 
recognition. And though I would quarrel wi"Ch some frivolities in her 

~~de;~mf~~=l::• o~0~~~t~~t~:f!t~S ~t~b~e s~~~~~~:e: ~=i~kli~ma!~~r;}~' 
I have grown weary of this detailing business. I recall hearing around 
1959-60 some unflattering grapevine Aunt 'l'ommasina news about Miss Wal-

~;!il;h:n~!!;!1~f 0{h:h~~~d I ~;e P~g~N s~b~e ...,;~~~~ti:~· an~u~h;~e~s 1 (~ontO-
BE) the more compromising matter under duress. 

TO CONCLUDS ---

I recall also having a written explication of the poem "Black---" 
when I presented it to my first important in-person reader, my Io'reshman 
English Prof. I was a sophomore or junior on this later occasion. He 
read it along with the poem, then advised me he dido' t want the explica
tion; the poem was its own excuse for being (also, whether I am explica
ting my own works or someone else's, I am often involved in a lovers' 
auarrel). The year was '57. As a result of this reading, I was put in 
touch with a couple of literary contacts, rather famous personages whom 
I very early rubbed the wrong way: Finiea Although I did not i mmediately 
lose the one contact that was primarily literary i the other, a very rich 

~~~;~:m:~~1 ~i~ ~~:d:~~r1 c~~~e s~~:U:_ ;~~;P~h~~a~ ~ ~~. f~s~.:~= 8~b~~;, 
fifty bucks The had already sent me a hundred; this was also related to 
a lovers' quarrel, why I have so many may become apparent in tbe next 
under-heading.). I prefer, of course, to learn early in mr associations 

~~~: "?it h:dp~~=~na~~i=~e t~!t h~"~id~;t w~~t a~;th~~~i~~~~!s ;~1=~~~~, to; 
apparently, one ot the negatives was the reading of the material I sent, 
and in this he failed the English Lit. course as badly as the professor, 
pretty IIUCh the same course the poet passed so well, as indicated, which 
may have accounted for some further end.urance (or indulgence) on hie 
part. I have considered returning the hundred dollars but have never 
really wanted to; it would be vanity, Sir, like volunteerir:tg for a double 
tax. The response I got secondhand was a lulu of mystery.) 

What next to misfire was some proposed excerpting for a couple per
iodicals, "The New Mexico Quarterly" and "The Black Mountain Review", 
notably the former. In this regard I don't recall doing anything onto
ward -- except I voiced a contempt for 'people who keep monsters' (man
eater dogs). I doubt though that this had anything to do with no-deal. 

~~~t~:o o~e:!t ~~~i~f;;r i~~:i~;h:~tt:~r:~! ~=~~: ~f h~~~!1 ~~~;~n~ss. 
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th t ~ne o~ the reasons that decided me upon the Beau-Cocoa venture is 
a am asically a very humble person with a monum.,.ntal ego part of 

which is artificial. I have always been solitary and ... little c~ncerned 
~ith the crowds and the lights. And I have little doubt that I mi "ht 

ave made it more than a dozen yea rs ago, even two decadgs ago , in.,an
other set of circumstances essentially external to myself and would 
now be possibly retired from this into .!omethtng else. F~r I could have 
~djusted to movement as easily as to a sedentary life of the same dron-

ng horizons. I have never considered mrself a lucky person exce t 
genetically, that I could take phenomena risks and rely som~ bene¥i 
cence; and when occas ionally I have so relied it has proven disastr~s. 

Ih! circui!Kription has concommitantly lirrlted social-and-other possibil-
t es. t is even something one can read in me, detecting an intoler-

ance for lengthy involvement with humdrum instances in the outer world· 
for the hunger is of the spirit, and this vessel must be contained by ' 
slirit g iven to steer a course of its own. And yet it can be too much 
a one on its own. And this is the rub when there is no p l ace to go 
nor anyone with whom to commune, nor any element of fame to induce the 
seekers from afar, nor any rest in which to peacet'ul!y dream, nor mem
ories to share, nor dreams. The humanity of one is a small iota yet 
everything i yet when born with a cross and an ax) one cannot be a human
ity of one, nor a re they who are lynched and crucified; they are human
ity, and somehow everyone must be made to realize this. And even for
ever the enchantment must be strained, for the temporal order of each 
of us IS forever, as each life may be potentially the new world should 
we not concede its damnation by default of effort. 

But, s!nce the I has inherited the low caste of presumption and 
ludicrous artifar;t, It has perforce become as artificial as the conjura
tions of humanity's systems of surcharge for boosting itself on the 
backs of those whose ls too easily bend. But, of course, they have 
first suffered a mental and spiritual bending. This is not for me. 
Accordinr,ly, my peace is dependent upon my strength of mind & spirit 
And, according to the diplomacy of treachery, I can only be whole if• 
I am my own mana The half-wits I cannot worship, nor party with the 
petty pretendersL nor always gratuitously entertain vanities who strut 
upon the stage ot- good fortune when my own cause of vanity is so enor
mous and fortune so l'oor, yet I am told to renounce all claims of vir
tue to admit of a re ative opacity of my contrived oblivion. 

The talking drum carries the history' of much that has gone a way __ 
like a bird, fluttered a moment and fallen, nor ie there a marker or 
epitaph for the grave; nor would we want any, except that some might 
later say -- in great grave ceremony -- that the drum never learned to 
talk. And my grandson might be unwilfully, unduly humbled. 

I'M MY OWN GRANDPAW , LIKE ---

Sometimes I feel almost totally unprivileged to have communica
ted in depth with my beloved females. And these have been practically 
my sole companions, apart from male family members. This felt lack of 
communication has sourred intellectual curiosity to intervene in be
half of some emotionally imooverished experiences. And the dividends 
of both worlds have been used up in silnlllated high tension ecstasya 
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I AM referring to what is called spiritual depth o l~ost probably, my at
tempts to idolize woman and make of her something eternally inspiring 
has taken inspiration from and been sustained by a lonesome too deep and 

~~~;s;0 o~~m~;t~;a~t~1=~!e~~~n~g~;f~~ ~~t~=e~l~~=~1if a~~t t~~n:~:~o (of 
Such is the definitive case of monsterdom, of the strangeness &. horror 
oromoted by the sin~larity of one-of-kindness. In consequence, it is 
expected he will be driven by a madness t o destroy the world, and/ or 
( excent that) he may kidnap the local oretty girl for companionship and 
destroy mostly only those attemoting to rescue her from this horrendous 
center of attention. This extension of self by monster to socialize 

::k:: ~~~ ~~a~~h s~=~~~~t th:~hhi!c d!!~~=t~ n~~e~e:~!~a;~~~~!' ~~n~~~~w-
ledge, how imperatively & invariably we frown upon monster fratinization). 
But he is nonetheless undeserving (in unorthodox covetousness of beauty) 
and still essentially a f1pu re of horror and loathing. Both instances 
would seem irremediable, except that some monsters are 'sons-of---' (le
gitimate or not) by mothers of mysterious incidence. But we a r e led to 
associate this occurrence with one of the pretty girls of some scene 

:~h~!:p b:~~;t~~s t~~~· P~~~i~u:~~is i~e;~~~d a;::~ ~~~~~en~0 u~~~ ~~~ =~~~us 
what probably you had not thought, that this is ouite relative to my 
condition. The monster ab,.ays gets -- not the soulful but -- the frivo-

!~:~ ~!~~l~;l!oi~g!s o~~e o~o~:~!;:g~;h~~~~==i. permanently ON; which is 

Thie communion-need apparently fits the pattern of a longing for the 
womb's enlargement (the return of the sea monster), but no existing womb; 
so we can intrigue ourselves for a moment 't'ith the personal impersonal. 

The womb must be created of love o Through the love of woman, the father 
is father of himself in the womb and has there returned for another birth . 
Related ideas are Adam's rib and Pygmalion's statue (lady). Ideally, how
eTer, one would produce a self rather than a woman s elf-mate, and, accor-

f! j!i' a t~e~~~; ~~e~~n~efi~t~~~s c~~::o~~~=i~a~n a~~!d~~P;~:e~~=~~~n ~~ere 
woman as self-mate. But she is necessarily something outside the self. 
It is hoped tht: t she will be a love-mate, life-mate, sex-mate. In that 

~~;~r~f cii}: '~p~~li:a~~o~:P(~~~~~, r;~~e;e;~ -:~e ai!o P~~~~~:e~~1!:v}~r~f-
ment). Still, there ARE men who would like to do away with women, and 
women who would like to do away with men (there is something of this in 

~~a:;.= ~~ :~~e s~y=~==~bi:~:~e~;~m i~e~u*i~:t~~s~£:hYo~~ ~~!i~~;~o~: 
young adults -- and associated with more fundamental human frailty, such 
as admits of an unbearable loneliness without man for woman & woman for 
man). I would submit that the expressed witlh to exclude one or the 
other sex does not eo much stem from a desire to take the other's place, 
or to eliminate sex, as from the feeling of disprizement fed by loneli
ness and longing wherein one could feel sufficiently adeouate with those 
of the same sex, but it is the apparent assessment of that self by the 
opposite sex which relegates one to second-class intra-sex status and 
breeds the deeper inferiority feelings. 

The psychological implications of these notions do not escape me, 
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but I am trying to steer awa f 
the other hand, the failure ~f ~~m clinical psychology for a moment. On 
v~cuum that historically has been ~~fo~ ry suggest to some the kind of 
t e immediately intriguing aspe t e argely thru religion; which is 
that we are ultimately concerne~ w~~h a~~~o look into, ·mindful, however, 

We have the male matin~ with ( h -
the father becomes the son (or fath~r eo;e~f-maife)) female and, thru love, 
creates, love but more 88 thil mse -- becomes what he 
consecrated i~ paradise o~ th Y sobethin'!; to live the event of love 
}~~h~~auttyheven1t of the' mother=f=~~e~ s;~:s m!~rng' the

8
n, is love, which is 

-mo er ove 1 e ti - • ut the probl i h 
love is that it exist; • ' ma ng as it were without (the son d em ) t 
:~~t i~ils, ;nd conseou~~ti~o i~i~~n~o~e~i~~~l lrde:; it is an~~~e~c~od 
is its ~w~e~e~~t i One, is not lonesome. Wbat ~9 °~=~u~~!a the unfailing 

f~e;0~!dm~;! i~:t~~:~~:~r~!ffme 0!o:~~;:~~t-:~~ ~a~f f;~~~~;~~:u~~ter 
an the father; the notion of th -f wgr ' creation -- for both sex -

~he predisposition of men and e ~~ er creator, I think, is mostly 
e the other way: man mad~ from e;~~n et~~o~y or t~e rib could very well 

Mother-&-son love (all , ema e egot the male). 
the father is all but ow) is unfaltering (divine}. And in this 

~~a~h!!t~~inion}. He ~l~~=o~s fi:~!h=~~s i~t af~ual f~ife are 0~0~~~~8 
ti rs so much for morta ls as li i• ' a er all, not God 
tho~ as the way (at the end it's OVE~) gS on:i not so much the destina-

an~ ...,~:~at~; ~f~ &.a.~~~~~!Jgi~; it is· mak~ng t' f~v;~e t~!f' s~Z:af:!1~!~n, 
ambiguous •• • the love of man & w~~Y ~rea~ing father-mother love (slightly 
creates the __ father-moth n s t e process of mate-maki th 
as mediated by -- the son} er Th religion of love which is -- giv~ li~t 
oo~l~ get about the same idea i; ionh ofl~an IS the religion of love (w: 
a~d t~e n~~l~h~h~~;?if~, religion iss tb~ trf~rt~f 0}h~o~~:}:~~:~ Faith 
or more consistentiy it P~~~~~xbe t~~ HolyhGhost could be religi~n t::a~~n, 
ated his own religio e mot er. We can allow th u d , 
this case, the mothe~j. yes, but, more consistently, God AND c;ea~io~~e.in 

The religion in turn IS G 

m:F~~~~f~~g~~:~~f:!~~r:~d~~df::;r~:fh:~~~~~ft!l::J~~J~H~~r;:: 
To creation is accorded the vas 
pierfect, and between the two exi::t i~neliness, because God would be 
g on-event, eouals God s e greatest chasm ( exce t i 
1( t' and the Holy Ghost) exp~ie~~e, e.gb,l' 'possession', to ha~e ;t~e r:lf-
secular orientation) •1 h e wom - onging is a longing f P r-

sidered a condition of ~t~ ough 0 the eQuivalent, paradise cou~~ ~oman 
engaged, at least by defau!~·~f'b!~t tha~ God and woman a~e inexor!bl~n-
to escape, disengage from the Ch er uman reasoning (try as I would 
able. ~le therefore have father a rist anfalogy)' and are even interchange 
as one, father-son as s one, ather-mother as one th -
as one. The latter is 

0~h~ !1~-f~:~ir-m~~he~-son (or father-So~~mo:~;;)n 
of love excelsior. • e eginning &. the end, the ring 
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In our beginning was a force (or power), by whic~/"e t~~e m:~:yse~Y 
of a will' and the force cen~ed~s the r:~e t~:r s~~se and that thas~ con
which we are to be advised o t 8 way' of ow~r And by its will 
cessions are manifest 1~ boi~r r)nd ai~e t~f~! mayp beco~e similarly mani-
( -power) (belief! or he -1

8 b 8 ~88 manifest thru the female, the male
I::;ie 8~h!Z ~:~h=~-;o~h:, 8 an~c~hru the son the father-mot~er are mani-
fest. And this is the greatest possible communion on eart • 

In sum whether or not this is wholely acceptab~e , th~ iat~:~t~e~~ 
corresponds' to the artist • What he c~e:~~s 1~0 ri~!1 8 8=~~:~men~, he may 
himself as arti;t ith And hi:~ ~~~t~ui:e sustained by the experience of the 

~=a~n=~~r~~~nh:reni. !n his creation, which latter lth~f c~~:;~~~~ ~~; 
world ia manifestation of himself as ~xpr~ss~~~ ;o~~~d ( 1) the materiel 
destructive diapositioni • , This l~}at 2 }nth! cry:t;lizafion of materiel 
of the art'fforlc: (the alrt 1 at f s w~r wiil & way) into artwork (father-mother 
thru creative force ma •- ema 8 I h m is the exponential beauti-
embodiment as) the son, i~h~re)t i~ w~~~~ ~o~sideration of an esthetic 

~~~~~~~~1!~' a~:it~tu~ i~ ~~e • fin~l section of Part II· 

Art is in fact some part of a religious experience . Jh~t a~i~; the 
must create his universe before. he becomes art is~' ~~c~:es ~rtist • And 
alight difference that 

1
in f c~e~~~, i~i~h~nt~:~~~10: was faith?) somewise 

this is done on a lave 0 a in & our forth the creation. 
in the rightness of his ves~~lhf~t~o r~~t:ome ~he need to create assists 
However !'ailing in deg~ee ~f ~ a Wii.h such design and drive one might 
to promote & sustain t e e o · ies to sa 1 t all __ as in one 
of course go mad, particul~rlf if h~o!~aing the ~ive to complete (an 1m
song of creation -- instea o comp himself of his reward, an earned rest 
perfect 'fforld l a proiect ( ~~d t ari~~l should need rest is of course anthropo
& some deserving pra se a ise is concensus of belief). t:iut 
morphi.c, but that He ~n~ists up~n ~~: father of himself, whose madne8s 
the mad artistfis ptroheali!t~a~~o~s of h1S power to sustained ma.nifesta
may eTen stem rom 
tion of (that) perfect power. 

In regard to my association with women, the materiel of ~h~0=:i~~-
~~eati~~;..~~~;9 -~o~h~~=~ ~~e 8~~:•ia~~m~}·~~~~;s~~n~~~7·~~r~ap~i Th~ 
re~:~n for this I can only surmise as due to n~t b~~!8~8~0~~;~~fn •n~ o~e 
the partners than theirs of me ibu~f t~~: ~s inion that my understanding 
understands me I). I am g~n·~~~ rihood of !nether's understand1.ng of me. 
of myself far surpasses t e 

1 
8 kind of acceptance rather than under-

In consequence of this, it 9 more 8 lik Mr &. Mrs Black in the 
standin~ I look for. P~oilef ~~~n!~s}:~c~hemseives ·if the~ had -'not more 
play could work out a o o & 8 for cooperative mutual analy
inteili~ence - sufficient stre~th l f~~~~~ of acceotance as a prereoui
sis. But one has to have a no na · ith most of us there 
site for this. Aside ffr~m t~h~ ai~b~~:h ·~~·~;:~~~, r:ally satisfied with 
is also orobably the ac 8 a h we are This oosition helps 
ours$lveS we're prepar!~ to ac~ •:r~~~~~ze other; which in many cases 
to continue valid our cense 0 ma' be evident as well). 
we do compulsively and defens1.val~ ( projact~o~o h~ve others assault our 
Generally, moreover, we just aren t prepare nantl we aslc: to be ac
stronghold of personality adjustm~~; !0pe;~d!,~d as ~8 represent ourselves . 
cepted as we ARE, i.e.' as we ova ~ P 

On the other hand, we like to decide quickly what the other person 
is; if it's written in his face or on his forehead, so much the better 
(our subjective judgment, of course). The more frivolous and incidental 
our relationships, the more 1t'8 likely to b9 the case that we don't want 
the WHOLE P&RSON i .just as we're often impo.tient with those who seem very 
often to have trouble-problem stories. And this has reference to {what 
.,.ou will hear 1.gain) our oosition of 'not wantin!; to acknowledge the full 
humanity &. dignity of these persons that such an investment of ourselves 
imnlies 1 • This is, of course, a sound economic principle inasmuch as 
what we take to be poor stock cannot be expected to yield the returns 
that the same investment would were it r1.ch stock (or promising). Need
less to say, it leave somethin~ to be desired in t~rms of humanism. 
Nevertheless, presumption and stereotyping simolifies our approach to hu
manity, and we are disinclined to acknowledge any positive loss by so re
duc1.ng people. And when this happens, the real person will most likely 
have a great deal of difficulty get tin~ throu~h to one. 

In my own case, the lon~er I live the more I become convinced of my 
absolute uniauenass. And now, havin;z: already twice married and divorced, 

i,.~:e~~~ ~~;t:~o~fr~~~d ots p~~l~~e a~~~i:t}~~s g~~~~e a~dr~~~~~tTP~~l~~l-
acelaim is the specific, public scrutiny the general modifier, and the 
apolication is also meant in general terms}. The incidence of this can 

~:d?e~~~tk~ ~n P:;!o~o:~o;!~~ob~~h l::i!s& f~:l;i~~s t~~e s!~i~~6~1e:~~us-
even types like the penuanent student, the permanent traveler, permanently 
homeless visiting relative, and the permanently alibiing-sick are examples. 

i~~:iy a~:or~~~~t t~~r~~~ii:O:~m~r c~~~!~~~~~l1i~~ i~~ ~~=e~~r~:s~r~e::i~~~-
ment of number one; some parents belong to this group, as welL The cli
mate of racism allows some to anchor themselves in anti-ism, another womb; 
and this is sometimes reoresented as sacrificial ded1.cation instead of 
sloth, personal cowardice, and/or creative ambition. r-'i&ny of us, however, 
are trapped, as it were (allowing a reasonable limit to human energies} 
by the complexities of role-specialization into being narrow persons. We 
are 1.nclined to pursue the course that yields maximum immediate returns 
(fer what the yacht club accepts in lieu of personality & looks). To com
pensate somewhat, there is probably th1.s fact that is slightly behind the 
tendency to cloak many specialties in unnecessary mystery, jargon and su
perfluous ceremonies. Parents will also project certain personally unre
alized amb1.tions upon their children, which can be either blessing or 
curse. This projection, however, c!lnstitutes the abstract part of their 
i nvestment in the young, which may soe the seeds for bitter disappoint-

~~~~ln~~~l~~c~o c!~~~hs c~~~u!:~!!~:;i~dh;~:; =~c~e~~~n~h=i~!mgia~~=a~id 
real love. Conversely, the truly oersonally ambitious sometimes neglect 
their children due to both the lack of time and interest, particularly if 
the children are not 'w1.nning 1 by virtue of personality-talent indices. 

As a practical matter, the fault in this latter case is not always paren
tal. Children will resist and resent over-much attention and persuaeion 
as they will the reverse. And some parents waste themselves trying to 
make their children into something worthy of their personal ego. Parente 
hope that their children will have the best of the1.r temperaments and fa
culties, but, needless to sey, this is not always the case. Furthermore, 
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these faculties develop at di.fferent rates, and the parents' assessment 
of this is likely to be emotionally charged. And if Tony isn't inter
ested in what his parents try to further him with, parental interest 
may be lost, in part, in Tony. As parents, ideally, we hope for a child 
who will SEEK to know and understand according to what we feel should be 
the stimuli of curiosity of the world to which we expose the child -- by 
way of assisting us itJ our responsibility for his development. 

Similarly, i n the case of the romantic associate, we would like the 
nearness (presence) or ourselves, the touch, to make them (whole, as it 
were) soul-mates, particularly when they are thoroughly satisfying in 

~~~Y 0{0~0~~wr~~~~· po~;n!~a~l;t:o~~~=~~~~;~ ~~h;;:~;o s~~~=~f:r p~~=ons 
are just too stunted personality-wise. 

Somehow, the more intense &. intelligent black woman have eluded me (BLACK 
women bec•use there is necessarily some predisposition, if we're to be 
honest i wnereas the question of positive preference in an atmosphe~e of 
equally non-exciusive availability calls up some considerable psych1.c R.n
&lysis, as would be mediated by the total propinguitous circumstance. Let 
ua have a closer look at these matters later on.}. This could in part be 
attributed to our materialistically oriented society, and in part to in
dividual considerations, e.g., they could not see me revolving around 
their sun and they could not bring themselves to revolve around mine. 
A.nd the failure of this sun to affect a universe gives wisdom to the 
loneliness and the world that isn't. 

Other things I could include in the sob story, of course. I am 
too short -- far too short, ideally & practically, for a black man who 
should be able to avail himself somewhat of the image of more enviable 
physical proportions. And black women are not the world's shortest. 

~~~~r!li;·~~;i~9 t~~d~~=~~d r th~~~~e w~:~np~:~e~: ;~;:l~~~=l~i:~~~n th!~1men, 
or potentially eoually so, deve lopments seem to go in directions too 
much at variance ••• ) • 

The search for beauty, however, is also a search for roots -- even 
as one reaches for the stars -- and a search for self. But I think the 
survival of MY emotional being is due to some suspension. And, in a sense, 

~~· .f:~::~ad T~:;•~!~~s b~{ ~~=Y d!~~h:o;~l;h~~~ei~ f~~k t~;s;~~t af:eri~;. 
There has been little or no concrete inspiration source. A.nd the roots 
have been as rooted in water. 

I possibly would have an even greater fascination to soar with, regard
ing black women, if I had never married (no doubt, most men have some
tDing of increase these days). But today's new black female image still 
lends itself to some af~hension & misgivings. Aside from what is gen-

:::;lri:it i~~s~~r=~~ce ro~dl~;~iile~u~;u~h! ::~g~~~~tr~a!e~::~e~s:ery 
even moreso than for inanities generally. I find a total commitment pat
tern disagreeable (however necessary; it is like a submission to hypno
sis which some may prefer, but I should prefer orthodox analysis ( I do 
not scorn humble beginnings, my own were most humble and all but prohib
itive of life, but temperamentally I have always been an aristocrat, 
which one could consider a part of the romantic disposition, i.e., the 
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v; enuine natural aristocrat, not the st..i lted show:Jiece. It is alway!5 a 
deliv,htful experience for me to meet black children who are natural aris
tocrats, ~specially males . I met such a little fellow recently here in 
my Harlem nei~hborhood, who i:=; also in my son's class at sc"l.:>ol, a V')t'y 

winninF. fellow. I don ' t think he yet kno\<rs that he is a n1tural aristo
crat. I don't know the ci rcumstance of his parents, but, in any case, 
I'm afraid he's likely to hav~ a time of it in our world. It is even 
pos sibl~, of course, t!l:~.t his own parents could resent him . My own son, 
whom I wish neither to flatter nor console, takes after his mother. 

(The natural ari stocrat does not have to be drilled with lessons on 
courtesy and ,;;ood manners; ha is gifted with perc9ptive sensibilities, 
he asks for little & is grateful for everything -- when not embarrassed; 
he has natural consideration for others and does not have to be grafted 
with sensitivitiesj he is recognized in rags or riches and need not be 
stuffed !:. polished for effect; he is self-critical, analytical, and gen
erally indisoosed to do anythin~ other than gracefully , and he wi 11 al
ways have a qualitative life orientation. But it is easy for him to in
cur resentment, to be presumed affected, stilted, aloof, snobbish -- he 
is not essentially any of these -- and insinuatingly out of place and 
character . r.:any \iho would patronize him as he moves toward some goal 
e; row auickly uncomfortable unless assisted by very good props -- race 
is , of course, a v,ood proo but much less than fifty-fifty, far from 
fooloroof and li!;"'nerally renuires somethinJ; else behind it. 

(There are many pushed-up aristocrats, however, who have had the shelter 
and orivileR;e of varying degrees of easements concornmitant with personal
ity develooment i they are generally the more fortunate in being accented 
as they represent themselve'l.) . 

I prefer the natural aristocrat (but aristocrat, for sure) in women; 
nothiriji!; less consistently (turns me on and) keeps the flame. There are 
the waxy powdery et.al. tyoes who so repre~ent themselves -- sometimes, 

~~~·I s~~e;~~e~he "~e~~i~~iSTi~E~ =~el!!;~Y u~fi 1r¥s}~~~t~~t ~~~n~h~t~=~s. 
melts . The flame is sustained by an enduring respect for the person, by 
oersonal assessment rather than by the stamp of concensus prestige ( no
thini!'; is more irritatin,l; than the insinuations & presumptions of the va
pid ouasi-glamorpuss or the comnlete withdrawal of person=:tlity treasures). 
The e;rounds for personal assessment if admissible by unwarped circumstan
ces is the richer treasure prospect, like the undiscovered vir~in island 
or a ~ it cairn paradise (not necessarily analogous to slf16le occupancy}. 
Of course, the likelihood of finding any kind of cinderella unwarped by 

~~~t~~c}~!~ :~~r~~)u~=u~~t~~r s~r:~a~~a~~~e~~r o~: t~ g~~~~5fh~r s!~1~~8~r/ 
and corners a monopoly from kindergarten. This can be dangerous, though. 
You '11 notice sometimes that rather attractive young women seem to be 
havin~ a lonesome time of it mate-wise; it would seem that everyone is 
able to project ten years on them or has seen their mothers (sometimes, 
knowing what's in store , they're too grasping -- or is it clutching?-
others too desperately frivolous}. But now and then one can find a 
ouiet mysterious wonder. 

J have found reticenc e to be a blessing and a curse in the romantic 
setting. For, althou~h I like to entertain my ideas privately for lon.::r: 
st retches, after a long time of comoanionship, if the beloved decides to 
talk a.nd t.he basic orientation indicates no communion &. growth (which re) 
fers b .;a. ck to what my musici~n 3.'9ii)C'iA.te said about needless conversation 
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the past experience hera was blessed but the future is cursed. 

I do not count singularly the matter of my apprehension with regard 
to the new black female, or even to the old a But, as a black myself, 
the case is no doubt limitedly commonplace. A vernacular expression has 
it that a consummation of male and female is a 'make'; which is a so 
what the artist trie e to do obliquely. Sometimes he succeeds in both 
cases But he is more likely to fail in effect if the religion does not 
catch· on and in consequence he does not become an acknowledged god. As 
god, on the other hand, faith is a good helpmate in this. 

Among other things it has probably been the case that most white males 
are terrified by the idea of the black female in bed as a matter of con
tinual obligation to be serviced (civil1$ation is not conduciviito rhe 
super-phallic male, after all ) . But they find this very appea ng n 
the area of prostitution and promiscuity. The average male naturally 
wants to dominate the situation as completely as poss ible and yet enter
tain the notion that he has wrestled with a tigress. The problem is 
what gets up the tiger, if anything, and who can tame the tigress. But 
the real titillating bit is when the lion wrestles the tigress and the 
tiger wrestles the lioness. It seems that nature had better judgment, 
they only meet in the zoo {or was this stinting?). Having wrestled a 
few of each, I'm pussycat ahy, except after a long lonesome during the 
mating season. 

Back to the eouivalent people picture, we find that whites have tried to 
sustain a kind of a priori godhood for keeping the faith (apropos, the 
actual title of the Bernard Shaw number I mentioned, I believe, is .Ib.!1. 
Adventures of ~ Black Girl in feafdh .!:2.£ !:!.!u:. QQ.g, and, compromise or 
not she enCs up with a mtero k s by a white farmerman -- heh-heh, 
a l~t of fun). This would effect a counterbalance to the giant black 
phallus (as does the disprizement of legend and its obverse glC,!rifica
tion The legends however, do not create reality in total. ::iome ~ar
rier; are insurmou~table inasmuch as if you haven't got it, you can t 
anywise just hope, or hoo, up on it.). 

I am of the opinion for sure that black women look so much battler 
these days it makes one feel the keener the blight of younger years of 
struggle with dispositions in a propinquitous limbo. More than the look 
is the attitude. For all the fair share talk, it would seem at times 
that a general disenchantment with materiality is in part behind the be
coming of the spirit. At any rate, what yesterday was a rather stilted 
and overt whole-hog whiteward movement has swung toward a healthier a.f
finnatiTa, and that in itself kindles a little flame. 

So then in this my thirteenth year with my third wife, black 
beauty, 'I set'down these notes, howsoever to my own defamation but con
tinuing in pursuit of communion. She has found younger men to admire her, 
and more pradispositionally & prepos~essively ( this is part of th)e s:dd 
ness the oem speaks of -- how long I have labored to preclude it • n 
this is what the beauty wants most, these young years. After all, fall
ing in love IS the way of the young -- to seize the day and set it on 
fire, a love burning. So unnatural it is to pause to enquire of identi
ties in the flush of emotional stimulus. Would it were all that ova 

reQuired. 

The years upon which I look Hck, though ro;t~~ihl~o~r~~;n~~{Sh)~e 
nonetheless all of youth (though some t:el:l:__::m::•_:~=::_::.:_ ___ _:_. __ _ 

J;_ 

Tat, I never thought that this humanly frail body could contain the Yol 
canic spirit for evan this long (there is further irony even in thia; I 
haYe always been hailed as a very cool character, even !eelingleaa in 
aome cases. It ie usually soae beauty !or whoa I cu't apare ayeelf who 
tells me this latter -- woe, woe -- were it ao th4t I could love espa • . 
cially you, precious one. } • The regrate I have are least in regard to 
the feeble wisdom it has taken the man until hera to acquire, but of 

!~s~~d~is~n~hi~~ei~o:;s -voi::i~~c=!:i:d t~~j:c~t~;s y::rgnf, t~:.~;:e 
on the young. I am of a rdnd that it is eTen a greater pity that youth 
aust waste itaelf eabattled in ware of orientation between theo:f and 

~~:~;~~rr ~i:;;·;~~ih!r s:~!:!i;;:·:~d 1ti:e:t~::·~r ::: i!c~8 o~e t::e ·-
are responsible tor the ayopia. 

let it is difficult to eay how secure a peraon I would be without the 

f~!o~:r:f;e~!:P~~aih:o:!i~:~:~~~::. un~r;•t::l~~!nt::e r:::i:e:P:n 
womb &. mother to this aoment that requires a song and the song a subject 
the great iaperat1Te baa been growth ~ change -- develop8ent. Tiae 

:::~:ni~! ~:r ~:~::t:~ 1~:·=~ • o~a;:!~i;e~ln!~t i!t 1:7 o~Ia a I c~:~:~ent 
be adTised that no special aerit 1e due to ce tor co.:pleting one shift 
~~t;!~:;:n:;~;~:!;i, i:t::ite o! lockouts, slowdowns, .at erial shortages, 

But I aa well adTiaed of the further uae I have !or life and loTe 

~~:n~~~;n riddi:d {ta;~~· ra~:dto •;;~o:s:h! ~:r:e~~!) ;e~ :;;•1:0!r:~ ~~=t 
the mystery -- .y pet ayatery -- woaan, does not begin and end anywise 
that I know. And in this regard the huaaa. atiD la not to be rq spirit 
jailer. However rooted in the genetic specificity of aome tore- father 
-aother we lr:aov not ot the solution ot ita ~~JWtery will not quite not 
likely1 oolYO the riddio or creation. But thoro io oothotic oignih
cance here; we huaana touch accordingly. bd it aervea, as it abould, i 
soae part the hunger tor toll.ch, and dforda aoae protection against the 
hurt -- against the oTer-touch · which ia not the aaae co~~paratiYe ae the 
over-eight, froa which the v&ilty det'latea; yet by one notice or another 
I should think that nature will bo aornd. 

Woun also axiate independently of poets & artiate -- ot raciate 
bigots, and othor no-uoo-niko. And it could bo that it 1e thio TOry in
dependence that is most difficult to bear, causing the turor. It 11 
difficult to poooeoo tho UDwilling propoaoooood. And tbio too baa kept 
the sun froa rising. ben ao, where lUe ia to be found in the dart, 
the dark wet needs detiniD&. For IUD, the !eYer, the aeelr:er of co~~ple
aente & auppleaente, auat yet find tbe mld in IOM darkness. Re-enter 
artist. 
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st wife, Grace/ she never 
ike this one: about 20yrs 
ld/ her unsmilin~ classic 
·ith son, Irwin/ for love 

Marjie.\: Lloyd Jr., s'!lveral 
yrs. later/ stubby olumage 
fr beauty treatments/Jr. off 
poae/ lost other 2 front up
oers the next day 

-· I! . 
I.. 

2nd wife, fl.arjorie, with 

'~~:ne~b :~;y s;~~~ ~h~~~ ~: 
faceless 

'59: newly wed/l<'.arjie 
takes pic of mean bas
tard she has to 11 ve 
with 

KNEELING, RIGHT: 
!r"Arcos/ two U~M ehums. 
Rockies behind poet-hermit. 
Richard is visitor in poem as R 
Pic fr UN,.! paper, about '57-58. 

~67ri~~l~~~ oi0~r;~;:~d& ~~!~-
the~e was none/also poem subj 

ith friends at the Cloisters, shortly 
WH'TER, •65 an unsmiling year~f ~~~~· -~ after being bearded summer , &. into 
after Christmas & resumt;e~~~l ) in Jll:t Morris Park. A rare type, the senior 

t~~;~~' 5=~~~7:~~i ~~~, ~ike Grace ~ ~ear-b~~uty, & honorable. 

AND YOU 
' 

TOO 

I have written, among other things, ten novels, five of' which I 
still have to offer to market -- possibly six -- and a trash heap and a 
half. But no one need get frightened. I may just forget about them, 
except for a couple I'm going to mention in this section -- one in par
ticular. 

Have you ever had the f'eel iog that there is something wrong with 
the water in your house? (or all over, like Sterling Hayden in the movie 
" 1Jr. Stran~elove"?) which automatically means you are living high and 

t~io 0~h~~r~~~~1ti~~~? B~~1i ' h!v~r;~;;rhf~~b~f t~a~a!~u cl~~!d t~1ihe b~~~~Y 
delirium of this realm which I will get to shortly. li'i rst I want to con
sider the lead. 

On several occasions I have tried to consider broadly some of the 
things that are wrong wit~ our world, our Western World, and particularly 

~~~t~~~d ~~ ~he cb~i~~~i~;1 ~a~::~:~~;ai~~~ ~~~u~~t~~~s ~on~~f:ri; 1t~~~:~ 
notice of the literary mediocrity around as well as a kind )f general in
dictment. 

more ~~~~r=~~1~fh;~e f~~~=~:n~h~P~~=~i~~~i~~ai~~:tf~!u~;v~~! ~~~~!id~;lus) 
in pursuit of the dollar (which h!ls become - its posses :: ion - the number 
one ideal) in such a way that, to,q;ether with increasing life-expectancy, 
there is an almost inesca pable rasultin?,; corruption. An institution may 
operate by rote, but how, tell me, does the creative artist, the creative 
thinker, survive except by stylized reproduction-production after the 
passion of youth? -- after the hunger of the soul is bantized time and 
a~ain for perh:tos .a couple -tecades in enli !~htened worldly liheelin·;-deal
ing? And this is the sad plight that both legitimate and stilted repu
tations foster unon the frail human substancs -- until it drinks itself 
to death, or blows off the back: of its head, or takes too many sleeping 
pills, t"o much main-liner, until it disgusts of itself in its parasytic 
scramble to beat ones into the news with the new or just to preclude the 
sunrise. 

So, maybe someday I'll be fifty, sixty, seventy, and disincli ned to ac
cept, hOliever evident, t.hat I am no longer a creative person but a person 

\o'Jith an a nachroni s tic r eputation attached to a name (althou._~h if retire-

~~~~ ~~= ~~j;~~~:! ~~aff~~ti~n m;~~id b~u~~~9~e~~~~i~~!:iy t~~~~~ ;8~0~~t 
dint of f aculty for personal ca tastrophe, because all my life has been 
an endless struggle and continual r~-asses:;rnent, necessarily. without 
benefit of oublic acclaim, or scrutiny. And I am mostly interested in 
the serenity of for once he'lrin~ at-larq;e that. one and one makes two, 
otherwise orediS I)I)Sed to ferret out absurditi •JS. And I hope that the 
two will be the belovert and ·nys 1lf in ana rtful togeth'!rness. 
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WHERE DO WORDS GO FROM HERE? 

I said that nine-tenths of creative fiction (writing) is just hokem
pokem fillum, carry-em-thru-to-the-message stuff, and in nine tenths of 
this, no massage, so what? t.aybe the whole bit is superfluous , and, any
'fi&Y, I heard someone say, It's entertainment. It's also what's known in 
literary circles as writing DOWN to the masses (An emoloyment counselor 
after some curious questions once ribbed me about 'writing down'. Is it 
true? she said. She considered it quite a joke that the likes of me 
would consider himself writing down to HER, especially since she had 
somethin~ like a quickie I. Q. renort of mine before her on which 1 had 
scored under l JO, and if you don't score 135-40 &. up you aren't saying 
anything whether or not you've had sleep and food and feel up to vanity. 
But, in any ca.se, that was many more years ago than I care to say 1 and 
she was wron~ by implication in all particulars except one. I had not 
then the essential -- a la theoretical -- psychological perspective to 
write the best poetry &. prose, of the genre that proved to be my prefer-
ence.). 

So, well, 1n8ybe tte literati is also the privileged super-intelligencia, 
except thee and me. This case is u;ainst the undercurrent contemptuous 
condescensions of the creators of newspaperlike STORIES given us to fer
ret out SOfi!ETHING, which too often the Literature professors will insist 
is there abundantly. The reason for such grist, I think, is bank-accoun~
ablw{but that 1 s a hell of a note; art for art is a better excuse for be
ing}, contempt for the common man, and/or emotional impoverishment {this 
is a term I 'm really very fond of and it isn't even my own; even here I 
use it but don't mean it so precisely, or to the exclusion of another 
consideration: ETasive talent; you may have heard of unfortunates knotted 
in a psychoneurotic freeze - impasse; I get like that, too, mostly when 
I want: to sleep with some chick who's available but by rational consider
ation the premium is too hi~h, and though not bound to be so, I am really 
prefering to sleep with some chick who's not exactly available. The sub-

;~~io:r:·:~b!~a:~:~. rei~;e~~o h;~: i~t~~~ ~~a~~i!~z!d~ei::~ ~io~~i~~f a!: 
lows for the purpoeeful career-spread tidbit feeling much cushioned and 
camouflaged by indices of ENTERTAINMENT. Tradition's will to change is 

~~~. flA~~t~~n:h& C~i~in 1! :~~~w~!~e of 1~!~1 n~~h~hbr~~~hi~e~~o;i~d~r::ze 
well, there 1 e a MOON -- tarnished by racism -- in the title.). 

But the whole point of creative writing - aside from pointedly com
municating something, which {if it can be achieved by ejaculated four
letter words) does not allow for the music - is to express the conditional 
aspiration, achieYina; something like a 'Plateau at the al)eX of the articu
latory faculty through the offices of viaion charged with passion. And 
the l>roceas is credited with having some jurisdiction over t~.me to the ad
Yantage of organizing the discuraiYe ideational & material assemblage·! 
thereby separating the wheat from the chaff (the inkling from the ink • 
Thusly, the end-product should be a worlt of some excellence. 

new t~~ b=~~;: ~~;e•:e~:!ies!~e:~~~Ith;h~r:~k~~:e u~i~fr~~~si~~~e~~e 
tencea into ae1'eral word-couplings planted in irregular lines down an 
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dot~1erwise1 iemptyb page· This form truly su~gests a mind sufi ering from a 
o ar-a- ne ank accounting. 

bl k The i take-off here is by no means limited to black writers· however 
ibl f ters, ori I should say, black music is no doubt in p~rt respo~ 

f o :h or ~ts elvo uitiori. Jl:ost probably the verseless ness was designed -
r e n erpo at on of invisible rhythms, in default of an inherent 

written index -- Jazz &. other progressive rhythms of course What is 
luiie obvious is that most modern poets, in effect, have joi~ed the col-
us on to eliminate REAL rhythm from the page. The saving grace is in 

the reading. But even here it fails for the obvious reason (as obvious 
as} that song lyrics are not song lyrics without musical notation to ex
press these as compositions of time. The poets may tell us that they 
e:temporize this element, but the pretentiousness is too much· instead 
o the rhythmic Jazz content, we get interpolations ABOUT Jaz~ Jazz 
musicians, singers, etc. 

1 

I would like to know who started that lie. In itself the circumstance 
would i ncline me to think that black poets like Leroy' Jones who seems 
~~ ~~te knowledgeably on the subject of black music, are of the oninion 

a azz rhythms cannot be musically noted. \fell T must confess to 
considerable ignorance as to what Jazz is. But I ~;tsay that these lit
eh~ry persons who profess to know a great deal about Jazz have done no-
t ng positive for literature on this score. I have done more. To be
~~~Tj~~~ 1 thehpoet cannot evade time i such time must exist implicitly IN 

.~, to t e extent it does not exist in writing the effect is not 
rhythm but disorder {of time). And if he cannot (does not) order time 
to affect the rhythms (of Jazz} he desires 1 then he cannot reasonably 
represent himself as having WRITTEN Jazz (poetry) . 

We are all somewhat aware of the extemporizing element of Jazz that e
volves from the performance. The performance need not NECES ..;. ARILY ex
actly duplicate the notation, 1. e., the rhythmic variation may put a 
strain on the melodic line, but it is variation (rhythmic) within melody· 
the melody lingers on (without which such extemporizing assumes a greate~ 
asoect of no1se

1 
and 'hangs suspended', and the major resolution a ar

~nt at the 
1 

cone usion seems due principally to the exhaustion of t~~ per-
onners. think, however, that the popular term~~, Improvising' . ). 

(This sounds, inde'!d., lik:s rhythm supl)orted by melody . And while I'm 
su;e some would argue, I'm not ~oing to change it. Whatever the sci-
en .. ific musicolo~ists have discerned, it seems to me that Jazz consist.s 
i~ both rhythm supported by melody within melodic variation sunported by 
r ythm -- to avoid harmonics for my own clarity &. brevity. But not to 
avoid my wanderlust 1 I want to indulge in unreasoning to reason which 
more or less exemplifies the nomenclature of my mind. ' 

{In strict musical terms, the melody - single notes - creates IS a 
rhythmic unit. But melody is also created of rhythmic units:' so~e les
ser number of rhythmic units, or one, may constitute a melody: a homo
geneous unit of single notes that achieves a degree of resolution like 
a sentence. Quite obviously somethine less than the melody is a ~hyth
mic unit unless the melody could consi s t of a single ton9. Th9 melody 
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is then most often the sum of the units of r1ythrn more fundamentally than 
rhythm is the sum of the units of melody. But a diff9I'ent perspective 
can produce a different view. 

(For instance, a letter can be its own envelope or the envelope can be 
a separate enclosing element. The letter is the statement and the en
velooe makes it move. But the eoveloj)e· also supports the m:>vemant of 
this !'Statement. The fundamental statement is in the letter within "''hich i 
has ita own supnortive movement. But fundamental to the movement o f 
the whole is the envelope which :noves by dint of address - &. stamp - also 
a statement --of direction or movement. But the lat ter case allows only 
a vague index of time. So we have movement within time within movement 
within time, etc. Sut at the finite and the infinite, it must be time 

~i;~:n n~~v=~e~~e b~;~~~=e ~ovg~d~~a~~~, c~~t~~~r~~~-e!u:a~ :>~C~~e~~~e~~nt 
is defined by time and time by movement, although time is nothing dis
tinctive without movement -- and rhythm is more distinctively movement 
than time. The alternative to the above is an equation. ~o for practi-

~:!lt~~io!~~~ 1~~:e:~a~~~~t 0~n~1~:r::s~0~~i;e~~ r~~h~0~~~~esponds to the 

(The performinll; fact of Jazz varies tl-ta f.lelodic lin~ !""lyt'lnically which 
is nonethe less melodic variation . The rhythmic variation is predicated 
on time-of-sound which is on a pitch-silence continuum and introduced by 
the element of rubato, oroducin,~ deliberate emphasis or punctuation not 
necessarily inherent to the comoosition. >lnd the melody differs essen
tially in that there is greater contrast of sound X silence , an effect 
essentially rhythmic. In other words, there is a sort of calculated 
'beat i n3 up' of the melody, but never more than •iithin a beat of its 
life; it not only survives but survives as a new synthesis of melodic 
rhythm-time. Otherwise, tempo determines the time of the entire co;npo
sition -- of rhythmic, melodic, &: harmonic juration. 

~~!~o~!n~~i~~ ~Y e~~h:~r~ {~~!~~;~ ~~;s~~~~~e~ :~v::e~~aile s::~)ntial 
~v main point is that 1 don't see why these lit.erary musician3 

would take their insriration from e . e.r.U'lt!'l'lin.o; ~ , ld94-1962, poet -painter, 
to produce hollow unmelodic sounds &. corresponding en:pty soaces, rather 
than from Gerard i•anley Hopkins, lg44-89, poet-priest, and ne~lect all 
the potential of onomatopoeia for Jazz rhythrn simulation. t-.aybe those 
with literary suzerainty decided to change (to) the style less they 
should lose the throne for lack of l'-4ATUHAL RHYTHM . And lets see you 
make a ragged funeral march swing with the saints this time (they don't 
offer a Nebel Prize for music, do they?). 

~a~e, J~t~~), c~~=~e j fs Y~~~t \i~~;.!n~a~~=d t~~e m~~Za~0~~e~~e~;~~~g~~~ei9~~t 
· youn~er than poetry, but if it's neither this nor that it must be novel 
-- int.o which you'd better convert everything, including coetry. In
stead of 'UOetry you can exolicate the intention. 
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WHY BE A WRITER? --- BE A COPYIST 

Somethin~ of the overly messageful explication has adher&l to some 
items of my output. I HAVE btsP.n found guilty of over-writirm. Over
writing generally means: THE EDITORS --- feel that, although there is 
some good material here, your plot structure is weak and/or you do not 
allow the action to develop the story on its own so that the work hangs 

;~:~~~:r o~i ~~dt g~;b~r~h:~i~u;m~:~~;d ~!~~d m~~~s ~ov~~i~!c:e~t~~~d~~~t 
O.K . , coming up. 

I ha'04ened upon a ~ublished novel that irnmediately brought to mind DIY 

~l:~ed 1~~P~~3, m:i~h t~t~~=P~~a~t t;;;~e~ ~d!tf~: tffi~6~ :hi~~m-
year it was lost at one NY pub. house. 

The similarities between the two works are perhaps minor, lN FACT, but 
by implication TREMENDOUS. In my fiction the plot line and theme are 
almost always very closely coordinated. One doesn't have to ask what 
it 's about thematically. But, if in the absence of the early clearly 
directional plot - story line - the reader is inclined to ask II HAT 'S 
its excuse for being, we have two problems; one may be the Late Show, 
so, perhaps, three. The first is the body of popular literaturei the 
second is ( acain) impoverishment: The reader is indisposed to indulge 

:Y n~~~~~it~eg~:e d~~f~~~~a~;0:x~~~1;~~:~, a;~~winga!~ }~~l;~r:~ !~~~~~ce 
gate the lingering titillations of images, allowing for SOME editorial 
exercise of ootion. Can you imagine what Thomas Wolfe would have done 
without an editor? Being one's own editor, of course, typist, etc. gets 
one up tight??? 

Koc;t U. S. fiction it would seem attempts to take the reader on the 
super-adventure, even the so-called ouality fiction, but in most in
stances with the latter the reader has to be committed to readine fifty 
or so pa~es before he is g rabbed. 

I tend to be oresumptuous: The reader is interested in this SUBJECT. 
So , why write novels, why not essays more? The truth is that for me, 
except for a few momentary lulls, my works LIVE . 1Q.ng Armstrong---
for instance, is my third longest work, and one of my more gripping 
STORIES, but what makes it live is the adventure into the understanding 
of the human condition and aspiration within the limits of its theme. 
And this is precisely the reason I consider even my fiction superior to 
the market lot -- superior artistically. The art here is in rendering 
an expressive language - a style &. a theme - of the human conditional 
aspiration. The expreesive language is best developed in the poetic 
medium, and the ooet can then create the semblance of the aspiration in 
fiction, i.e., the poet will have learned to (&:HOW to) render those hu
man instances worth writing about (which is meant to sug~est further the 
reason for correspondence between the mediocrity of much poetry & prose). 

In fact, as often as not, the poet will write little or no fiction, and 
the fiction writer will write litt le or no poetry. This case is not 
due to mutual agreement but to disposition a nd indisposition. There is 
probably some factor basic to the personality of the one that differs 

----------- - - ·- · - - -
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1 11 achisophrenic he can parhapa from that of the other (but if one t s n~~!aa!rily independent of the Yery 
do both well) • Such .factors are no f writer or the other. And al
development itself into the one kind o 1 to a eculate concerning, and 
though such aspects are udsually ~i~~~es~h~ woul~ undoubtedly take us 
as much as I'd be please to con ' the oat { r think it was W. 
far and deep, with major credits accru;;~t;~ take~ his hat of! wben the 
Somerset Maugham who a~id th~ ~!c;~~n while careaaing the pocket con
poet walke by, to whkic ~a m rt n 88 ~ot there are t imes when the poet 
taining his bank boo • 8 0 8 f r 8 ortion of what the aver-
would sell his body ... if not his soul - 0 ail if he has addictive 
age fiction writer has bank-accounted, es~e±i am ~e~ninded of a conversa
habits -- beyond cigarette~ ~nd sue~. ~n remarked that talented people 
tion I had with a lady mus c a~i~~~ ~~ odd-balls. And she, caressing 
so often seemed to be so many h ain't nothing ODD about ••· 
her narcissus exponential, saidki Humrt 'a little at the time. Subse
She wae a hornblowher who was ~d ~~ something -- dieappeared.) • quently, 1 think s e got marr 

1 esentation of ay (artistic) ex-1 have tampered with the foca r~~~dition of music (more on thia 
presaive lan~age as aspiring to t~~ at the pinnacle of artistic expree-
later); which of course P aces mua d as music is superlatively ex-
sion __ at least, on the emotion&} ~r ~~;.g The music ia (theoretically) 
nresai"fe (artistically) of flow o ee ae~ntic idea aaking a 1DUlti-d1-
complementary l_in conjunctio~i with f~~a is an event bf thought ( concep
menaional EVErnl of litteraar~d c:~;ents of emotional leverage. tual adventure on gus s 

t really deeply engrossed in my Most often, then, the reader must g%nd the engrossment requires an e!fo 
works to appreciateit~eli~~rea~~·the instance of music. Tbia is a fail
quite albit mtore pasniut is ~~herently more difficult beauty. ing of itera ure a 

The idea of lyric novel is somewhat applicab!~ • 
8 
~!~~d:s:o~:~!)~sl:~: 

movies (picture and score an~h so~~~r!~:c~l' con~iouaness" label has been 
eo the opera and operetta. e m oetry But, actually, ay 
apolied by some reafders, d~~pe~i~!l~a~~ery than of .influence -- of soli
style is a matter o pre ec i i fact little similarity. I baTe not 
tary experimentation. There 5 n er at leisure. And of the two world 
read Joyce since about 1959, and neT reciated was the last seTeral 
famous works, the only part I c~eahly •r~ the "Black in Search of Beauty 
pa2es of ~. ~Y style h tt:o r ~e~i~itions and vehicle for the expres-
period and liaS been a searc 0 h is not merely that of a black 
sion~he aspiration. Overall, the ~e:~~iration to write (to fashion a 
mani artist, etc.' ~u~' fro~tf:~·f~r the individual) it bas taken the 
wor d-view with a e o ce se last human frontier (or aa the ul-
black image (group, wo~~d .. • l d~~i~~ehum.a.n) fro• which to strike at the 
timate aspiration of tf 9 co~i h to go forth from the spiritual Ptolelanguage barrier, and rom w c 
maic universe of our time. 

d 1 ight require an altogether It has occurred to me t~~t th!~ ~e~o!~1:te~y newly vitalized cultural 
new language, ~ !r±sh m i es~:n~ially monolingual and about equally the 
perspectifYo • iu 1 a ltural so far as such exposure would likely product o a s ng e cu , 
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proTe influential through intuitive artistry. So I ~•t co with preaenee 

So much by way o! introduetory explication ••• 

R•ut;hly, the aiailarities between .,. as and the a.foreaentioned.-not
by-naae published noTal are: 1) The protagonist is a black writer -- not 

!~n~~o~~r~p~~~ain c~~~i~~~:r it h!a !:~~· b:b~u!,.~;;:r~~!~y 0;l:~:!r~n:r:~: 
knowledgaent, like an illiterate person's idea of the condition of one 
who is able to read; 2} The protagonist u.rries a Nordic tiTe; J} A 

:~~~~~l1~;;m~r ·~~;i,.::~;~· A!!n~~~M~~rg~~~;;o~~cr·~r~~~mt 4~r!~-
tora; 5) Introduction of a Mal col• X type -- not significant for poat 
1965 as indicatin or real appreciation of tho aan; 6) Analyaio or intor
•arriage motiTation -- very brief in the published noTal, about one par
agraph of reflexion ll8Dy .many year a after. 

Tht story writer of course makes only a pretense ot writing about/on 
subjects, while actually writing about - at beat - an analogous cond.i
tion of the tbought-eubject rendered by faet and/or fiction into exter
nalized perpetual JDOtion, a chain of cauae & effect incidents slightly 
analogous to progressive thought. This allowance, boweTer, doea &reat 

~~
0

~.;~ ~f~;:~ ~e~i~:~.;!i~!~~· n::• n~f .. ~~0~i~~!r!!;. ~1!~~~h o!J::-
it about aa aoul-reTealing as opaquely possible (or, we could aay trutb
reYealing), and, accordin&ly, colipliant with aucb revered criticism. 

The similarities between the two aubjeet works end about here, except 
for some juxtaposition of Nasi-Jewish, Racist-black eo•pariaons. What 
the the111e of the other work is I eouldn 't say; undoubtedly it must be 
b-r-o-a-d, as racism, bigotry, etc. And it's understandably difficult 

;~ .~-:: ~~r~~r·. 0~a~h~~d!:-r~~g:;.r~~~.i0~i :~r~f ~J:g¥~:. :ng,;r:· 
--- published in '67 (which one???). 

wid•l;y .~~m::a. ·:~~g~! .. Ha~0~o~:~~~! ;r..tr~;~y ·~~~l~r~:~"~~ :~~~;;~ru1 over-looked, but to tell the story (a kind I think worth telling) of 
what happened to my unuaeript perhape BECAUSE of the kind of work it was. 

The difference between the two works, again, are considerable in
trinsically, but can be put rather suceinctly as between a poait1Ye 
atate11ent on a theae and an oTerall ne~atiYe statement looking for a 
tear. And such a bleak outlook may be calculated to giTe assurance to 

~:~n~~a~!~o~i1:!~;·~~· b;h:~.~:~n:~a~~:o q~~. o!trr:!i!:c~~·!~~!!::.~b-
blaclc yea-saying and get-back--out-of -the-way saying. 

The 118..DUseript about whieh this part of the discourse begain was re
tained b7 one publisher after another an average of three months until 
finally lost. The last reviewing houee to handle it was about the sixth. 

What happens when a publisher loses a ms, whether 100, 4.12, or 14.12 
pagea? .Nightmares. Here I sit for inetance re-typing at the rate o! 
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about two pages a night -- after returning from the office and getting 
our super -- when I should reasonably exuect to finish about five, but 

!~:~t~~~g1!~K~0r~1fi~~!h ~~:t(~i::;• w~:~l;~t;i~;a~{n:~~-~~:r~h:r~h;~mes 
wife was most often sounding her high lonesome, tossing competitively 
out-of -patience restlessly on the bed, several months pregnant yet but 
of course this was not nine months surfeit for either of us, and, besides, 
attention is a generalized need). Were I luxuriously outfitted of course 
with young optimistic machine power, the re-type effort need not be half 
itself. But I 1 ve always been a frail vitalism , and there are no typists 

~~ok~int~~s ~~!~~~~d ~~:_ m~a~o:;:~i;Y ~v=~i;~ ~~~~~~~~t~~~~a~d f~~~~s~o~~dt-
though~ thousa~words I 1ve heard from professional typists, I haven't 
actually encountered any will ing to work for less than -.. 1. 50 (my own typ
ing is better than the results I' ve seen). So? Then, I get another copy 
and PRESTO I'm in (no wife around at this 12.ng ~ 8et-to and the 
8Weetheart more conditioned but small change as per proposed drudgery) . 

I wrote and visited the publisher; got nowhere, obtained the services 
of a lawyer, ~ratis, to see if after a year I could improve upon "A search 
is being made". '!ie received a res ~1onse shortly from one of the most ven
erated ladies in the industry expressing regrets and advising that she 

=~~1~r:==~~=d 8 a~~~~!~e o;{g~~alr(~~~i~, a a c~l~;-rfb~~~Pt~k m~~~~s j~~je~Y 1 
the 

pereon I, embarraseed of course, took to be the gracious lady herself, 
who a8sured me the search ·..-ould continue . This venerable l ady has since 
departed mortality (the good people go leaving fools li\ce me &. thee) leav
in.~ a behest to a civil rights leader, also departed. 

The ori~inal original was never heard of again, It is altogether 
oossible that it is/was in some dead post office heap, or that some oost
man leaned it not unkindly against my door and that was as close 3.5 it 
ever got back to me. Nor do I say that someone plagiarized the work -
timidly neces sarily, b~cause fe•.., '..ofould have the stomach for its honesty 
which is an inherent part of the style. 

(I think for eure the similarity will be readily appreciated if and when 
!&ng ~ --- ever gets to market, in which case, my work will re
mind readers of 80-n-so 's -- the greatest curse to the vanity of the o
riginator. It was suggested that I burn the ms, and I'm sure someone 
will say the same about this effort. But , then, one can become ensnarled 
in one's own defenses overly long and strangle without the real enemy --
if there is one -- ever having to lift another finger, post initial of
fense. It 18 also ouite obvious to me that there are others more demen
ted for less reason for who-n I may be of service (do not entertain such 
paranoia as not trusting the mails: that service is too fundamenta l ). 
However, I'm going to alter the remainder of my review -- not to be overly • 
obtrusive and adjudged ill, which jud!"ment like most lunatics 1 1 11 resent 
but with eoual complusion cont inue the oattern of behavior I 1 recall a 
flick with Dana Andrews &., I think, one of the Hunters, in ~thich the for
mer asks, "What g;oes on in the mind of a crazy man? Are there exclosions?" 
I think, yes, especially after dark . / &ut to the reader, I say, don't 
let reason hide behind fear in some Jekyll &. Hyde condition of madness. 
Give it air and see wha t hapoens. ;hen the hidden fellow is revealed, 
he'll probably be slightly more hamstrung to do you further harm.) 

----------------------
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~~r 1 6~~e~~~~ =~~e;n~i~~e~n~0fi~~d!frac~r~~t r f~~~;:J ~f~~;c:o~t~~i;~d 
the printer's, got on the market & copyrighted in ' 67 . 

But the real pity (no towels, however) of the cited incident is that my 
q;od here again failed, and in ttrls respect I have never been fortune 
enough to become ac,uainted with the right model for the artist (since 
I have failed several gods here, oerhaps l should i ndicate that the o
ri~inal was not mine but a Marxian eQuivalent for several writers, in
cluding kichard \'Wri::rht, :it;.eohen Spender, &: Andre Gide - & others - in 
a collection of essays entitled The God That to'aileC:., !955 about. I was 
litt le impressed with the honestY'Qftli'e-rt"ems:--rr-r recall correctly. 
And '55 was near the close of Senator Joseph tw:cCarthy ' s reign.}.* 

18YRS AND UNDER, NO VACANCY -- 19YRS AND OVER. GENIUS WA~TED 

Have you ever wondered somethin~ like: whether or not you're really 
a human being, or a formerly programmed robot become independent, whom 
no one is willino; to admit is a robot but who, nevertheless, cannot be 
allowed the more covetted privileges and benefits of human status? 

Are there black writers drowning in the passionate flood of their own 
genius with its attendant temperamental eccentricities? Sell6hors? Ce 
saires unheard? I think there must be . Unless I g ive credence to this, 
I am ~iven to feel the most wretched of persons. Anu my time has not 
come and will never come. I will never belong, will never be TOJETHER 
(as ... :r. Black says). I will not be the individual 1 have tried artfully 

~ 0 h~:~o:iw~;~ ~:=~t ~id n(~i~~~m:;!~~~Y ;~~~~. etg~' t~~r o~~=~ h~~~· if,·~~n-
ius is trapped somewhere out there, as I believe, then 1 can't escape a 
,;nawing cynicism for the frailties of men (&. enterprise) who will not 
stop -- who take such pleasure in -- depressing the human spirit in its 
ouest for truth and beauty. 

I did in fact hear once such a voice in the wilderness, and it may even 
have been in the brotherhood monthly mentioned earlier, and it must have 
been about 1 64-65 . The occasion was a review of Calvin Hernton's Sex and 
Race, Doubleday, '6 5 {and it is kind of ironic to mention the book Tnd
not the reviewer with whom I 1 m supposedly concerned, but an associate of 
mine would nrobably remember the occasion and my rather startled enthusi
astic resoonse because she read it to me) . Here was a young man of ob
vious talent index and insight. His conr.nentary, though rather general
ized, did indeP.d touch upon the points I myself had covered in a letter 
to a latent publishin~ oarty in London. And I have often wondered what 
hapoened to the young man. He was afire, poor fellow, and it is not un
likely that he has been consumed . It was amazing that he got his dissent
ing review published, and I wish I could be sure at this point in what 
l)ublication it anpeared. But at least I know that AT LEAST some budding 
genius DID exist, and that fact is more black beauty than all the other 
incidences combined that I have encountered since. 

In oassing, perhaps I should say that the book referred to, Sex !.ill! 1!2.£.!~* 
is not one that does more bad than good, on the whole, except that it 
would be the preclusive occupancy of a rea lly good book. I have not yet 
seen euch a book. And I will refrain from mentioning my own until the 

•I hav;-conflictin"; dates on this: '49 is nossibly correct, the beginning 
of the 1/cCarthy rei~n; thoup;h some of the essays were written earlier. 

•• "-- RaCISM in America" i not confused, just casual: the former is the 
- ~J-

next page. 

tiona~~v:~~~~o~t~-t~:s r~if~~:~~~n;0 o~8 t~ep=~~~d~~P=~=~' p~~l~~i=:~-
sleeping arrangement. It is a work that will shake anyone concerned to 
their emotional r oot, and when finished they may even be able to reduce 
the freouency of their visits to the psychiatrist. But the true beauty 
of it is the quest for t..he black beauty (generic definitive), the shap
ing of the model for the artist, and the mating in love and putting to 
bed of black on black (not the same thing as before applied to printing). 

How can a black man cry ergo until he has been thru the clinic with the 
black woman {the artist thru his ceremonial of religion), about whom he's 
so horrendously ambivalently proud, muddled, and embarrassed, with whom 
so compulsively love-knotted, eo totally involved for ego-orientation, 
& embattled for liberation, for whom so thoroughly ideal, to whom eo im
periously yet enviously, and by self & others even hatefully, relegated, 
while of whom so jealously covetous -- thru the clinic (for the theoreti
cal insight into the new religion) and into the love bed to burst the stub 
born grip of a thousand years of bombarding put-downj and let it all out, 
and let it go boom, and let it burn away in the fevers of yeses, 0, with 
peace on earth arisen from the big new double berth shower of recognition. 

HERE IS MANUEL ARMSTRONG & BUSHTAH (a second meeting, the first time she 

was tight with her white boyfriend and he felt snubbed, among other thing 
It is in the interim before his wife joins him from Germany): 

There was a Quiet little bar on Bleecker ::ltreet, way over 
West. I'd found it by just stomping around, and one night I 

~~~~di~s d~:e;~tio~;iy ~u:~~~~l;a:r~~~~ =~~t th:~:P;!:e~~i: :f:~~~ 
chick stupor-high almost, sitting at the bar with her back to the 
jukebox which I was sure was saying, 1Try the six-for-fifty-cents 
combination, now, baby. 1 She had a dime's worth of scotch left 
in a small shot glass and a lot of loud thin icewater &. gingerale. 

It was two weeks after the coffeehouse abortion. 
Obviously high as desert sky, this chick wae wet to her eyes 

which flashed whitely over me, hazily, with unidentified recogni
tion wrinkles, ad maybe a lot of generali zed hate. That chilled 
me. So I parked at the bar oblioue to her and ordered a beer, un
freezing the a pro ned guy who stashed an imootent faraway 1 like 
cringing from this voluotuous drunk dark cut. 

There s~:s s;e~~~d o1°~~il~~e i~x~:~s~~~t~~~~i~g p=~~~e a~~i!~~~~ ~:~~: 
lined, cute bulbous-buttocked bitch. She reeled slightly, facing 

;~;n·i~~e~~; ~~~e~~~!~~~~fs~~~~icai~1 ~o~dr~~~~. b~~~~r~fg!~!-::e 8 

and oooh-you-sweet-black-sugar, and all. I smirked. What in 
shit loads did he know! I never liked help from d-isinterested 
parties. 

She was all goody su.a:g;estion in behind . I was a!'raid some 
bastard would drop in off the street and move in on her before 
J salted a"•ay my pride and peaked my courage . I was mad at the 
bitch for tearing me up at the coffeehouse, ano in thought I re
ferred to her in no modest terms. That was vain as hell, I knew, 

exact title of a J-vol. "'''ork by J.A. Roeers, '40-44. 
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so I girded myself and shoved off over to the jukebox. 
She hung her head around sort of drunkenly ecstatically, 

receptively Goddamn, and Goddamn , achey freakish frantic, like, 
and 1 1 m saying in thought, You pretty black bitch. And I star
ted meltin~ inside, everything melting down to love. 

"l-!ello," I said. "You enjoyin.&; compulsive ---" I usually 
made up my mind what to say beforehand, but I'd been so equi vo
cal I'd scent all this time making up my mind to move in. Drop
ping the question, I just stood in her focusing great big cry
baby eyes, hoping. You. bitch you, I thought. You gorgeous black 
bitch: OooooH! sleeoin.e:. with THIS --- It had been a long time 
for me: I was made nervously giddily aware of it now. 

"Ahh-oo--" she swooned droopily, her head back, tilted up 
and kiss-me unpre-inouirin-s. 

I moved momentlessly closer. She dropped her gaze to the 
jukebox paneL 11 Un! 11 she ,~~:runted, exasoeratedly dizzily wearily 
receptively helpless -- and soft, I imagined, mysteriously thin 
and mushy. Shifting her weight from one leg to the other, her 
hip bumped against me. Blood !"illed me enormous, fierce. I 
slipned an arm around her. 

and l~~~e~n:~~~S=i~l~ r;ffi~~!n: ~~~-~~~~k p~0~~;1flo~~~~~=nt I 
dampened, saying a thing about presumption, And, tucking in the 
corners of her mouth, with expressive cognition, she reached 
lan,e;uidly determinately to her side and peeled away my hand. 
Havin~ looked away, osychically distancing me, she lay her head 
back to focus me in again and observe the effect. 

11 I'm just here, right on," I said, smiling. 
"So I see," she said. "And another thing, what's more, 

you're here in a rush ." 

Though we might like to continue, remembering the one-page-a-day bit, we 

~=t f~ti~;in~i!e~~e~~w~~~ ~~; ti~:~i~}i!e w~~:e~~r~~t~if~~ie ~;r!s th~w am-
bivalentcy, the mixed-ego-image, etc.; there is a corresponding delinea
tion in Armstrong's relationship ":ith his wife.): 

White flame popped threshold hill;h. I fumbled, and then 
her hand met mine and brushed it aside, and she S)Ueezed full 
measure. Sibilant through scorched breath, she said, "I have 
such great needs ! Ohhhh---! ! " 

But, then, there was pause --- while I made out the hi
riser; she got undressed; and then I stripped the old skin. 
Her little bulbous buttocks vanished beneath the sheets, throw
ing back long lingering images at me. Sne uncovered naked and 
went to fetch something from her purse. And when she stepped 
back I was naked and ready with a terrible status quo. I 
snatched her up and piled her on my kingbed, a svelte, lit.he • 
black body, kinky cunted, twists of hair in relief, and the 
black mystifying fissure go-to-hell and welcome-lover open. 

And my mind 1 s eye became diseased with ambition because I 
wanted outwardly here def'ined something of the black beauty 
feeling defined inwardly, intuitively, but of long berzerk ef
fort to unbowel. I bit the fat bread loaves of her long sand
wich meats; everything was good; into all the other senses, and 
free-floating intuition, she spread it plum rich bit by bit to 
burst flow, 0 shit, come right in, Uaddy, she said, it's beauty 
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many times, this lee.l. J ng black look of tha bittar chocolate bar. 
And her black thi~hs' laughter full in my face worked me down to 
hate. ','Jere they really laughing, black laup;hter? It seemed 
they were loving. Rut, suddenly, I sensed my furiously '9rect 
passion subsiding for no apparent reason. Fantasit::!s! The self
flagellatin~ fantasies~ Desnerately , I tried replacine: the 

imageB~shtah clawed me. "Daddy, oh, Daddy!" she was !5aying, "I 
want to ---" 

Slowly, with desperate effort of will, the images changed, 
But the effect was inversely drastic . It startsd with: 

me slipoing my white die~ up the sleeve of her black color; 
black her thighs are black. I 'm white between her blacks, rid
ing her protest, telling her of colored treatment So':lth, and all 
the other black lovelies can rally corelike round th1.s same red
white flagnole, I say , ~estbed, :iouthbed, squatting, l-a, horth
bed laying ·, to shed the lower ass in its fever inferiority feel
ing --- where its pink, pink soft slio-sl~eve unintegrated black 
oigmeat tongue protests sit-ons, light e~ting in restrooms on 
the burst route to have white male or God - why? - who ever doubted 
Uncle Tom was homos exual, shy with light in his black face, call
ing the Con Sdison man to get his civil lights turned on strong. 

And she said "Oh oh -- don't --- sta- ... opp ---" 
While I 1 m ba;tardiy levi~ her good behavior race problem, 

she says, never enough of this race rioting in my ass , and you 1 re 
gonna. come pec\<erwood, in the cracker black box; come in to 
steady-mea£ tt iss Black Careless Ass, bitch-colored and liouid
groomed. Hunch me; I I!Ot about eoual ri~hts to ooen for you, 
l)addy, she says. 

It ...,.as good but it wore out. ~~ain, it haopened: dickstal, 
droopin;;, humr; ry, full of floatin~ heat. 

i'm full-up on that torture-tumescent light, she says, fad
ing away. You get my brain-washed ass for the l ast time; whi~e 
man· my black fanny 1 s not re-welcomi~ visitors; get out. you re 
not' my sweet man no more, full of ugly names anytime you 1 re not 
getting in the o i nk nussy of kind-wordless testicle-white black 
denial of his h~vin~ said more beauty to me; you been g itting it 
and saying goodnight blacklover whore, and pissing; on my name in 
the street. 

4. nd Bushtah said, "Oh, plea~e ---" 
And this disease of rr:y soft hurt spread through me. Anxiety 

flooded the space vacated by titillation; diluted bl?od failing 
that way, I sought new admission, feeling flayed, go1.ng to pee 
o n shredded desire burning up too ouicl< without full coming. 

I forced thou~ht of salvoes, ploughing up-pussy with blank 
feeling of attention to ~et black black's svelte escAping es
sence of ~oods coming of age in her cloak-throated statement say
in.l somethin~ of ---

"---Ahhh !hhh---" 
Then it hapoened: Nilky and blont:ie, you, blue-eyed, softly 

a-t"Juiver Rnd orettily voluptuous -- Arnalda, I heard, 
come, fuel< me! fuck me! nio;ger lover man, and kiss my ass 

beauty, sweet shits of white love. Let your nose know sttnk butts 
i n the mornin)! of my ni~ht fucked funk, and solit :ny oowderpuff 
oink asshole and lily white cheeks, my young r ose-pussy; get black 
in me neni s -wise i fat dick me br own to over-run your lewd appetite 
for me, and fuck me, I);Lddy ! 0! '}od shitted, punked by the wind and 



a white woman laughed; fuck me, boy! because she said, let there 
be niggers, brown like that old shit, brown, and black, dirt 
black and soiled, and flies - ha-ha - OhhhH! I 1 m into the second 
coming! because everybody knew what agony that was like, but He 
caused them to - fuckit! - forget so they'd be of free will, and 
all that --- sssshhh!---- aaahhh-------

(The reference to Amalda introduces Bushtah's roommate, not Armstrong's 
wife. She and Bushtah enjoy a homosexually casual intimacy among other 
forbidden cleasurea, but the former is not materiel for the book. I 
would leave off here, except that then the reader might really have to 

~~~r a C~~:;;~s~~~e ~-~r ~=t m~;t t~=i~r!gi~i~ie~)ybe if you write letters to 

And I got two handsful of her. Light broke from darkness 
into water in my hands, and good extension affirmed me. Dark
ness sucked in its breath at my promised coming, ooze-sibilant 
at my renewed penis kiss. I sent eoft eteel intrepidity in ti•e
bomb exposed-nerve number-quickened feeling into her, b reaking 
brutally full into its screaming mesh-tilt, apprehensive of some 
lost place-time. And light flickered through my dark queetion 
of how it would be. 

I scooped at her, long-armed at her bare-as sed feeling; 
she shuddered, sibilant, tense. i thought: black~ she's black, 

~~a~~~ ~~·;~ ;;rt~~~kd~:~~~: ~n g~;wbi~~:r~o~:rPock~: :~s~ t~~~!d, 
awaiting a discovery of time. 

I kissed her dark enmeshed body with dick and time, loving 
the sweet feeling bathed warm and hot around my unrelaxed agony. 
She was in gap-fury, in leg-ceiling-stretched-wall-turmoil, sus
pended becoming. And I burst, black, in her direction . I said 
to the night, Fire, milk runs hot along your blackass canyons -
that - you are good nasty-clean scenery, and all wilderness. 
You're a sea and I'm whaling three fantoms down in your soft won
drous event. I move through you, feeling your liquid coat. I'm 
unbleached, blackened. You're a forest in primitive preserve, and 
guid4ng passage. And I come into a clearing, all vision. Hand
orints of memory on my magnetic cole g roove 1r11 spirit and give me 
wandering intimacy. 

I go for lookout ridge. 1 1 m matting down leaves and bush, 

~~k!~e~~~~ a a~~~~t t~!e~~~f t;~k ~~e~~v!~u;o~:•ers~~=h ·;~u;ay-
black downed clean thighs, and you're all vision, view majestic. 
I burst at your hilly bulbs, larking about a meadow of insight, 
and echoes of insight wash over me, saying you're atuned. I 
break idea-formed, words meeting your blackkiaa, unable to have 
it all around the laying spread life insideout of ae. 

"My daddy's in the print," she said. "OohJ honey ---" 
I'm up a blackass tight with fistful anger of having. And, 

butt hauled back, her end comes out from under my agony . 
"Ohh! you put your foot in it! Have mercy: baby," abe said. 
I'm with golfball sac putting jazzberries fullup a black 

whore-slop hole. And she said, 
"0h! I'm coming;, I'mmmm gonna --- be --- OOOoooo', ram it all 

in --- all -- ugh: easss----ssssseasy--- Now; Oh, oh, oh-oh---OH---" 
I jam-smear this blackberry pie a la hole cucumberlike ter

rible in her mellon-ripe water-flowery flesh-souash seed-spitting 
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splitting yowl at my cock-a-doodle cruel mercy. 
She said, out of breath, "Let me --- catch --- it break --

She said, "Ohhh, honey --- oh, deal; deal me!" and grunted and 
swooned; through all, her thighs talked blue-printed landscapes 
to me~ 4nd I saw the good earth auake. I screamed . 

Oh, oh, oh, oh --- Blackjack!" she said, "Love!" 
In the twilight, Wow-wee, nice! I thought . I want to --

Again. Look out, look out, she said. I'm comin,->: at you I 
said, I'm in the kinky pink, between thigh party snack d.dbit 
buns. I feel like, Yes, she said, You'll squeal for me. I've 
got handsful of thigh meat surpluses, I said. ~.y can is full, 
baby, she Si!id, there's no more space; I'm opened out; you'll 
ruin it. I can bring out anything canned, I said, can bend 
thigh can over itself; I'm scooping out the last emboweled anon
ymity of its green snapoing hunger. I'll make she said you 
sorry you did this to me. There's more; you'v~ got more; come 
off it, I said, drop your pantie pretensions deadsaid· I'm 
talking to YOU, now; listen --- when I touch the black i~ • 11 
come running, licking the black stick behind its knots gorgeous 
petting its phallic head to split-spangle arra7. ' 

Your black licking is deep in a green thumb tn.unpet pod 
r said, hanging by a kinky hair from delicious tickle to pee' 
I've got to right its lackadaisical nerve; I'm shucking at it 
with a heat thumbi through the ebb-diminished higher bite of 
your tamed ass ca m. I'm prying for your black spot in this 
potato mud mash with my tablespoon cheek; I 1m gonna trigger the 
black button, righting up your untended stuck-being of the lower 
bite's coming nerve. It's gonna be delicious riot. The eye o
ver your ladies room toilet's gonna fill full-release· there's 
gonna come a sudden drop into nameless black pleasure~. 

Stop talking like that, she said, It's --- nasty --
Your spirit's righting up, I'm feeling it I said 
Black! Black, Black! I mean, Back! she s~id . • 
I'm greed-struck for it, I said, It's gonna come naked· I'm 

shucking at it; got the feeling of the meat closure opening: got 
feeling of unctuous black fragrance, of beautific fats leaning 
out naked with kisses. My eyes are sick on winded words· I'm 
closing them, I said, Tell me: How is it? ' 

Oh! --- I can't bare it any ---more! she screamed Oh' 
wait! that's it, that's it; that's ME! You found it Y~u fo~nd 
itl Daddy, Oh, that's me, too! that's me, 1 1 m gonna : .... gonna --
be --- com---oomme --- beaut! --- fu-ULL-ULL-ULL-uh!lll ----

My black gaps, she said, within is the gift. I'm puckering 
up in receptive mesh. The raw oils' uncovering flow saucy of un
assayed volume. The poised black pea in me has its eye full of 
hapoi ness through heat sheets; none of the old easy possession 
has leaked into me its bitternessi it's a beautiful corpulent 
eagerness to be loved in separateness from its unidentified 

body, to eat kisses of life's flattery to its submissive soul's 
long-count over-burst. 

This is mY black ass coming, she said. I•m in the womb of 
its feeling being fucked by a long briar-faced dog, hang-bellied 
jellied with a link cupping me in its grasping paws. This is my' 
defiant black ass in teat-mate submission, unscrewing stopped 
feeling of gentle years' hardware work, finesse-equipped with a
bridgements of high biology ass, revealing the asshole ambiguity 

_gg_ 
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of the grit gift of itself. Reauty is a thing we do. Love is 
an abstract home deep in a ri pe plum. The last minute genius 
ouerie s on i ts embowe led knees if thi s body's had pleasure excel
lence, unequally indexed on hi s love continuum by my sour-grape 

fuck.I hear a blithe statement in my l egs ' goodlock as I say, Yes, 
she s aid. I s a velvet touch; 1 1m gonna c ome forever for YOU, daddy, 
tic kin~ heady, steady, lo~ to stop. I feel an ap~etite for time. 
You've grasoed the knob handles that wind me up; I m ticking ---
1 'm g iving; straight assent; man me; I 'm gonna function. Beauty 
is this thing we do tq a pea, i.s something to do, look; is this 
DOING look; is nooked deep; something w-ith to-do look i having 
something; 12. .Q&_ with 1.29.kin& f2!: ~ lQ. QQ.; eighteen-plus 
jewelled, star sapohire bursts; I can be --- I will ---

(A matter of economics again, we must stop. This is the end of the 
scene, believe it or not. Unfortunately, other human instances must be 
omit t ed. W9 could .;a t deeply involved in the theoretically therapeutic 
asnects of Armstrong's hosoitalization period, scenes with his wife, &. 
others with Bushtah &:. fr:iend, and with himself as he sits to write--to 
define the sapohire with'• a sapphire -- but it would obvi ously entail 
much work and leave our train of thought hanging a bit more . ) 

The format of the novel by our 18yr-old about which this portion 
of the di!l s ertation began presents a reflexion on its origin as might 
derive from instances such as with agents when they get a good literary 
oiece: pass it around to their other fledglings for study &. emulation 
\I had an agent for two or three years, five or six years ago, whose ef
forts about seemed to confirm my genius but who never managed to seli 
anything for me i offered of course to show me a couple of GOOD things 
but I declined . lt' s rather ironic though that most of the writers I 
know who have anywise made it have received a kind of mouth-to-mouth 
vitalization from agents and/or editors.). And this kind of inspired 
plagiarism is a good example of what could happen to a really good book 
that lacked something commercially by somebody' s judgment i and instead 
of the meaty subject matter, we get a chess game -- interesting but not 
ennobling. 12!l.g_ Aristrong --- attempts to break the ground for a le
gend, and to accomp ish this thru an enhancement of the human substance 
about whom the legend is to bej that both could be accomplished at once 
is the ouestion in abeyance, except that we can consider the enhance
ment of the human person-event as legend cas ting. 

My young 18yr-old self, however, e; ives us not a black image, but 
that of the minus-legended Negro . This is the Negro, he says, yes1 I 
am very much disenchanted of him, too, even of the modern super-I-:::>py 
NeP-ro. Somehow he seems merely, as event, a token human being yet, and 
his existence a sum of petty event".s stilted for the scornful predisposi
tion toward assuaged tokenism. Aod as person-event, his impact is no less 
excluded from preferred experience -- his excuse for being in fact is 
merely to remind of idealistic charitableness, otherwise just a purpose
less mase-run -- a conditioned reaction in a semi-abstract larger ghetto, 
perhaps one of some indices of visiting ooliticians & integrated housing. 

And to accomplish this modern look of thee tat us quoi our 18yr-old in
troduces some of the black figures of foremost eetab ishment challenge i 
in conseQuence, their impact is accorded a similar inconsequence • And 
in the one instance where he grapples with my theme (the s exo-esthetic l 
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we find one the aopended explanations for mating: availability, which 
Armstrong relates in the e oilogue which is'.,.setting of a broadcast inter
view, stamped into 'proximity'•(not ouite the same idea but will do· not 
'propinouity'i mind you) and that is ·the meat of about JOO pages· the 
rest is Ian F emming with a socio- psychically lame super-hero. ' 

Does anyone really think the economic status for blacks is the key 
to racism; surely it had more to do with its beginning than any psychic 
abnormality; but psychic abnormality is today' s supreme fact, and the 
key to t his is in the mind of John Doe, black & white, andtbe symmetry 
of this key is the sexo-esthetic. This is a matter predicated upon 
the cultural creation and/or acQuisition of the personal positive image 
&. identity that enhances black John Doe who will never be above the eco
nomic par of white John Doe; and not even-even if white John Doe can 
help it because the economic oar of black John Doe means nothing to white 
John Doe (nothing positive) exceot lonp;er waiting lines, crowds, etc., 
the eouivalent of more competition and i nconvenience wit!tout anything in 
the balancin~ column. l.Yho will own the businesses in present{equivalent) 
black neighborhoods? \4/hat percenta~e of business generally will no lon
ger be white? of manag ement jobs? of political representation? of high 
posts in education? in the church? what about all the millions of sop 
jobs to whites presently? who else wants to g o into public relations? 
wanna be a salesman? what about a radio-tv announcer? how about an advi
ser to an adviser? Oh, so you'd rather be a commissioner? 

Well, first you've got t o have and be from a healthy body-social a 
physical reality of positive nsychic reference; otherwise you're' just a 
token appointee, about whom most white John Does will say, Some white 
person oughtta have that job; what's the world coming to! (Some may 
prefer the body-soul·, no matter.) Hence the good legend-hallowed ground 
~~e t~=Y~~~~ ~~~~er of g roup, race, ethnic (world) emotional well-being, 

I n brief, this mean that the black irna~e is not built on token John Doe 
in hig h places; it must be built on and for John Doe next door. The to
ken image has and always has had grouo sellout reference in addition to 
apolo.e;etic exi s tence ; the ~enuine black image must be molded by black 
self-embrace. It is a matter very s1mply stat ed; each should live so 
as to be an inspiration for the others -- no one indispensable center of 
leadershipj don't let George do it for me while I do for myself-gain 
It has been the oractic-3 of many blacks thru the years to live leani~ 
away from the stereotyoe Keg ro imap.;e; the new a pproach need not require 
more than a s tanding tall. It is happening --- very slowly. 

4. kind of race is on to make the image. It is somewhat as between our 
18yr-old' s star-soangled pathos and the questing ethnic artistry of 
~- The establishment prefers the cultural colonial, so ~ 
is marked for liouidation, but maybe there are a million more of him. 

But again one could hardly expect a young man of 18 years to have 
weighted himself down with ponderous considerations, and of such subtle 
instances on a subject where honesty and insi ~ht so easily elude one -
t o g ive priority to the subject rather than to take us on a guided tour 
of the i\hite House &. grounds (the eee-how-easily-1-move-in-the-white
world fixation~ the value of which is ouite delusive if we're to imagine 
we know what it FEELS like to be President -- more than the shop boss 

•Some naive sociologists have also used this ten.; it iapliea some preawap
tion in the same sense as d.oes 'I would neYer sit next to a black. 11 
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WHOM WE SEB IN*PERSON DAILY going thru his motions & wielding power, 
with flunkies at his disposal, women, & deals. But, then, the cultural 
colonial is suppose to suffer this kind of ftlyopia and a complete case 
of being psyched-out by the aura of power, whether brute force and/or 
cha.nling subtle rapier finesse. And his eye is not on the sparrow but 
on the hawk· that hawk is a marvelous bird (of prey); he zooms, and 
sips, and that stupid little sparrow, boy ......... It's every sparrow for 
himself; and sparrow culture of course is nothing; sparrows just live 
tor sparrow hawks. 

The aexo-esthetic colonial is of course the same as the cultural colon
ial· spouses &. sweethearts prestige-wise by definition come in the image 
of the "mother" foragers whores anon. As far as colonial definition 
anywise includes the indigenous, they're backward, like black to white; 
you move whiteward to get forward, if you can, but look that way anyway, 
unless there's a law against it; the law is just there to tease you and 
admit of some fun for the bored burghers & equivalents, plus flunkies. 
A good part of the compulsion and fascination 1.n looking of course is 
delusion· hoping & trying to enlist all the book-movie-magazine-tv, et. 
al lege~d of enviable event-state living, the legend walks by like the 
gi~l froc Epinema{ ??? ) , and you are there, your vrimitive head void of 
all pos1t1..-e high-romance-prestlgeous referents even slightly comparable 
to THIS of your (hopefully) legitimate & natural mother's breed, and your 
slater's and sister's home economics class chatterboxes j and your sister 
is taki~ beauty culture on the job where your mother worlc:a as a be.au•i
cian creating fair ladies to rival Helen of Troy, and sayer. You're li
able' for emotional disloyalty to the group however much sell--hate these 
things you let happen engender. And aha's right; we're all liable; other
viae everybody's excused; and you can kiss mine, too, you ragged artifi
cial-black two-cents-worth-of-happiness evil bitch; it was a miscarriage 
of my need ever to e..-en consider you· you're so miserable & ugly only a 
mother could love you; Yeah, wall, rim better-looking than anything in 
YOUR family· according to your beautician, ha-ha, I just shouldda never 
aarried an Epinema. girl --- just because of those gentle female graceful
earriaging lithe dark & sensuous nubile voluptuous dusty bea-u-ti-ful 
bodies (oddly enough, most good mothers are beautiful until the age 

1 
of 

critical ..-ision· e..-en af'terwards, if they're good mothers yet, they re 
forgiTen and aliowed to continue baing beautiful; sisters are somewhat 
lass fortunate). Of course, you know all along that the girls for Epi-

1 naaa are legend. And, as for me, I haTe been advised severally that it s 
"Tbe Girl form !panama" that everybody's talking about and not the girl 
fro• Epineu.. A.nother eongeter and maybe better luck. next time, Epinema 
Girls --- epiderm, epidemic, epic, episodic, epilogic, at cetera.·· •. • •• 

Humanly phenoae.nal is the fact that the psyche seems to enjoy a 
hide-and-see and hide-and-show compartmantali:~ed relationship to reality. 
And definitions and delineations or the hidden truths require quite a 
workup to have what is not suonose to show but is seen acknowledged as 
significant scenery and/or the r eal reality. It should not be supposed 
that seeing reveals more than is deliberately shown, on the other hand, 
or that there is any but a viewer reality to what seems. Cr we might 
aay that what aakes the Rorschach test work is that nothing shows but 
what seems (is willed), while everything is visually possible but selec
tively acknowledged. Accordingly, a guess-what' s-in-this-box programmed 
situation for public consumption generally limits the possibilities con
siderably. This approach is slightly under par for exposition but way-
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way under par for creative liter:tture . But the mediocre writer will in
Tariably present some such form! saying in effect that by this it should 

~~~1;~~ ~~~~t I~=n~o;er~~l~:b~oh~~e;~-~a~n~nr~~~~t w:;~~ ~~~o means I as-

So, then, even if we had an 18yr-old precocious genius writing under 
such programmed conditions, we should only expect to be led in fantasy 
somewise recapitulating his pre-selected SHOWcase. That is, we do not 
get into the box to see for ourselves, as it were, but whatever is SUP
POSE to be in the box gets out. The clever magician however shows us 
an otherwise empty box, which justifies the singular progression of see
what-happens-to-thing-out-of-box-in-world. But this may place a strain 
on the magic: so, rarely return in~ initial thing to box, the clever ma
gician deserts original subject and produces thing after thing from ap
parently(???) empty box, increasing size of thing as we marvel under the 
spell of this hypnosie with a climax believe-it-or-not of baby elephant 
followed by his mother appearing from a shoe box. And then he shoos (or 
has them removed) everything unmagically from the sta~e. And we are left 
to wonder HO\V is the box empty and/or HOW is it full. But, then, his ca
reer denends s good deal uron our continued mystification . 

We obviously admit of these delusions. We do not demand that the map;i
cian show us how he does these things; we merely insist upon his creating 
a good illusion. And our curiosity;, both suspended and mollified, con
junctively, by the calculated continuity of this performance as enter
tainment. If, howeveri magicians were customarily required to reveal 
HOW they did tricks (o d dogs would have a hard time making it), they 
would have to do a lot of traveling and a continuous lot of learning & 
experimentation to acouire new ones. In effect then, when we admit of 
formularized presentations we not only avail ourselves to applaud how 
well a person can do the familiar, and being familiar with the structure, 
et al., can BE ENTERTAINED with minimum anxieties, but we also tacitly 
admit of (at least) a practical limit to the expectation we might other
wise have as to the creative, performance talent index, etc. of the homo 
Sapien (also, the old observation applies: The persona grata human being 
need not be as talented to be accepted as the non-persona grata human be
ing. And here again we may have a presumption of tokenism, from which 
little or no prestige accrues, when the non-oersona grata human being's 
talents are not clearly exce-otional.}. · 

Chances are, this representation of r eality meets with general ap
proval whenever and with whomever the status ouo engenders a complacency 
conducive to holding steady and/by withholding insight (information, al
ternative processes, etc.); on the other hand, it should meet with disap
proval whenever and with whomever the status quo engenders discontent, 
and es-oecially when the complacency in the first instance breeds the di s 
content of the second instance by dint of the predatory foundation of the 
status ouo. At the same time we may hear from the predatory status auo a 
mournful dirl!;e of its limited freedom because of the predatory nature of 
the discontent. In conseouence of which we are led to ask. Where are the 
magici~ns hiding! The Rorschach continues to be a valid hide-and-see 
test, as does the box display; so that we are inclined to conclude that 
the complacent are running from freedom and the discontent are running 

i~e~~~~h b~in;i;~w;~: ~h:p;~~~~~o~:n~{~r m:~iP(;:~a;~} ~n from freedom --
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--------------------
Of the two instances, complacency is the more artificial -- more 

conditioned and mechanistic. Compensating for this dehumanization is 
the brutalization to which the discontent are subjected , which renders 
them complementarily dehumanized and without any props within the ma
terialistic framework. The contentment in this setup i s obviously predi
cated uoon the acceptance of a s tructured myopia in which some have ac
ouired corrective lens to focus comfortably within their compartment{s) 
and on others on lower levels, but none are willing or able to see all 
(or those who would see all are not able: those who are able are not 
wiliing; it comes to the same thingj too much awareness is too painful. 
But he who would move to change, accordingly, wou l d be moved by pain.). 

It follows that the near er we ca n aoproa ch uerson-t hing-event, i.e., 
to being the actor instead of the audience or the thing in the box in
stead of a part of the lar~er box the thing gets out of the box into, 
the nearer we will a nnroach the reality & truth of the subject . And, 
thou.e;h the subject is as big as life, this knowlede;e will better advise 
us of how to deal with it -- as to whether we should run or if running 
will -orovoke the chase (to be chased is to be somewise desired, of 

~~~~;~i ~~!~ht~:n o~ic~;:hl~o;~c~;il!s:n~i~=t~~;Y!d~e~~~~e o~~o~~). ov:~~ll 
this will not work so weil i f thing reveals anywise somethin,({ of a soul, 
1 . e., anthrooomorphically or in the case of humans, if thing reflects 
some aspect that lists a human failing -- as when no longer single
willea & defiant -- it is likely to provoke the bitterest contempt, 
though such a display may give a moment 1 s pause , which conjures the fury 
in its tor!Tientors akin to that of its former self. The pendulum can 
swing again, possibly , but the odds are against the triumph of any but 
human savagery. In other words, within the structure of predatory hu
man tolerance for the persona non grata, the weak do not deserve to live , 
and the strong cannot be allowed to exhibit the freedom and the contra
diction that such str ength amplifies and exemplifies unl ess the latter 
has a bi~ Achille~ heel or can be caged and/or led by the neck in a 
display and exercise of perversel y t itillat ing POWER. 

Then, it is the magician's puroose to as~ure us by showing us an ap
Parently empty box that there is nothing to be revealed by our getting 
into it (and/or that it would be more trouble than we bareained for) i the 
only (safe) significant revelation for us is in our availing ourselves to 
be the audience -- witnesses to his selectively structured denouement. 

The more courageous and curious of us might decide to take up ma~ic, in 
any case. We are dis contented of the other fellow's illusions given us 

~~w:~:!1:c~h~~~;rt!~n!:~~ ~=~~~t i~h:i~~~s~~~e r~!~e s;:e~i~~o~~dpt~Y l a 

~~~~t~~o!~~~~ ~~~l:e!~t:~~!r~t~~n with r~~~~~i~n~r~~;~g~o -~o~~i~a~oKr(ifes 
not in fact detracting FROfoi) our personal ima111:e . 

Patently, whenever everybody wants to get into the act it is in part be
cause they have no (or FEEL they have no) adeouate sta~e from whi ch to 
nroject the program of themselves, to dazzle others ~ feel the effects 
of the stronp, medicine of universal admirationj as well as because they 
are not much impressed by the talent currently on stage, for whom they're 
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apportioned as capt1Te audience. It is a multiple of'f"en•e. And, other
wise, they are seeking to discover (uncoTer) the bidden relationships. 
WITHIN these relat ionships resides tbe qualitati'Ye exponent -- the ob
jective correlat ive -- of truth, lo•e, beauty; not aerely the huun con
dition describes reality but the human aspiration as well; neither the 
one nor the other is derinitiTe of botb, but we ought not look for the 
spirit of man to shine readily through the opacity of capth·e condition. 
In addition& there are titles when certain eTents trigger a catharsis an 
:~~~~;~u!L ~d!~~i~;:ing ot a long repressed, denied , flagellated, ia-

Such relationships are to be reTealed WITHII the box -- the external box 
but 110reso within the blackbo:z or the magician's understanding. The 
chain of tricka howeTer sensational & entertaining do not revea l this 
understanding! which, a.mong other things, is the key to aatural growth· 
~;t:e~~i!i~:To::~\~~~~ests to) us irtplicitly that an understandi ng ex~ 

\We NY note in our t1ae a " Spirit" of desperation TO HAVB ALL &IP&RIEN
CES concentrated in a weed or lump or pinch of powder. This is the ill
directed qualitatiTe pause from the quantitative world's aaas-produced 
as-advertised events, saying, Things wat have a atop or I can't wait 
and, How am I to qualify? l'a missing everythin& -- without the "Highlt 
perspectiTe. This ie desperate grasping to uncover qualitatiTe rela
tionships, to go out from the loneliness & priTiless state of such un
acknowledged relationships and of a billion superficial, intractable, 
non-tactile, aspirationa.lly unqualirying happenings in the conditional 
epi-•ase of a too highly visible , seneiti?e, awesome and naked cap tiYity . 
And yet the things that are happening so far as qualltying to reed the 
hunger are a good part supPorted by illu!ilon, as is the orientation that 
things only happen out-of-doors j so one .uet liTe in the streets. There 
~~~ a~.!~~!i:~ ~~~~~e~~~e~!i~~~;~ without the handle of initiative within 

(It needs be because the relationships within are not sufficiently under
stood and honored, together with a depressive absence, or anxiety-ridden 
tenueusnaaai of aelf-belief to admit or self-programmed ataging or the 
aspiration& life as keynoted by personally entertained illusions. 

(The young seem most sueceptible to the Gargantuan-Pantagroel aperitif 
of this Odyssean Siren-and-snakepit super-adventure. This is likely the 
ease because they are tor some years into young adulthood enchanted by 
the prospect of becoming Pantagruel, which seems only their due. But 
long before the on-set of the real regi11.en of eonsenatiTe daily li.f'e
drowner-s•Ters, some realize their ill-equipage and/or the insufferable 
trek thru a disinterested time, non-adaitting of their super-atardo• but 
of restraint-conditioned understudying that may be proapectiTe of only a 
mudpuddle twinkle. The catalyst of escape -- weed, powder, etc . -- seems 
another, and a quicker & surer, Mechanistic route, getting one THERE or 
into the balm or the womb or oblivion -- sheltering, concealing, all-tac
tile, & preclusive of corapariti?e awareness. 

(And if it would seem that this is escape fro• the responsibility of 
failure, it should also be seen as the huaanly incontrovertible right 
-- & will, a.ssert i on of -- to success in the others-structured milieu. 
And this is its unlawful seizure, the unlawful auperimpoaed - built-on -
roo• at the top in which to rape the beauty-demon tit~e, & seal her ori
fices & her e?ent-personage in this top room of tbe personally entertained 
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illusions until she is a heat & a lonesome akin to the unaelf-believing 
human frailty and ready to exchange the congenial temporal order of all 
experiences for the resumption of her disinterested cool -- occasionally 
in the interir~., of course, she e!lcapes and must be caught and brought 
back to one's unassailable room.) 

What we have in this rather winded dis course is another cou~in to 
our world ot such like primacy as the visually superficial relatl.onahips 
of myopic closure present as the reality by which we should orient and 
objectify our human aspirations. This is the stopdown pose and the 
chalk-•aarlted action that are not to admit of greater beauty or ugliness 
but accordingly impoveriah the understanding -- because quite often 
the' effect would' be crippled by such understanding, and even inadmissable , 
and because of the multiplicity of effects that may proceed by the same 
understanding or misunderstanding (which is a long-riding stiff premiu. 
for perpetuity .. continuance .. on this understanding life-policy, unless 
you're the co11pany or eatablishaent). When the qualifying conditions -
the extenuations, imperfections, etc. - must remain out-of-sight, be-
yond the focal field-length, then we must know that this human represent
ation is artificial, and may be too artificial for human habitation. It 
is neither truth nor beauty to which we can trust our feelings without 
such understanding .... unless we enjoy a guaranteed luxury of self· 
There may not eYen be here a feeling's worth o! our time of audience, 
except to abet the artificiality in the making of human feeling; in the 
programming of which our allotted share is psychic iapoverishment, how
ever relatively status rich -- i•poverished as per cultural potential, 
as impoverished by sexo-esthetic colonialism. And we are the pieces in 
the chess game; it is a verb & object world in which the subject is sup
pose to be understood because it is almost changeless -- because no fur
ther understanding is necessary, none required1_ none significant i~ this 
is the same illusion of subject, traveling to HAVE ALL EI.PERIENC~ o 

Same orientation, please. 

(A SHORT DIGRESSION: I have just heard oTer radio that Armstrong &. Col
lins continue to enjoy closed-circuit TV, nearly a weak after splash
down and are likely to continue in isolation for some time. A moment 
of silence. Mow suppose I had hitchhiked on ApOllo 11, as planned, by 
111agnetically attaching my miniature flying saucer -- weary by now of 
merely creating earth rw~~ors -- to the moon-landing unit to save fuel, 
detaching of course so as to be the first aan on the 11100n for a day or 
so? Naturally, I'd stay there. After the astronauts landed and lowered 
the TV I'd step from behind a moon dune and say, Hi, boys; hello, there, 
world ~- I mean, Cruel world. The Houston station would want to inter
view me naturally and find out where I'd acquired my vast advance 
knowledies; which i couldn't disclose, as it might abort the revolution 
I would othenfise assist as reconnaissance & radioman.* But I'd assist 
the boys a little, and then, goodbye, they go happily away -- except 
that, excuse me, I've robbed them of some glory. But, no matter, I'm 
to remain so the earth people can almost forget that part of it -- a 
part of the idea is to represent myself as unable to returni technical 
probleas of my own and radiation at aL and room in Apollo 1 on the 
other. So there I am, after years & years of fantasies, a living legend. 

(Sentimental earthlings, praying for the safety of the pair, will weep 
for me -- the lost soul, the man in (or on?) the moon. But, of course, 
like Duke Ellington says, Behold, there's a moonmaiden around -- like 

•weatherman 
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f~~e p~~l~~·~~~s~~t~~~ ~~0;a~!!~~i~i!h~i!o~t;~~id n:;~~:liypr!;s~ot 
Then, five or so years later, earthmen return. And by then one of my 
other fantasies will have been realised; I'd be a foot taller, not that 
it would matter. And, while everyone's flued to the TV -- some hoping 

io:!1;e~~:ei~r~~~e~o;t ~~:or~~:p;:~; :~~s r:~t a!~ ~~~~ ~~w b; =~~~t r~~~ 
without reveali ng my family, my gardena & orchards, secret underground 

~!:~:;e:i!:~::t, ·~~t~~~1!~. ~ff :i!e m~h;;t~~~s a:o!:~~ro~~c~~=d~n~~~Y 
~~IT.!~t~ ;~~e~~c~et 1 & z~o~e~~:k C~s=:th A~d :~~~h~~f~~!t~h:i!~~~:b~opy 
downers are recove~!a?'~arthlings are p reparing to rocket me ihe Nobel 
five-consecutive-years Literature Award, of which I am advised by my 
vast secret communications system, and which I scorn. 

(Then, WHAM, ~ aagasine hits the stands and pandemonium erupts, movies 

i~:t~~=a~!~:e~i~e~~~;t m~==~~~f' t~!1miii~~~i~:: pr:~mb~~~e~t:iil~~~· v~~~n, 
{~s, the greatest group-reading in history: "After the earthmen took off, 

(And as much as I would like to reveal my soul with which I have become 
so intimately familiar, and by which mankind might better know the sub
stance that aspires to godhood, the critics, I recall, have said one 
shouldn ' t; so I can only add in this epilogue a documentary account of 
•Y travels dark-of and light-of the moon in lieu";.robbing Zeke' s Pawnshop -
the sorrows, worthier action of - and reading Dick Tracy, Superman, Flash 
Gordon, etc., True Bedroom, Naughty Girlie, Pigtails, Sweet six-Tenths 
Innocent; the Bisexual Review, The Hermaphrodite's Guide ) 

WHEN WE LAST SAW THE SUBJECT, HE WAS TRAPPED IN A ---

Manchild- in-the-Promiseland box,• trying to shed the composit-life 

:;:IT ~ft~i:~e!~r & H~i;:~~~ i~~u~:x:~:"~ sfi~~l~~"in:6~~e~~if:Y~~u~ 
mentary of The Lonesome Moonma.n. And the side of the box says, fwla.de by 
The Establishment, Staring The Establishment, Produced & Directed by 
The Establishment, handled exclusively by guess who??? Non-Fragile (A 
schoolmate of 11ine sent back one of my long-winded novels -- really! ! -
well, roaybe I could edit four or five pages, anyway, advising me of its 
tedium. It is 500-plus ms pages with a multiple plot structure, suppos
edly, of welfare worker-client relationships, girl-after-boy, boy-a.fter
more-abstract-enchantments, triangle-invol vernent-of -boy' s-fonner-roommate
with- pregnant-girl-after-loverboy-leaves-on-travels, subseQuent amateur 
ward politicking in a composit Lindsay-Powell District, American dilemmas 
etc., but not much super-adventure. No one has had anything good to say ' 
about it more than, ~ s one .fairly reputable Fifth Avenue agent indicated 
in part, · " •• • I am truly sorry to report that the second reader and I 
are pretty much in agreement; we think the novel rhythmical and sometimes 
acutely sharp in characterizations, but just not strong enouc-h in story 
nor distinguished enough in treatment •• o" Anyway, this friend read ' 
Brown's jungle book about the same time, '65, and in another breath ad
vised, in part, " ••• that's GHETTO LIFE in the raw" from suburban Connect
icut. At that, I 1ve heard the same thing here in Harlem fro• the artifi
cially structured peoole. And those three guys on the jacket paraded a
round for days, sort of uptight in not being able to stay in the picture 

• - - - Promised 1ru:!.f! 
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at -- What street is that, anyway, croesing l-2-5? -- greenlight etopdown. 

It eeems it is lett to biographies like !h.!. Autoblogr$ghr 121 MM=. 
.£.215 X ( w1 th the assiatanee of Alex Haley) , GroTe Press 1 15, to aoTe 
us tnt'o a subject world rather than into an object world or the object 
into our world when the subject is black. It would seem a black box pa· 
tently eapty, or with only brain tor motor actiTlty,_ or that defies look
ing into -- into which eYen many of the principals Clare not look. Mal
cola was of course a thinker as well as actor. the portrait of the thin
ker presents a brain that does not cease to imagine & Terbalise becaus.e 
the feet are aoTing, as would the portraits of most other people. I 
have read so many Magro no'Yela featuring he-IIIUst-die-at-the-end protag
onists I'm usually inclined to cheek before buying. So11.ebody I'm sure 
digs the fonwla not I. I haTe read so 11.any shell-gaae-headed black 
protagonist noTeie I thought it only right I should put the pea in Bush
tab's p----· after all, it IS black in search of beauty, in effect, and 
we can hardly win and get ahead w1tlf•1a head at least pea-sised-up dis
coTery. That the pea is found where it is found (is peautiful, no) 
aeans sexo-esthetic liberation. 

Time was the obtrusi"Ye author juxtaposed subject and object-JIO
tion co!DIIlend.ng and explicating on what this was about (meant) that 
was happening. But a11.ong these are the classics and for whatever other 
reaaon are not to serve as models. Maybe literacy has decreased, or 
something. Se"Yeral aany years ago I once read a book entitled !!,9, ~ 
I m 1'.h§_ ~ by Peter DeVries, which (title is entitled to aoae re
Wit-ticiii, """'ii""Tt was surely writ jest in a aood of civilly disobedient 
courtship of irony), as I recalli isn't strictly about either books or 
movies. But implicit in the tit e is perhaps a good part of the justi
fication for our superannuated fiction formula. 

The reason for the change aust in part be due to a different order 
of reader -- seneral reader as high digi t conswaer of a stepped-up econ
oay · in part due to the growth of institutionalisa in the field, with 
its' inherent separate specialized offices, and in part because the pub
lic aaraly takes its choice of the pre-chosen candidates. There has 
eo111e an acadeaie relegation of the hide-and-see exposition, and writing 
ie taught like any other do-you-have-a-yen-to-scratch-the-itch mediua 
to do-with-it-yourself-expression under commarcialised influence, yet 
would not tolerate the judgment of cultural decadence & stultification. 
Into the picture steps the reviewer and the critic to tell ua artily 
what's worth and what's worthless. That they can g ive the meaty aub
.1ecta in their own words and that we need not question their objacti"Y-
ity eliminates the need for all except the superbly atuned couarcialista. 
But we MAY want to ask when they condemn a work whether it is because it 
is essentially junk or because it trespasses upon their excuse for being. 

or course, if subjects aren't ALREADY, they GET boring. That's 
why aost of ua are glad to be able at some point to say we finished 
school; lets ba"Ye a balL Of course, a part of my trouble is I'll an 
idealist; another part of my trouble is 1 can't really live up to my 
ideals, regardless; another part ••• is I gat shot down anyway tor ba
ing an idealist ; so I ha"Ye a right to prepare an epitaph, which ia a 
shoot-out {though the Supply Ser!leant upstairs seems to have given me a 
lot of blanks) ; and the whole thing in a pea is, you see -- as I was 
adTisad to advise a client about her competence by a matter-of-tact type 
caseworker while sening as interpreter -- 1 have too many probleaa. 
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WHERE DO (SHORT) SUBJECTS GO FROM HERE? 

Aside from essays, dissertations and the like, there is the p lay, 
often mostly a kind of talkie, but, even so, can ha"Ye good entertain
ment value. A number of "Talkie" plays have been made into movies 
with apparently good box office results (BOX OFFICE makes me think of 
the Intelligence Canter in the box analogy for Big Brotherly keeping 
check on loyalty & defection}. Subjects have taken refuge in the play; 
although this medium also has its reviewer's value-juigment chair. In
genious scene-changer-n~akers seem intent on introducing l-10TION, which 
may well increase the entertainment value --- at whate"Yer cost. 

Most of the entertainment commodities that pretend to deal with a 
subject are sort of' like quickie courses, predicated on a strong will & 
urgent necessity to function with something of practical knowledgeabil
ity. Many of us often get the feeling that there should be easier ways 

~;r~~~~~;n~a;~~~~iy :~:a::~rin a~;o:~~~n;0~~~=h~~il~~~. g>]o~~s~~e!~a~ni 
~~~~ ~~l~~a~1!:~~~!tr~~=~· w~~r:c~~!~rf;0~sp:~~~~~e~:~~ngN;~~l=~r:~-
s ay, some of the took would rather be deluded than face up to greater 
psychic exertion. The disinclination is indicative of a compounded 
problem inasmuch as a generally acknowledged problem obtains. But many 
of us have occasional difficulty mustering the energy to cope with ex
panded awareness. The Quickie course -- if not also quackie -- is bat
ter than no course, except that it may preclude the comprehensive in
depth course. For if one survives essentially correctly directed, pos
itive Talue therefrom will accrue to succeeding generations from both 
the semblance and the reality of some fore-running health. Not every 
conveyi ng agent can survive as frustrated as I am, and surTiTal, for 
the growth-potential it affords, is the first necessity. 

~~c~~o;~t~ t~ef!r:~~:n~~gi~e f~~~i~!1 °fnd!x =~tt t~~,~~~:;t~d~~~~;:~e~~r;e 
elective: (Oct. '64) "··· When one editor asks another to look at a book, 
it reproduc es in miniature the author's predicament of submitting his 

~~1~ ~~ok t~~~i~~?~~t~0~~~ f~~dA!t~!:~r: 'ai0~u~~ke .~~~;~~1 a d~~i~!o~!:!i-
(Two WEEKS LATER:) " ... I won't subject you to a list of the reasons why 
the editorial decision has gone against LONG ARMSTRONG PRONG SONG, and 
the reason I won't is that I think none of them. would surprise you in the 
least. Internal evidence from the novel itself suggests that you've 
heard more than your share from publishers telling you that your art, in 
their opinion, bas been sub..-erted by passionate outpouring ••• It has 

;~~e~h:~ in~fi~~s!~ !~J;c~i=~oi~g~~t ~~ey~!r~l~~e t~~t~1~=kt~=~sf ~~~b-
ably knew a lot earlier that the answer would have to be no, but I kept 
trying ••• I failed. Sveryone found some good things to say about the 
book, but not enough •••• " 

So , where does one go from there? Do you get angry (MAD)? bitter? 
When an editor has written you a half-dozen letters in a tone of such 
apparent concern and sincerity, CAN you even get mad? and at whom? what? 
or merely dejected? defeated? and resigned? 

"Passionate outpouring"--- yes, 1 am guilty of that. And I have already 
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~~:=~i~~m~o 8~~~ :~~~ ~n a;h~fr~~~~~!~
1 

~e~~=~t, =~~h~h!t ii !! i~t!~~ ~~~n 
projecting the black beauty that is a marriage of eros &. ethos. But it 
I sta rt in again here I am likely t o become too passionate. 

I was prodded somewhat to press for another hearing at this same pub
lishing house because of its ethnic compos ition and because I knew of a 
subject book then being written under contract. The optimism was wasted 

!~~~Pt 
1

e£f~ t~! ~~~=r j~:;s~~= ~:~e t~~o 0£Ph~u~!~~d t~o d;::~s~t:ou~nfu~~-
tunately .... will not be able to publish LONG ARMSTRONG • • • I am sorry 
that after keeping your manuscript f or so long this must be the final 
decis i on •••• " 

I recall that I was busily completing the aforementioned novel 
which gave tedium to my school associate, we had just suffered a month
long strike at Welfare and I had given my resignation, hoping for a 
breath before an appointment in Probation which never materialized, and 
I had already submitted 300 pages of the new work for consideration at 
another oublishing house. But '65 was a rough year. I was unemployed 
all but four weeks, except for a stipend received for some anti-poverty 
activity. The sky might have fallen, except that my fires cannot burn 
on hopelessness; so 1 have to hold it u p until it will stay on its own 
or my world ends with catastrophic suddenness. 

THE END OFF SETTING OFF DIGRESSIONS 

Those who are still with me, than, have covered some of the things 

~~~it~h7e d~~:~P;:~, m~u~i ~h c~~~:r~~; ~~l~;r!h;s a -bi~h~;r~~ 0The~a~~= 
some part of the haunted house of the ego trying to ascertain why so 

·many have decided it should be a haunted house, where few would prefer 
to spend the night, perhaps a beautiful house, perhaps a house divided, 
or an indoor outhouse extended to accommodate some growing FAUCETS of 
life. But the real haunted house ie the sexo-esthetic wonder of several 
sensory and· psychic titillations, compounded as advertised: The fun ... 
houses of the exclusive amusement parks, and the fun that eludes in the 
homes of the brave blacks. 

I have lived in the twinkle of these park lights, wi~hin the sound 
of the merriment in the stream of their legends, and my sle ep is an 
adumbration of ail this and s ome semblance of the possibility of my own 
preserve. Though noting that the outer realm may be a fool's paradise, 
I am still aware that many an earthly paradise is fashioned f or and by 
fools by default. There is no hiding place, no saving face in the na
ked light of exposure of one's mediocrity, social, indiTidual, or ra
cial, as per politico-historical consig nment . There is no mitigation 
except that one surrenders as in the hysterical syndrome some vital 
part of the whole being -- voluntary castration, impotence, hugh degrees 
of discerning sensibility, hugh areas of movement, or, ultimately, to
tal suicide. And unless one is hiding (as otherwise in alcohol, dope, 
etc.), one cannot pretend to object ivity of orientation to "ea t, drink, 
and be merry, for tomorrow we die", for this is already a stat ement of 
a living death. While yet, in some not manifest state of ambivalence &. 
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aabiguity, we are all ghosts in the haunted house of hWI&Il-beiag. And 
with the soul or spirit that is said to be closer to the gods than our
aelYes we would and would not exchange status; for the aware and 'know
ledgeable life, oYer death, is as Bird-of-Paradise of our liYin& photo
graph over the unstructured blackout. 

I would not be eighteen again, not it I bad to be as stupid, as 
naive, unaware, as unreservedly enchanted outside myself, in effect, not 
quite able to concede that I'd have to build my own world troa the Yery 
foundation. Like most others, I wanted to inherit not be disinherited , 
to have eTerything to do. And this leaves little of Yalue to the would
be eighteen-year-old except for what he might do for a Yery-woaan of 
thirty-five. 

It is difficult U> contain oneself in passionate aware nee a, in a 
stalemate of effort, in a mocking-time march-on against the bulwalts 
restricting movement and the greater social manifestation of one's ex
pansive vitality. Even now, it is difficult to ~~alta a full day on the 
job that does not apparently work directly toward greater self-actuali
wation, when one i s cast in a helping capacity but cannot contribute 
what one feels and knows to be the best of oneself -- and such circllll
atance that does not present a direct relationship between oneself, 
one's allies, and the enemy. And t his is another reminder that it is 
not yet time to eat, drink, and be merry. It ia all the •ora under-

~~·j~i~l=~ !~~o~~·~~~~~=t ;~~t w!~u~~ ~~~u!~oti:~e ~OT~=~~t !s s~i~!~t s:~~ 
tion. It is an alternatiTe to hysterical impotence with its aany indices 
of suicide. In this setting, one eurrenders some individual freedoa to 

~~~i:e d:fr:~ t~~a!0~.!~~~~~f~:: ;i;~a~ ~~~~t t~~v~~~r;id~~ie b~0~~r~~:-
porate enemy. l'iithin this group-welfare framework that supports one' e 
need for the greater development of individualism, one's Yitaliam be
comes an asset rather than a liability; in consequence of which, any of 
the many degrees of suicide is apostacy rather than conformity. 

An associate of mine who r8ad Long Arastrong came up with misgiv
ings of his own. He felt that a manuscript of this kind would ineTitably 
be overly retained at publishing houses &. plagiarized for purposes of 
excerpting severally troro its compounded structure. The beneficiaries 
would then grind out the purported 1 reports • of the black situation 
which would be acceptable to the Establiehment . He noted that the Es
tablishment does not approve of anything that would be of real help --
to set you free -- particularly not in depth. Rather, they support 
the reverberation of the same complaints, generation after generation; 
it ie like see-how-endlessly-discontent-this-lame-madiocrity-ia? The 
repetitive mourning is discouraging and stultifying to creatively inYea
tigative approaches to solutions. The same complaints on so many levels 
seem patently to endorse all slovenly and suicidal inclinations because 
of the apparent implication that nothinp.; can be done more than the ehed
ding of tears . 

But my associate 1 s observation is not strictly correct. The Es
tablishment will oc ca s ionally approve if such advent seems inevitable, 
and give the nod to one of ita 1 good boys' for whom it can readily 
slant form and cont ent, and thereby anticipate and possibly preclude 
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the rising of another star and the REAL THING with more to come. In 
some cas es the successful lead will guarantee th '3 follow-up, but this 
is not to be relied upon. One does not decide in behalf of one 's own 
work ho"'' much salesmanship is to be employed, and if the total invest
ment will bring credit to all parties. 

Earlier this year, my at t empt a t marketing reminded me again of 
the circumstance of granting independence to colonials: You 're ready 
when we say you're ready . I wrote t.:> an editor (another publishing 
house l who has. read several of my works, including Long Armstrong which 
was returned w1. t hout com:nent and another work about which he r '"marked 
"I stil; don't t hink you 'r'l sJ.yln ~ what you want to say." That', too,' 

\o-r as in 65. try letter of this year wa s t o suggest that, among other 
things, considerable commercial interest ha s developed {further) in the 
interim years and perhaps he might now feel that (the colonials) things 
are more 'ready' ; otherwise, in a few more years 1 '11 be an acho He 
didn't bother to reply. Could be he feels I am already that ech~. 

MR BLACK 

hil Mfa. ~ .i!:!S! ~ Inte~ration was conceived in the summer of •65 w e was taking part in t e summer program in ~ount Morris Park .... 
~ cultu(al extravaganza under the auspices of the Afro Arts Cultural 
=~t~\hwhi~~7continued to give such nrograms in which I also partici

P e ru • at which subsequent time the police department comman
t•ered the area in abeyance for riot deployment, and higher muckymucke 
naugurated The Harlem Cultural Festival in an adjacent area Ironicall 

some ?f iyh neighbors still think I have a guiding hand in th~ present pr~~ 
grams, a t ough the difference in name -- ours was Afr Art c 1 1 r 
tival .... is also indicative of some difference in orie~tati~n u a~~r~ur as
local operation base placed the entire operation within reach' of th 

:~:r!!~~r::rr~:;;r~~~Eidir~=~t~r ·:~~~rr:~i~n ·~c~l; n~r ~~~;~~~~=~~;~"-
Arts. In fact. I am stili no~0~ureyhe ~ibN~·~~;!~~ ~;~=~~~~ of Afro 

I tried to do several things at these sessions. giving several hrs 
ort~eadinf' daily, five to seven evenings weekly, distributing reading 
mah er, fl. ving views. soliciting discussions, and inviting writers &. 
ot era to share my stage . In addition, and the main attractions con 
:er~ ~fchiatral performances, African dancing &. fashions exhibit~ ari:
al~np.; w~ih ays' steel drum music' recorded music i and such were fe~tured 
soloists an~n a a;~~~~~~~t c~~r~~a~;~up:he~~t w:~e~e s:e~ePf~:i~~~I~r~~~Y~:' 

I'm not sure why • but none of the play groups considered doing 
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Janet 'a The Blacks. for instance. which might have added something; al
though I personally didn't care for its bombast in a vacuum (Hansberry's 
Raisin was performed thru-out the '67 season). So11e other few plays I 
had heard of might also have provided a lift -- if the scripts could've 
been abtained. But in net effect, the acting troupes were hard-pressed 

;~~h e;~n!~JK>m:~~~;:l th:~d I w~:~ ~~= b~=~~~~~t ~i~~! :~Y a ~~~j o;t m;8:.!~ 
My parttime writing schedule however didn't allow for the writing 

~~n~~~T!~n~n o;~;a~r m!~:t w~:~!m~a:~e t~a~:· sc!~e 8~;·~~:· I~o:1rg~ ~1~-
ished work. • The rest of the play is historiological, e xcept for the 
secondary theme of man and woman in the monogallous state and the triffle 
matter of Integration. I was uinly concerned with the technical as
pects of presenting it and the esthetic ideological ~~anner of saying 
black beauty. In thie I was quite sure no one could duplicate me. and 
eince I rightly felt I had the best rounded corner of this realm. I 
coneidered I should giTe the recipients a goodly introduction to the 
eocio-peychic significance of the beauty, and an emotional exercise in 
the context of a kind of modern romance -- that it had no real need of 
an Alhubra. 

The park players encouraged the writing I didn't have time for, 
and in fact didn't start for 3'yrs. But it would seem that if anyone 
HAD WRITTEN a good play and wanted a down-to-earth teat, tb touch it up 

!~~r~:~~:!~~l e~i~it 0~n o}~~~;~~s!~~s a::;~!~g o~~~~~a~·;~.;:·~n q~~~~ 
one of the ethnic variety set in the West Indies. However, I quite ap
preciate the fact that some literary egoea are such as to forego all 
outlets except the highly financed and promoted. even with a composi
tion several years old already (i.e., weighing the acceptance of that) 
without any airing, while hungry young talents and hungrier audiences 
beg for vehicles across the (ethnic) bridge of inarticulate loneliness. 

In any case, the intriguing prospect of writing this work was 
forestalled by the necessity to earn a 11Ting and other smaller scale 
efforts. I waa not altogether aaeured, in addition, that MY play, like 
so much else, would have soul enough for soulbrothere & sisters and be 
otherwise acceptable (after the first season I read mostly the poetry 
of others -- by request whenever lossible; although occasionally I was 

~j~e~h~a:1; ~ha~0:~e a~~~~iiT~a:0~ee:h(;;e:1~~t~:1l~~~=d 8i~~;o~~e w~~~-
dltional by the aspirational expression). 

But, ae a jealous lover (writer) the most disappointing thing 
about ~ !a,. was that no sooner than ± had placed the Beau-Cocoa numBer 
on the market (lese than a week) • I got another ot those Sir Echoes -
not a nice fellow whether or not you prefer girls. It was .from some-

~~di~: ;~:=~~i~r D~~ati~p~~!n~l:~ru~~d~~c:':ic¥h~e~=~~:!e~e e:l~·~~ly 
was quite good though overly long. Needless to say, &..... ~and I 
had not beco11e beneficiaries (I was more so put in mind of Langston 

:~g~~a~~::r:c~=~io~;m:~~ i-~~ui =~~i~n~~the~u! :~n 1~~:: :i!!i~~; ~:~!ify 
copyright people are asking; me to mail back the copyright • which in 
creases my religious ferver). And a lover can usually forgive coinci-

* Never t-hel "'as, l have heen sevP. rally adv i sed that the tra laforma.t i.on of Mrs. B. et al. 
occurs too s oon. 
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denees once or twice.... Or, YOU picK a number. 

Fact is I am about as absent-lllinded as aaxillally aaeoc1at11'e, e.g., 
wheneTe~ I see a girl who reminds •• of (looks like) one of IDJ" last 
gentle loves, I imagine I ought to get to know her; whereas'- sometimes 
I go into the bathroom to do just a nwaber one thing and ana up do/doing. 
That of course 1a the REcall position. 

BLACKOUT POETRY PLAIING, QUIET PLEASE 

While aomewhere amid the re-write of Mr. !l,a., I heard other play
opening reTiewa, from one of which I learne<r tnat the blackout tech
nique (or gimmick) le considered an oldie. Such awareness, though pre
maturely embarraseing could at that pOint ha"Ye little effect . For 
:Hyrs of idea-fn .. abey~nce, such information failed to get through to me; 
if reached me it had, the last scene may or may not have been the same 
(this may somewhat exemplify the case for naivete). Bu~ the dark seemed 
as fitting as The Natural. In any event, I am sure that there will now 
follow a rash of such instances 1 in search of beauty'. 

Similarly, I baYe been criticised for ueing poetry and for using 
my own. And at some point I was indirectly advised by another play re
Tiew that this procedure (had been and) was almost always a failure. 
The poetry reading didn't HAVE TO BB in the play. J.~. B. could haTe ax
temporized as he does later eomewhat, or it could've been done by re
cording with a fade-out on him or with hie accompaniment of Mrs. B. in 
dance. Or I could haTe SAID that the DRUMS were TALKING (to her and 
for her and to all) as she danced. But it is not my style to say of 
magic and not do tricks, which in this case defines the understanding. 

IMAGE, IMAGE, II'.AGE ••• 

I have already indicated the principal concern of this play. Mr . 
B. is concerned to get flattery fro• all aides in reference to his man
lineae (not explicitly defined); Jo".rs . B. is not so concerned re: her 
womanhood or femininity. Ironically, however, Mr. B. would like for 
her to gei. a little shook, to haTe si&ilar concern about exciting flat
tery -- to reflect upon his ego & public image, i.e., upon "iT· Black in 
particular and upon blacks in general, to delimit worldly presumption 
and supercilious relegation of statue as predicated upon the who' e who 
with whom he sleeps. This need to raise the ante on social-body-erotica 
emanates from the a!!lpirational sexo-esthetie, w bich we will exaaine fur
ther in succeeding sections. 

Mrs. B. is represented as more or leas insulated from this matter, 
but this ie not her psychic reality. When the psychic reality of her 
•social' self (or saxe-esthetic) is breached, she is intolerant of an
alytical considerations. Thus her resistance must be broken down, and 
when it is they make a together-definitive, prospective of further 
growth at an accelerated rate. Mrs. B. is so represented as having to 
be awakened not because this is necessarily true-to-life among black 
women, but because, as loTer and from the author's point of view, Mr . B. 
conTeniently beholds the vision of his beloved, which determines the 
subject-object of the song to be sung. 

The p lay does not omit all consideration of the male image. Some 
have critically coiD1Tiented that Mr. B. obviously suffers himself from 
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image failure, a s is iaplicit in his concern about Mrs. B.'s image . 
Yes, obvious truth. He does indeed feel the pangs of social slights. 
But what they are singly does not matter as much as what they are to 
become together. Both must get right TOGETHER. The black male image 
however suffers much the slight of beauty or sex-appeal (but beauty for 

~~~=) t~~·~l~~~: ~~e b~!~~~ {~:1:h!·r~:al:;. th~e=~~;e i:a!i v;~,:m:l;r~~~-
der essentially. In this respect, the so-called sexiness of the black 
female has been arbitrarily set apart from the notion of beauty (and 
this in another part enjoins the eexo-esthetic) and giTen, as it were, 
a credit (dubious at best) of (degenerate) power instead of the more 
(feminine &) socially valued prestige note of beauty. Powert (or force
fulness, as that which beauty soothes) is given masculine gender . That 
beauty is obviously force & power, in effect, and force & power often 
beauty, would seem somewhat an OTersight. So, in terms of human beauty, 
it is only a triffling instance and hardly self-supporting aside from 
its definitive compound, the sexo-esthetic. This is a symbiosis. 

In ef'f ect, it is the effect that is beautiful (what this is good for is 
the idea roughly whether or not it sounds utilitarian). If asked, what 
is the GOOD of human beauty? It needs be understood that this reference 
takes compound male & female distinction, and we should expect an answer 
in these teruus ; that is, to have sexo-esthetic reference: The good of 

~~:~~n~=~~;Y 0~S s~~o~:=~~:ii~t~~=~i=~~:n~gc~~~ft. the desire for, need & 

HOW COME HE DIDN'T STOI',P HER? HE ~lUST NOT HAVE ANY SOUL!! 

cativ~0~=t~i!~ '~~t t~~:t w~ • n~~i=~o~!~e~~I!l s~:e~~=r~h~~~( s '~ea~h!i~~~-
tagonism between him & Mrs. B. is only partly a product of the failure 
of imagery ; it is a manifestation (or product) of the frustration of' 
the search for definitives (vision feeling} and the struggle to in
corporate t hese into a new personality. The individual, or dyad, cir
cumstance here recapitulat es in prospect the racial course. Some of 
the adjustment & growing pains neces sarily provoke aggravation. To 

~~~=x o~t~~:i;h~a=~~~~o~~;m l~~~~d a~/~r b~~: }~r~:v: ~~;;;•?b:~u!~)o~ant 
evolve into ful l event. And t o haYe allowed it to explode, as indicated, 
would not have served my dramatic purposes (in any case, couples gener
ally only fight, beyond a slap or two, when there is some auestion in 
the woman's mind as to whether or not she can beat the man. ) • 

Instances in the play of love in the c lay of house (ambiguous ??) are oc
casionally tinted by humor {of one kind or another). The attempt is to 
emphasize the human side of heaven i inversely, the antagonisms stop 
short of disaster to emphas ize the frailty of provocations as fierce ri
vals of belovedness. 

'llhat is serious is their commitMent - and the understanding of this - to 
the affair of life TOG ETHER, and the incidental and occasional pangs are 
not to jeopardize the basic dynamism of this shared life. Their human
ity is the inviolable totem - man facing woman - trespass es uoon which 
god in any fundamental aspect are tabu; though the lesser gods &. god-

•We might think of the sexo-esthetic in the vernacular as Black Power . 
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desaes aay quarrel; if necessary, the higher wiser ones will intercede 
tor peace. Thie ie an understood hullllln partnership of need for at 
least two people per affair of sax-beauty-social. 

TO OWN AND TO DISOWN (a la Dr. Goodblack) 

Or to own and not to own, to haTe, to be, is the referent point 
in the ~peech of Dr. Goodblack which is most likely quite self-explana
tory. It •il:ht haTe been core f i ery, of course, more boabastic, but 
such appeals directly to the emotions and this one was aoreao intended 
to appeal morally by way of reason. H oweTer, there is almost always 
an 1aplic1t apleeniah venting in liberation moveaents, but generally 
it is not the role of the intellectual to publicly breathe this fire. 

The oTerwhelming tiiB.jority of what I have heard from loudspeaker exhor
tation has been the overly said cliche. Quite often the grammar is hor
rible but ve could forgive tbat except that it seems to emphasize a 
gener~l lack of social graces and an insensibility of personal insight 
& self-criticism while the exhorter attempts otherwise crudely and self-

r;.~h~~~:;!rt~~n~~; ~~ ~;e t~~v~!u~:~n g~~e~~lr~s a~d b~~~~i~0~~~~: 
cere blackbrother-sister kiss. There are except..!.ons of course. The 
particular kind of exhorter of which I speak seems to be addressing 
moronic derelicts, telling them how great they are in one breath and 
calling them an unworthy rabble in the next. He is obviously a fire
eater-breather burning in the passion of sophotiiOric awakening; the for
••r aspect serving to frighten most timid souls away 1 and the latter 
embarrassing those who would otherwise be patronizing or congenial, or 
cooperatiYely solicitous. But generally there is a poverty of ideas 
out-flowing against which the helpless audience attempts to conjure a 
deaf indifference beyond an initial intellectual indignation. 

This effect exemplifies one of the worse possible outcomes of the ac
quisition of a platform for all & sundry who want to get into the act. 
It creates nausea and deafness, and a presumptive attitude of having al
ready heard it all. And for those who are reached the ideas mean next 
to nothing; it•a the aggression which stimulates them and with which 
they identify -- the blanket putdown of black John Doe-Square-Dummy
fictitious-Fink and several goody racial epithets. It is to the dere-

~~t t:0~n;~~u~~~~-~~; ~~~=~c~f t;:;s~~i ~~ii~;:; ~~~s:r:h~n~!v~0de::ll-
paired or g rown intolerant of trying to EARN and have assumed the TAKER 
orientation, and those in search of rationalization to drop the long
term drudge & slip thru a loophole to PERSONAL liberation. They would 

~:~~ ~f b:g~~~~~t:hl!' i~!oi~:;~10T~~;e a~~Y~!~Ir~~~s u~~u~~;!~n~~i~k i~ic-
tories and are intolerant of disciplined non-vic.lent marches-on . They 
clamor tor aggressive action when aggressive actl.on is suicidal, and 
if action comes they will be reantard and the scavengers of simple
minded dead, and the lone survivors of repute . The fire-breathers of 
ideational impoverishment and apparent uncensored personal failings 
are looking for gravy trains, shields, and cannon fodder. As often as 
not their very boisterousness bespeaks cowardice and avarice, and st.ems 
from a consuming guilt being pro.1ectad and mercilessly whipped in the 
vain of their own understanding. 

----·----------------------
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Certainly there are passers-by on such often busy street corners 
who should be (deserve to be) put down, but doing this will not reach 
them unless they're absolutely demolished by superior status-account
ing. Nothing will breach the defenses of their studiedly complacent 
aediocrity exceot the scorn and contempt, gracefully directed & accom-

rh~i=~P~~i~r h~!~;~~tw~~p:u?~~r~e~~~l;i~~;e~~; t~~e a:~:p~~=~~ty s;i!:p~;ry 
of respectability and orthodox acceptability he is, the persuader, the 
more readily they will acknowledge the short-comings (for which they 
will apologize with a lot of teeth & blushing, quite aware that their 
circumstance is readily transparent & that pretending to a sour grapes 
psych-out is nakedly untenable). The clever persuader then oresents 
his enviable credentials and proffers acceptance, theoretically, on e
aual terms for those who would have such recognition to move with him 
toward even more meaningful achievement: The goal of the new persua
tion. 

It is therefore important that beginnings should be well-platformed. 
Once events are progressing with acknowledgeable success, it is of les
ser importance who makes AN ANNOUNCEMENT . But at no time should ludi-

;ri~:~:=~ ~; :!~~::~a;~ f!:~:P~o~h cbm~~w~:i~e~Peh~~~t sh~uticb:P!;ilce 
calculated, i.e., backed by competence). 

It is nevertheless incumbent upon all to join the affirmation of 
unity, to step forth to rescue circumstances that threaten mass bumili-

~~~~:ii~~~i~~ ~il !~~~;~~~=~ ;~1~~:!~~ f:o~o~e~~c~!~~~s!o t~:s;~:h~b~f ra-
what is being attempted with questionable &: less-than-ideal means - and 
to offer to assist in that at which we f eel capable. Everyone can and 
should get into the act; it is only a question of the role each is to 
play . And we shall have the group-iraa~e of somebodiness. 

There is a great deal of room for creativity, for the development 
of the ethnic expression of human aspiration. It is only herewith that 
we can proffer the qualitative balancing, on the earthy side of categor
ical morality -- to have these books on our time come out in the black, 
to unassailably affirm the wisdom of the investment in humani sm of all 
inYolved. It is another part of the dream, the raw spiritual material. 

And we will begin with neighborhoods. And as prereouisite to this, 
we would like to remove the foreign trash so that we can better get at 
our own. A.nd, hopefully, a better way will be found than to set fire to 
the whole t rash heap and burn away the whole of this humiliation. Un
til it becomes our neighborhood, it will be too lllUCh a center of re-ac
tion (to frustration, exploitation, etc.), too severally cleaved by dis
associating spirits who bend backwards to say they're bet ter than the 
average of humanity here -- wherein neighbors stand back-to-back, not in 
mutual defense but in mutual contempt, and group genius exerts & asserts 

~~=e~!t~~o~s f~;n t~:h:!!b!~~g=~~ ~~n~:;:~t!~ e!:r ·:~~~~~~l:f;::f!~ii 
to cooperate & co-operate in the exploitation -- with the projected hope 

~~ ~=~~~e a~~= ;;~i!lllt e~~~i~c=~=~~ ~~=~~=~ ~~r:e~:ossible it becomes 

This is the kernel of depressed re-action style living -- the mode 
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(modus vivendi with or without temporal qualification) ot life that dis
owns it own in trouble, or at pulJlie odds, under the fictitious premise 
(in the closed mind, estate, of pride) that such disowning voids all 
past and present and precludes all .future association between the dis
owned and the diaowner -- a superlative delusion. Such a maneuver to 
force a certain compliance upon the disowned , of course, would consti
tute no real diaownership· however, such an assumption of forced compli
ance would sees predicated upon the otherwise free will 1:. facile means 
of the disowned to affect compliance. fo'.ore likely, however, such dis
owning aakes inevitable a state of greater desperation and/or ludicrous
ness which is likely to result in a new super-humiliating sensationalisa, 
and causing an unprecedented intensity of public association between the 
related parties -- even as a means of venting its, the public's, spleen 
on those whose status is more on a respectable par or above the average. 
Needless to say, the disowned will not always cooperate in concealing, 
as the case may be, its related identity· nor will the public generously 
restrain ite curioeity in probing for defamation and comment about skele
tons in the closet. 

terta~!d e~;n d;~ir!~~·!h:~v~~ad~:i~;ctgf~uyn~~~:~;~~~n=~ !!t n~~v~iv:~ !~d 
stay inYolved until group health is assured. The lepara, hapless or not, 
are not in the majority; they are only a couple of corns on the toes of 
beauty. It does not creditable, then, that one's pride should be so in
tense in negative reference as to effect a self-hate that amounts to the 
socio-psychic suicide of digital amputation. The achin& corn m&y cause 
a temporary limp, but the missing toe will assure ita permanence. 

WHERE HAS SHEBA, FLOWER-IN-THE-PANTHER, HIDDEN THE FLOWER? 

When in the play Mr. B. asks Mrs. B. "Wherein is your attractive-

~:~~:" "w~r~h~: ~h:it:~:d t~~:n l:~n~~e:a~l~~~~=a~~· s~~~=:~~ ?~n ;~is q~:: 
tic reference is to a wallflower beauty, not that Helen didn't have 
charms, MORE IMPORTANT in fact than the face, we should think. The face 
must have been an asset, indeed, but the greater chana was in her STYLE 
{is an index of spirit). Such style of a woman is not THE WHOLE but 
SOME index of group style and a nuance of group-nurtured pattern {spirit). 

The question corresponds to: How & wherein do women like you count 
themselves SOMEBODY {in the indigenous setting, first o! all, among 
yourselYes)? Within-group interpersonal patterns & exchanges are usu
ally more extensively reYealing of these nuances of identity & status 

~~=n p;~:o~:rer~;· so!:~~r:!"f~k~ ~~~e~~;~~~~~y !::~r~~~i1~::.;~n~)1~udr-" 
•ent, will inquire of the inside perepectiYe. But insidere achieve an 
independence of inter-action as pri•1leged by understanding {foregoes 
the pause tba.t inquires after definitions); such understanding adaits o! 
the lllltually reapected identification of belonging (to the group, and to 
srou.p segaents as accredited by the group). Within the context of be
longing, we see the quite natural & beautiful phenoaena of (uninhibited) 
attraction and reception (as operati•e with least extra-ordinary friction). 

~~g~it:~at;~:d;~ c;~. •t!~i!~t~8 r~~~t ~:;~:;s~ ... !~t ~ objecte both 
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In the aiaulated inetance in which the question was posed, -wherein 
is your attracti?eness?", there is understood that hoped-for rea~nae by 
dint of which the propitioue reception can be inatituted followiq upon 
an attraction already in eYidence. Makeda, the person in tbe presence 
of Solomon as represented, uy haTe responded with a long liat o! title• 
(and we are allowing, of course, that ebe waa essentially black•)-- aueb 
as adorn a possible relat1•• of hera, the e:.peror Haile Selaaaie o! Ethi
opia -- each title adyising of some matter of cultural aignitieance a.nd 
style, as well perhaps as directly indicatiYe of eo•• personally atfira
atiYe beauty. Each such title would be the leader of eo•• legend, and 
e?ery note of personally affiruti't'e beauty would assert deaerriqneaa
oTer (of honors that otherwise may haTe been hereditary and/or arbitrar
ily adherent). These thin&a tosetber i .. eaaurably enhance the woaan -
are of real psychic iaportance in a status-conscious lllilieu {or, her at
tracti•eness thereby defined distinct1Yely, her appeal ia accorded war
ranty, and the reception's inausural ia a aocial --political, if DOt 
personal -- etiquettet and the bleasing that honors the personally psy
chic imperatiTe). Unaoubtedlyt howevert WOMAI aurpaasee any and. &1.1 
cultural referenta -- eabelliahmenta of her na.aesake, by thee & ... 

THE VERY BLACKER 
8 E R R y WOM.lii'S WORLD 

How any Mr. & Mrs. B.s are lon&in& tor an experience in. the ho•e
loYe-comfort identity fold of Afro-nasa? And how aany are enjoyiq aucb 
experience(s)? Well, I ha•• had moaenta --- precious .-o•ents. It. 11 

=~:~~=t .~~~;;:~i~~h t~o~~:~t oin~~:~~!ti:n~e, r~: =~• t~!~e:o~~::~ ¥:~; 
is, of course, that presence aalces a jealous e?ent; aYailability 11 a 
direct referent in need; in?olTeaent, lite beginni~ a good book, ia a 

f~::~r!:~ ~l:i.~~~~:·:;!~~:ii,. ~:!o~~:~~:~ii:c:!~o .c::::~!~ poa!Ft. 
say of a black person that he lo?es a white person ia generally to aote 
his trespasses, forg1Yeable or untorgiY&ble (aa with thie apelliq and 
the at range little words 1:; letters you are likely to note tbru-out). 
And this trespass ie censorable as huaa.n - too huaan - veakD.eaa. And 
so it goes. The aiddle ground o! liberation for the black peraonl t;bo 
naked unchallenged fruition of attraction-reception ia Yery ... 11 t 1 

Loto look aort or naiYOly lit oponl:r (uinl:r lit !irati at; boa-u-tii-!ul 
white wo•en) and aee what we shall accept. 

• By odd coincidence, SOloaon' s mother was another sexo-eatbetic wonder, 
the satisfier named BATHsheba i soae accounts claill for thea a eon, the 
dynastic ancestral referent or the Ethiopian throne since the lOth Cen
tury, B.c. 8ibbon'e Decline and Fall of the Roun &.pire, howeYer 
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One of the muddling factors in the pattern of relationships predi
cated on racial visibility (&. impinging upon a general consideration of 
the sexo-asthetic) in the wax pot of America & mora or less wor ldwide is 
the fact of bleaching heat waves. These, in theory, affect only the 
black group. If it ware that a corresponding tanning effect were absor-

~i~.:Y oih:ti~i~a g~o~~~P:~a~0~~~s~~:~t~~:m~~= d~:m~~:c~f•!he t~!a~:r!~~-
white sexo-esthetie psychic realities. 

But the reality with which we haTe to deal {because of the polari
sation predicated upon historical assignment rather than upon a pparent 
VISUAL ... the main racifier ... characteristics) presents us with a visually 
apparent continuum for those classified a8 black (formerly Negro, ethno
logically Negroid) that ranges from 80mewhere on the dark side of beef 
liYer black to somewhere close to ice cream white. In consequence, we 
cannot have the simple black group intelligence of color orientation we 
should like by way of apprehending the magnetism (dynamism) of l ike color 
affinities likelier to obtain in a true(r), as it were, monochromatic ra-

:~~!o~~~~~ic :~~P::a:d~s~~::,e;~~=.{~~ ~: :t:~n!r~:n~i=~~ii!~~;~~y or 
on the other for whatever immed i ate reasons, in dividing the family of 
II&Jl. And, whereas all major groups (Mongoloid Caucasoid, Negroid, by 
latest ethnological classification) are prima facie multi-chromatic, 
the chromatic factor has nowise receiYed such emphasis, or contributed 
so deleteriously to identity problems as it has within the black or Neg
roid group, as invaded by wllite or Caucasoid racial strains, assuming, 
though mostly absorbed, the stance of the superior reverse chroma. 

Worldwide, on the other band, by ethnological classification it 
would seem that the racial categorising of peoples has been the obverse 
of that within the U.S., our center of focus. Accordingly, all peoples 
not prima facie black were designated white types unless prima. facie or
ientale. This resulted in the isolation of the African south of the Sa-
hara & a few Melanesians, designated Negro or Negrito, from all the ap
parently dark people of black ancestry {dominant or equal part of lin
eage). Such archetypal ancestry would take into account the entire con
tinent of A.fricaand parts of the Middle East, India, Indonesia, Oceania, 
aboriginal New Zealanders &: Maori; in fact, the ethnological classifica
tion currently in acceptance which designates three principal racial 
groupings (like language groupings) pretty much giYe the picture of the 
family of man -- of the mass of humanity -- as principally (as visually 
distinguishable) this, that or the other LIJI:E. And in many instances 
ot geographical g roupage, lt is impossible to determine the archeeypal ._ 
element in the blend of two or all three lineages (except as historical 
speculation may be admitted). 

In gist, if our world were truly one world - humanity one people -
and if this were to come about today, the same basic racial distinctions 
would probably obtain for the next million years, though with an ever-

:~ag::i~e~r!;!!~~af~o a:;g:m~ill~!c~e!~s ~0 a s:~t!~~~ ~~~m!~1~~e as 

otherwise biased, attests to the interbreeding of Ethiopians &:. Arabs 
with the latter of which people must be identified the architypal Je.:, 
most certainly if ancient Egyptians are to be considered Arabic . But,' re
gardless, Makeda was undoubtedly black and, with or without interpreters 
& definitions, Solomon never had it so good (I like the way Gibbon has 
people appear and PASS OUT of history: sandy notice of the eTent-human). 
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period of time, probably exemplifies the hyperbolism of our age but 
surely 50,000 years , or the time again of the age of modern manJ and 
in spite of all the communication a nd travel media, I submit thai an 
equally long future period would not see the extinction of present-day 
racial groups. :\nd we are here dealiru; with 2,000 generations, or a
bout twenty-five times the span of years since the beginning of the 
Christian Era . And I say this even grudgingly, predicated on thi s as
sumption: That, in the absence of derrogation, the most tyPical and 
beautiful (as distinguished by form, t exture, & color, etc.) would 
sustain an intra-group mutual admiration sufficient to propagate the 
archetype beyond the development of another species, the chief mili
tating factor being the integration of distinctive cultural style. In 
other words, whereas other-group members may not approximate the 'ra
cial' APPEARANCE of intra-group members, the adoption and/or affinity 
for an exotic STYLE (expression: modal focus: dress, speech dance 
definitive roles , temperament, etc.) may be the key of fascination' in 
any particular for the individual 11ember who1"g rouo style may seem en
hanced in that particular by the other-group member. In effect, then, 
most of us entertain stratagems, dream dres.ms, and employ 1 llusions, 
but we are not strategists and the field does not afford us much op
portunity to be, because nei ther we ourselves nor our encounters are 
t extbook material par excellence i we are tacticians, we improvise in 
the field of imnrovisers . We are each our own excuse for being, but 
what we are is not wholely interpersonally significant. We are good 
so-so, a nd blah. The significance of our individual humanity inter':>~r
sonally is a matter of bits &. pieces. And, though circumstances may 
compel us to take the whole to get desired parts, we should be able to 
appreciate wh erein such desired parts come in other packages . And, 
whereas we may like fish roe and can only get roe from a fish, we may 
find that we're equally p leased with chicken liver saute and prefer 
chi cken meat to fish meat. 

WHICH WHITE IS THE Br:5T WHITE? 

Now, because the examination of the black and white sexo-esthetic 
specifics neither presents us with an EQUAL body of referent definitives 
(i.e., black legends) nor a comparable or LIKE body {as with positives 
to weigh against nositives), we are trapped by a prepossesslve habit pat
tern of thought (a conditioned psychic stimulus-response pattern) which 
nrust be worn to extinction, or to empirical par, before we can assume a 
state-of -nature relationship exists. It should be hop ed that the cor
recting of this anomaly wi ll involve a nd be assist ed by, as it were, an 
in-kind stinrulous-response conditioning (or prepc»essive thought oattern) 
in behalf of the promotionally neglected black sexo-osthetic. But , to 
begin, we must re8oond in the pattern of conditional (conditioned) osy
chically definitive reality from which our current illusions have t~ken 
inspiration . The aspirational focus, however, is nowise to diminish 
pleasure; rather, we intjend to increase its i ncidence of dividends co
incident to oremium investment for the assurance of life 's pursuit of 
hapoin ess . That is, hopefully , there is no question as to whether or 
not we SHO UL D SHED any magnificent obsession -- for a no-gain in dream
built bliss: while, yet, l5ome may have trouble adjusting to our dimen
sions. For we are here to admit of the Copernican rather than pretend 
to a Ptolemaic universal family of man. 
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WHOM WAS WI PSYCH PROF PSYCH-ING? (or, Why Blacks Like Pork Chops) 

He began by !Saying that •Food is eQuated with love in the human 
psyche ••• and we hava an affinity (preference) for white foods'. And 
he made specific reference of milk & bread (not milk & honey and/or 
bread & butter. Does anybody know why butter is artificially colored?) .. 
~h1sp:r~:t!t~~ !_!~~:r;i~~ ~~;to~~ . fish roe.• (We shall deal further with 

It would sees prima facie truth, particularly in our American set-

;~:fu:hf:~t~~= ~~;~~i~~t;·~~t~~~~e~r ctf~~:;~~Y ~0~h=~8~~1~e 0~~~=~ l~ok 
better on the average than black women,-• It would seem that this IS 
prima facie the case in general as between blacks and whites and between 
blacks and non-blacks i otherwise, the whiteward value-orientation and 
preference leaves much to be desired in terms of an explanation for the 
overall whiteward ego-parallelism & libido attraction. It is as a case 
of reverse eclipse. 

The composit case would eeem to be that sometimes you look up and 
eome white woman just looks so damn good you wonder what liH she does 
(or THEY 00); another time you look up and some black woman looks so 
danm good you've just got to have some of that 1 and you have a hunch 
you know what EL8E is. And it's obvious if you bother to ask: That 
the specific, Ifnot generic, item just looks to be had {is appealing), & 
in purely human tams this means 'all systems go'. 

The singular promotion-prone case (a la Psych Prof) presents us 
with a psychic world of oral primacy (or, perhaps gizzard primacy, but 
at any rate perhaps we have a case for conspicuous consumption, and for 
hog r~~aws). The Psych Prof would have been equally right had he said 
that eating is an expression of pure & total love (& man never eats in 
the dark, if he can help it), but it is out-weighed by self-love, and 
eoually a couree to possess and not be possessed. Accordingly, it is 
the recourse of the emotionally insecure and/or immature and of the ag
grandizement-prone. It is akin to the egocentricism of infancy, as well, 
and to all Ptolemaically revered statuses predicated upon an inverse de
pendency. The fanaer and the cook are dependent upon the (source of) 
food, but they are the more important; yet they may kill each other over 
either a morsel or a mate. It is the orientation of the predator (& of 
the greatest of all predators who are predatory on their own kind), of 
the king of the jungle & and cock of the walk. And it might seem that 
NATURE has given to the predator this orientation of being the most ,. 
beautiful (or superbly ugly, both are awesome 'forces' as we shall note 
further on, Part II) {It is also interesting in this respect to note the 
paranoid as t'le subjective beauty &. conqueror on whom the coin has flip-
ped, and who in conseouence is haunted by the prospect of being subjec-
ted to his own, or would-be, predation -- who might otherwise enjoy the 
humbler role except for the basic (paramount) predator's orientation, 
the two orientations nakedly ,juxtaposed in one psyche inducifl$ progres-
sive schizophrenia) . The predator! of course, loves his meal; it is at 
that ooi nt practically a part of b1mself, and he would be the loser if 

• Maybe when the 1st whites (since its a segregated program) reach the 
fir~t inha~ited ol ":met, they will be taken as so11ething like crab or 
lobster in soft shell -- not that ther mightn't later tr~ cuttlefisr· 

•• When the systems are 1 go ' , -pres~nce ooks betj.yr ¥_han a sence, ee s 
better, too. That which malc:es \concluded on na page 
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he felt otherwise. The love-hate coin flips accordingly. 

and a;h! ~~~"~} ~i!~~l}~ve~~~e i~u}~~~~i~n;o~~fr n~t ~~~ !~t~;~:e!fil 
do; it's the fulfillment that counte (accounts for) the fulfiller's re-

~~i~~k~~wf:~~~d ( ~~e;~~~~!~edg!~~~; 1 
;!it )h~~; ~}r~:~~il~~~~a;:~e~~on 

ents. 

No doubt, the Psych Prof was projecting quite a bit, nonetheless 
(as no one will accuse me of). Few of us enjoy fat as opposed to lean, 
or, again& fish, & chickenH & pork (enjoy just so-so favor} as opposed 

~~P~!~fiity l~bte~!e~}· "pe::~::r& ~;=~~i:~m~!:xi:~!~c~~a~~~~t!~~tt:~~ 
;:Pl!:s P~~~ ~~d t:;:~a:~e~~t:o(r1~~!~~:1, c~~;!" t~:o~!a~!::· of 

0~:.U~~-
vegetable (&dessert) combinations. So, then, we may associate this ref
erent of our white beauty with a kind of psychic hunger, or expansive, 
imperialistic appetite. There are of course both delightful and nause
ous exceptions to all these associations. 

regis~? wh~e i=~~: ~~!t "'~~;h:~c~~o~~~ ~:!sa i~e~!~~ti~!!ii~~~.r=~~~1~o 
;~i:e~~e~~t:~~ai~z~dor.:s1:8~~e t~:ioi~:~e oi

8 ur~e~~r~;s!~.~!!i{~;d i(;s 
in the inclination to bite & much apparent vocal aggre•sion), and we 

!nl~~hhi s~~~;b~;o;:li~a~ ~~~ 8~~ ~h=x~~=~:;~n W~; 1dff !1~~~~: e~h: i~r~~:: 
is better equipped for it), and we know that the mouth is both the pri
mal weapon and the primal medium of succor. Is it any wonder why psy
chic energies hereto afixed are fraught with such ambiYalence, and ac
cordingly conducive to insatiability, angelic beneficence & deaonic 
madness, and with marked interchangeability? And, yet, what do we (1) 
really KNOW? Haven't we sort of edged from esthetics to epistemology? 
Lets again become laymen (it's a lot of fun soaetimes). 

There is generally a softer look, or aura, about the white wo~~an 
(face excepted in aany instances, with particular emphasis on nose, 
mouth, & eyes; prominent cheekbones in boxshaped heads are also detrac
tors), encouraged by both a greater fattiness and/or less visible aus
cularity and by the loud visual impact a la dough, fruit11eat, tieb&eat, 
cream, etc. (the meat, or flesh, index here enjoying what is obviously 

~o:!~!~~il;:s~~i:!!!e a~~~:~~~~~ l~de;0f~~·::n!!t~~~·;;~d~;~l r~!eti!~:; 
reaching out to be received and saying eomething of the receptiveness 
ot ita center, or of its point of departure: An advertisement. 

But I think there is an ex~ectation --- a willingness to be pleased 

~~=o~:e:o h:~efo~~d t~~ f:r;.~;r;n~l~·~~!:~~~d n~;)i~~!t::~~~~ ;~~;l~~eai~ 
;~l~~~=r;~:~:~:i~~-~~h~~e a~r~~i~:~n f;~~l!;':a~n~~~~~:.~:~·~fii{lue:on 
to be satisfied by the stimulus rather than displeased or upset adYersely. 
This is again indicative of the HUMAN need, beyond aere racial considera
tions, for MORE -- to ha"f'e and (be) hold (e.g., eyea bigger than stoaach) 

cornucopias for the Yast hunger of the spirit. And this ordeal spir
itual is characteristic of all the human orificee. 
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There is probably a more advantageous overall distant first impres
sion effect created by the whiteness, attributable apparently to ~he 

1 blur of focus which improves uoon texture. Fut then when you loo c ose
ly you t 11 see the blue veins i or they will see you and frown in anti el-
ation of your noticing the flashing lh:ht waves. This detracts rrom 
~oyalty ouite a bit and the flush. And sour milk blotches often go 
with the blue - & r~al goose pimples - which may have been the i~spira
tion for Roquefort or blue cheese, if not for Limburgher. There s then 
also the hair again - or down - sometimes standing, misfortunately prom
inent at time on such unlikely places as the nose and ear rims. But one 
must keep in mind our bits and pieces hypothesis i nor shoul~ one ~u11g 
u such a case against anyone to preclude getting to know t em, a so e
i~p; mindful that total beauty is the province of the dark. 

One other problem I have found with non-black women is that the~ 
bruise too easily, probably largely a matter of visibility, but the act 

f high visibility in this regard makes them poor wrestling partners . 
~his incidence may incline their men to be overly loouacio~s in ~i~- d/ 
utes lolhich is not a manly role but otherwise, you get enpec e an 

p 1' d On the other hand l would say generally that black women 
~:e u n~e~~v;ntage in their being shy, retiring, and silent . But it makes 
a goodly enticing legend. In the matter of sunbathing, which most pe~
ple enjoy the transformations of the whites in many cases far o~tstr P 
th abilti.y of darker peoples for change. But there are those w o get 
lo~ster red or simoly cannot excose themselves to sunlight . In gen
eral though the tanning admittance of whites is an enviable barg~in, 

't of c~urse as one must later endure a highly visible and o ten 
~;~~~aiing peeling. But doubtless this is preferable to remaining al
ways milky, which must at times make one feel ouite like a fat wet rag 
and tomorrow's corpse. 

Blackness on the other hand, presents one with little margin for h 
cha e. the major change is toward a bleaching aspect, l"hich creates t e 
imp~s~ion of another kind of sickness and another kind o~1 co~pse. h Itlth 
is pretty much a categorical fact that one cannot escape f b ac neas he~ -
wise Y;ost blaclq however are prima facie some shade o rown muc o 
thai~ r~gret. That is, th~y would probably rather be some sh~de of brown, 
but not because these present the better appearance; rRther, JUSt to es
cape ' the curse of blackness'. But, obviously, there i o a wide range 
of brown5 that r s just blah, and one must have skin of very good texture 
to be impres sively good-looking. Good texture naturally complements 
the complexion whatever the case. The use of powder is not only to re
duce the shine but also to simulate a kind of fluffy texture, not the 
same thing as whitening up, and, in fact, cosmetologists have, as it 
were become a bit more considerate of black women in recent years by 
offe~in£ a greater color ran,!!e of apolicant _,.. as similarly with stock
ing manufacturers; only, it seems that someone has said that dress stock
ing should be those bone uppers.* I submit, however, that unless one cov
ers everything including the face, if black women can't look properly 
dressed in stockine.:s that match their compluions, they can't look dres
sed properly. I think it's a conspiracy. But the alternative is be
tween shoes, oocketbook, & gloves, which, when a bla~~?woman wears a 
white dress, t1ould demand white shoes (silver, glass ... , etc . ). And 
the handbag could be a wide raruz;e of complements or opposites. 

•These look especially barl on thin wornen, white women for !l.ure, but most 
especially on those lithe thin black ninth-wonder/full growth curves. 
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Again, blackness minimizes apparent skin blemishes in themselves 
{though insisting •ore assuredly upon good texture).. One of the in
duced problems of some blacks is caused by shaving, which ruins a skin 
insufficiently tough to cope with the defensiTe reaction of a really 
tough & thickly clustered finely curling type of hair.. In regard to 
skin color, I suspect that the opacity of darker skin contributes to a 
kind of generalized estrangement. The degree of opaqueness that pre
cludes the blue eff ect of veins, presents a goodly solid-seeming affect 
of durable finish (or hide???) advises inquiry that would see through 
the wall that it must enter by another means. This fact of opacity may 
be conducive to some neglect (cleanliness is of course solidly indoc
trina.ted in blacks), on the one hand{ miniul familiarity), and to pre
clusiTe other- (&:. phallic) orientation under spell of narcissism on the 
other. Of course, there is considerable emphasis upon forrR and physi
cal fitness among blacks, especially among males. Consistency of tone, 
or shade is rare (since most of us wear clothes moat of the time). 
And the fighter areas of blacks look generally sickly in coaparison to 
the darker. Here again sun exoosure is rather essential for healthier 
and consistent appearance.. When one is dark one must get darker to im
proTe upon looks (since it is difficult if not impossible to change the 
texture} i it is no less true regarding lighter persons. Reference here 
is to the focussed appearance rather than to the blur. 

The best looks are of course a trilogy o f assets: Good form, tex
ture, and colorj all of which are singly rare, and rarer still in com
bination; which is why the white,.,·ash generally commends itself. But we 
shall examine the gestalt more thoroughly in Part II. 

littl!n o~0~~~h~~g r:~~~i;~~~~i~ioT~e a~~.;r:~i~~i~ r::n~~i~: i~d a a~:~io-
cre achievement if we consider that the complexion of archetypal man 
was approximately that of mammal skin beneath the hair; correspondingly, 
the hair of whites would seem a similarly mediocre achievement. in point 
of comparative evolution -- as is the fact of dorsal fall anqtor of the 
gluteus max:imus muscle (buttocks). On the other hand, the complexion 
of the black is a magnificent achievement, and correspondingly the spec
ificities of hair, lips, dorsal fall, buttocks, etc. In respect to eyes 
the circumstance is about even, except of course in terms of variety. 

;:~ ~~a~~~~~if~i~~e 0fo:!~Yt~~~~tstl;~) =~~:rh~;e 1~~~t~fb~!~d di~e!~~:ent 
disparagement of apoearance. The hip accentuation of the white corre
sponds to the buttock accentuation of the black, DDre or less, and the 
wider rane;e.e of dif ferences would seem to reflect corresponding tenden-

~t!~k~~ h~!!:~;, f~~t~o~:P~~;~~c~~e tr~8:r:~=~~i ~~8ff!;~jr;~~~i~i~~tion. 
What we have in terms of black humanity is a fascinating (legend) 

story of human evolution (whether or not aboriginal man was black, \oltich 
i.e les s likely than that he was somewhat brownish) . l.ooking back, we 
must see a hairy manU ke creature who was at first too hairy to admit of 
significant skin tanning, some of whom undertook a gradual dispe rsal be
fore this gene factor became hereditary. The climates of subsequent set
tlements, however, were not conducive to tanning, or to only very little, 
and in some cases led inBtead to a bleaching. And, accordingly, it may 
seem probable that climatic conditions account for both skin bleaching 
and hair bleaching; however, it is possible in both cases that a differ ... 
ent species, or type, was involved in some early group dispersal. ln 
any event, later conditions checked hair ... shedding for some to provide 
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(afford) some protection against weather condi tiona, no doubt. HoweTer, 
whereas we find blacks largely indigenous to torrid zones and being the 
least hairy of humans, we find that the overwhelming majority of animals 
of these zones (!Uite hairy; notable exceptions (JDammals) are the ele
~hant, rhino, & hippo, who are also indigenously Torrid Zone ani~~als. 

m!~Ca 8~n~:a~~~ ~p;~t 1 ;p::ei~ke 8m~~~·~~h:r o;~:l;r:~!c:ngr~::i~=l~t~:~~ 
(with the chesty exception of the great ape, to which man seems to have 
taken exception). What it would see11 to indicate on the part of blacks 
is a fantastic degree of select! ve breeding with emphasis on hair leas
ness, but the connection between minimal body hair and kinkiness would 
seem patently beyond explanation -- or eTen speculation, except that no 
doubt this is the toughest of the tough and grows in a manner that de-

f!e:he e:~~t:h~}l~~~~~ :~!~~t~~nihe T~~~i=!P~f h~i~c:!7st:n~0 th~e~;s~!;; 
of its advent may well involTe man's compulsive nakedness and spiritual 

::~!~~ii~~~~s~8 ~~!d~:;:rt!Y u!~~:b~~d~~ ~~=a~o;:n~~;{r!bl:r!:~~= ~fd ex-
change in man's interpersonal relationships; just as it would seem that 
the loud reoort of flesh is the more desirable state, as surrogate and 
Ti!!lually (psychically, tonally) u.gnified nakedneea. 

(This is of course a further conditional expression of the aspirational 
propensity. It is also a good reason why in human terms the esthetic 
consideration is better designated sexo-esthetic; for, although the na-

~~~~===d~!~!n!;! ~~= ::~o:pir!~~:!r!:t1~~~;~~~· d~i.!~e ( ~~~=p~f f;~: r~!!: 
liness &. isolation) which must necessarily register most mightily as sex
ual stimulus-response - ... until such time as the erotogenic factors be
come generalized (less localized and/or heavily concentrated as the oral, 
anal, phallic indicesl. But s1nce generalisation seems to militate a
gainst the reproductive function and/or fulfillment, it would seem imper
ative that the superior sensory faculty - & brain - develop concomitantly 

:~~~r;~~i~~~er;~:e al~~~~~~~v!a~~~ia ~~r s~:~~hi~z~~ ~h;g~;.d;;s~io~:!~~~ 
tality. Accordingly, life may currently be in one of its extreme forms 
of polarity, as predicated upon reproductiYe speciali~ation- sex roles -
and individualism. It is a further matter of speculation as to what 
sort of universal peace the other side of this or the next evolutionary 
arc may admit of.) 

BLACK TO MR, BLACK, et al. 

He is continually somewise denigrated as per custom in the socio
historical framework. And these detractions are accordingly the more 
painful the greater the identification with the detractors. He has been 
associated with a group whose approach to group-assertion has been to 
form a separate camp; thusly implicitly defining two camps. And he bas 
taken an initial strength and assurance from the opportunities afforded 
thereby for positive group emphasis and self-enhancement. F.lut this is 
after all only a temporary expedient, a chance to organize oneself, to 
re-group, to catch one's breath. And the real test of strength is in 
the field again. 
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He reasons rightly in this context that self-enhancement cannot 
obtain apart from social enhancement. And the enhancement with which 
h ':} is herein concerned is priaa facie manhood. The significant factor 
is not his manly quality in itself but its social significance, i.e. the 
significance it deriTes from the le~end of its sleeping partner, or the 
flight fantastic legend of the mating increase. 

Superficially, this seems to put considerable burden on Mrs. B. 

~~~t ~he T~=P~~~::e~;r:r i~r~~~i~=~~f;l ~np~~~~i~:ia~~~~s~~p=~m:~~~~e i~t!~-
action is predicated upon the promising experience of some referent 
beauty. Mr. B. has decided that advertisement creates need by creating 
legends of fulfilment, humanity being ever susceptible to notions of 
progressive happiness and/or comfort~ And the leading advertisement IS 
the sexo-esthetic. Consequently, there is here an implied double stan
dard that both favors and disfavors woman, the perrenial advertisement, 
both its perpetrator and its victim. Mrs. B. is more victim than bene
ficiary (the point is not that whites also suffer from this illusion 
promotion but that almost all blacks, women especially, suffer, i.e., 
the characteristically black woman has leaet adaptability to the promo
tional glorification of woman because the focus is least intended to ap-

~!~~~i~:r i!z!~erT~~r~~t~~~, nh~~=v~~~ ~f\C~b!~~e~i:;!~~~ i:n e:~~n:~;lly 
the vernacular (and specific) of the programmatic promotion of huaanly 
(culturally) expressive mode -- the difference of human image warranting, 
as in some part deriving from, a different modal life. But there is at 
least an implicit Qualitative difference between advertising and program
matic cultural promotion; the i"orn.er is communicatively artifacted pro
motion, while the latter is expressiTely bona .fide definitive. 

At any rate, as with Mrs. B. 'a case, the remedial atte•pt to ap-

k~~~~;~o~~=e~0~i;a~~~!;:il~r i;~~l~~~~=!~n=l~!re~P~!~~' & 
1 :t~a~:1:: 

less risk, talent, creativity, courage -- but obviously the real accom
plishment is to be original. 4nd it is the original that generally en-

~~r=i~atr!~~!i~n °~fPr::~ 1~~; a A~~~~~~~~~~-~if 8p.;:o!~si~~i~~ :h~~ :ny 
men insist upon as a matter of degree. 

The circumstance that gives to white women the race's edge is Yery 

ii~;e!ni~c~h:b!~u:li~;t~f ~~e r~=~~;m{f;o~0~eit~~e~i:fk~~rf~~s1~r~~: ~:: 
lief & vice versa), then black discovery & recovery is an imperative. 
Instead, one is so totally given the pathos &. sympathy treatment it is 
difficult to get beyond resentment and anger; in turn, far too often 
the anger and resentment seems directed in no less than equal degree at 
one's self & one's group. Herefrom derives the put-down that so many 
revel in. The self-group-directed put-down is an expression of disown
ership, of disassociating responsibility for these, and a statement that 
they are not to be included on the scale that guages one's own prestige 
and that of some choice others. And it is an expression of impotence in 
the absence of creative par positivism. But, on the other hand, the re
covery too often leaps to the other extreme of bombast. This is appar
ently the nature of human nature. Aided by the congenial luxury of a 
sober circumstantial time, we should then expect a humorous filtering 
out of absurdities to affect the comfortable synthesis. 
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The anchorage in the •eanwhile seems to be resentment and e nvy . 
This is evident in the case of Armstrong. The gerund condition is 
rarely that of blind hate; ambivalence describes the continuum. One 
white girl, for instance, spread the rumor that I hated white women 
(thereby robbing me of seTeral delights}. That I, fond of women, should 
hate m of those in my milieu is ridiculous -- unless I was i ndeed a 
very warped person. If one must pointedly ASK me, the answer is he l l , 
yes I like white women. Why? because (when) they are women! ! ! white !! ! 
o r .:..omen!!! black!!! or women!~! oriental!! t there is almost a l ways more 
to like than to dislike as per intensity of personal knowledge. The 
PRIORITY of preference other than as it exists on a temporal ( or , say . 
geographic) order is a highly compounded psychic consideration for this 
black in this depressed racist setting of ten-to-one ratio. Naturally 
it is more honestly resolved by person rather than by theory -- by rel
ative availability within the circumscribed sphere of movement, i nf lu
i~;e~hr~;h~ir,s~a~io~~~ial or artificial {non-personally emotional of 

I have now, for instance, been a bachelor for five years, which for 
me is ridiculous on a lot of counts. And, on the other band, I can name 
a lot of reasons why I may continue to be a bachelor. Still, what is ap
parent is that both the TEN and the ONE in terms of the ratio are ficti
tious; more nearly it would be theoretically twenty-to-one, but oracti
cally - as to person-to-person experience of nominally qualified magne
tism .. only about four or three to one. But, then, as one may feel ob
liged to elir1inate three or two of the other group for personal reasons, 
it is highly unlikely that the one of the self-group has more apparent 
Yirtues than the remainder of the other g roup, except that she is black 
-- a matter of some social & osychic comfort, we' 11 say. But· obv i ous ly 
it is of considerable importance how such person styles her blackness. 
If it seems she is leaning too much away from rather than toward it, 
the social comfort may obtain, as it were, but the psychic comfort is 
shot, and the preferential scale is wholely (basically) a matter of so
cial conformity. The true-to-the-self matter is nevertheless a nother 
continu\111 of truth. And the person superior to the environment is rare 

:n~~~~ti~n b~r i~~~~~ai~~~!n~~df~i1~!~;s~?c;,hi~~, t~n c~!~~~~~;e~t ~~~o:~: 
waits and waits hoping for the better deal. 

To continue, the black person does not generally - I submit - re-

~~~~u!t~~.~~; 8 ~f P~~~~~~~i~! ~·~~~:r~~l~:~: ~f:~~~~=~~~ss T~;a t~: ;~~ 
cially oriented person who is indisposed to make an objectiYe assess
ment of indiTidual merit, his own as well. The confrontation by one 

;~~c~~~s~~~!io::~c;~~~~~1de~~~f!:~i~:g u~~~·~:~~s a~~e i~0~~ ~!~~~:r 0 ! a -
sent1ally a human encounter; one has met a programed thing that is pr e 
sumptuousi peremptory, iJUZUne to (or allergic to) de-intoxication, and 
monuments ly status warrantied; which is much too much to accr edit 
r ight off the bat. The total superiority orientation accounts for t he 
other fellow as a nobody on whom time & energy is not to be wasted; 
t herefore, he ' s expected to have swallowed this identity mixture, or to 
be superciliously inclined to insinuate up on individual consideration. 
That is , he wants and NEEDS to be recognized as superior to aoparent op .. 
erational definitions, and to force this symbol of suneriority to ack-
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nowl edge haYing been reached in the human part by a human of the true 
!luperlor quality to which the symbol pretends. 

In the case of white "''omen and black men (&:. black women &. white 
men) in this context, the white orientation faces the standing bedroom 

~~a!i;l!~ :: {~s;~ff~r~Y t~:g~~~in~~~~~n i~ti~~~;~~o~f m!~~~~!~r i~i~!~!~:i. 
I n conseQuence, both black and white women suffer rape obsessions, the 
white man raoing the black woman attesting to the superiority of style, 
and the black man raping the white woman attesting to the suoeriority 
of material. This framework obviously nurtures a correspondence of fe ... 
male ambivalence. By and large, woman worry more about other physical 
injury than localized sex organ laceration in the rape incidence. The 
anxiety of black women is f ocussed upon the fact of general lack of re-

~~~~i~~~ p;~~~~' w~;~~~~~e t~~e o~~;;m~;~d ~n w~~l!o!~j~~~~ a:d g~~~~:i"f~= 
ury of prestige, must suffer the anxiety of a greater desperation on the 
oart of the rapist, the reversal of exploitation roles, the greater des 

~~0~h;r~~e~~~;P~:~!~ch~~~~~~~~· i~d a~~~tf~~~t:~e~~~~·:b; ~~;~:c~a~ist 
ne~otiating unceremoniously the big penis &:. the !lubsequent marathon. Al 
of which affords an opportunity for self-assurance as to desirability, 
esoecially appealln~ to the homelier women. 

But, significantly, on the negative side, are the factors of ambi
valence, re~entment for possible exchange of resolve, along with envy, 
in the prevailing stimulus air, and of contempt as the net response to 
naked disillu!lionment. .O.nd on the posttive side, titillations ad infini
t um , and vicarious illusionary fulfillments in support of the availabil
ity of bliss. The face ehat the more vain white women look and expect 
to be raped by black men, and even as sweethearts crave to be 'taken' in 
a tacitly understood simulation of rape, is the most emphatic statement 
o f the (ambivalent, dichotomous) need to be and have po s ses:don in total. 
Ironically, however, black men who do this do not get accused of hating, 
but r ather of loving, white women -- except for what some analytical 
geniuses have called the black man's revenge in bed (to which we shall 
return in Part II). But even if it is the black man ' s r evenge, it sure 
as hell is also the white woman's vindication. 

Beyond this, positively, any person will resent the circumstance 
which dep;rades hi3 feeling for another person. The resentment may focus 
upon an object that epitomizes the circumstanc9 resented, negatively, or 
seek to resolve itself (temporally) thru favor 6:. reception of sirdlar ob
ject so disposed, positively. But the basic resentment is for the cir
cumstance . A person can eieh s r become focal object of this resentment 

~~ ~~~e s~~r~~t¥~e i~=o~r~~eihey Ieo~rdeh:~~ ~~ ~= e~~~;~a~~bo~:p~s:!:~~ 
duol i clites . But hate and resentment can build uo considerably, fed by 
the prevailiQi: circumstancs, in the absence of ineimate personal exoeri
ence , the opl)ortunity to counter-assert & to be avai led to somewise (ap
pr eciate) personally exoerience the blissful engredient. In fact., the 
circumstance bein.ll': of such great tenacity and so littb~ being done so 
:Jlowl y to define and enhance the black beauty (derrogation continuing), 
the white PERSON is, if not the only, the moat handy and convenient 
relief available. I n consenuence, we witness what would seem some ap
narent contradiction of aim when the fierce black fighters in the race 

--- - -------------------
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struggle -- when it comes to this -- marries white.• Clinically, it is 
not; however, the marriage must be the source of some embarrassment 1 and 
there is also the possibility of the mate running interference. 

The other cart of the picture is that the black person also resents 
the other black person (poesible partner) for that person 's imootence &. 
inability to right things, as well as for the lack of social prestige 
that may inhere; for, although it is more enviab le and possibly prestig
eous to inter-marry, it is still more socially acceptable to marry, as 
it were, in kind, but less defiant of the enemy, or of the inimical cir
cumstances. That is, i n many cases fame AND infamy are preferable to 
mediocrity. The former afford the greater emotional exercise for the 
stronger spirits, and represent in miniature -- not unconditional sur
render but -- a peace pact (& mutual agreement regarding occupation ot 
territory). A.nd this may be a 100re practical resolution of ambivalence. 

The more difficult resolution is between black person &. black per
son. He or she may be able to do little for one by way of relieving the 
circumstantial resentment unless both are artists in the play of life. 
They may be less in need of the recognition each bas to offer the other. 
Again it is a matter of oerson rather than circumstance providing the 
easem~nt. But because the availability of black to blacks is greater, 
the possibility of s trong positive intimate feelings obtaining is also 
greater as well as the contrary. And we might also allow for a higher 
level of ambivalence; this latter admits of transference, from black to 
white and from white to black; both mating instances admitting of the 
ultimate in immediate relief of the resentment of kind, as representa 
tive of circumstance. 

There is then a bond among black people to work at loving above all 
existing par, apart from the more broadly social and binding racial ties. 
And the indices of preference are commonly referred to in such terms as 
soul, rhythm, movement, nitty-gritty, cool, folks, with-it, etc. This 
constitutes a part of the home-spun tonal aspiration of mystique, suffi
cient to intrigue anyone within range who is inclined to seek the posi
tive of human affirmation. Just what is being said at all times is far 
from apparent, but it seems pretty obvious that, given a note of ethno
centricism (in the orevailiru; atmosphere), blacks will make the most of 
it with the least eflcouragement. The pattern suggests also that those 
who decry miscegenation because of the poor state of the black image 
(what other reasons are there???) have only to gain by its improvement, 
as such improvement further fosters the ethnic affinity. 

If it seems that I attribute some increment of sexual prowess to blacks, 
this may reflect my own ourchase of the super-potent black image. Fact 
or fancy {we shall review this in Part II), one might allow that the 
power of positive thinking may be somewise responsible for a phenomenon 
of affectiTe need. And it can be said with good cause that there has 
been resistance continuously against being unblack in contra-distinction 
to the ascribed white sub-sexual capacity, among other instances. 

To create and/or entertain a mystique is to wish and dream. We 
know that these do not always show forth as truth, but for many the ori
entation is irresistabl)· fascinating, compelling, & heuristic. And in 

~R"SoN must also be seen as the most convenient relief for whites, 
a need to e;ive of the self&. exoerience total (microcosmic) peace -- in 
(tacit) acceotance as sunerior material availed to enjoy its catalyst • 
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today's world, the most unchartered realms are the proTincee ot black 

:~;a~~~!r ( ~h::r~~e~! ~~a~!!1~~ng!' d:ftn!~ ~s~" o}h!~a~r~:-=~~= !~:r
~~;s;0 k~~w~=~~::d i~f f;~~i~~~g c~r~~~~~n~!r!~l!l~ti~~is r~e f~~~~;c;.:: 
son why the healthy choice of partnership of blacks today is greater 
than ever -- apart from standing mystiques and least-resistance grip
pers, like two black people getting in bed together is a giant step to
ward the preacher, if they haven't already been. !<'or to most blacks 
the fascination of the future looks black, which isn't bleak. After all, 
if you were young and strong and had your choice, would.n 't you rather be 
black? Do I sense someone looking up and about??? 

The choice is not altogether silrple, however. For instance, for 
two decades I have enquired of numerous females as to why they didn't 
wear their hair natural; mostly the response bas been that it wouldn't 
look right (I 'Te bad qua las in view of social censorship in addition be
cause I've always worn my hair 'high' & bushy & there have been times 

~~=~v=~7e~ :~~~:d n~~ ~~~=r~:::~i:~ ~~e a~~l~!c~:;:c~!~; !~ c~:~i~~en 
persisted in the straightening, except for deep psychic reasons of at
tachment to the fetishes (hot comb, pins & ~araphrenalia) and to the 

~~o~::~n~~!e!!m~~~;m:n:v~- sb~h d~f~:i~n~f t~ol:;r;~~!lft;~ a¥h:a!:~e~==~ly 
time, & agony, the embarrassing hide-away necesaity, & the absolute ludi ... 
crous results in 8~ of cases -- purporting to create cascades but pro
ducing only sca nt waterfalls, purporting to disguise or bide behind the 
waterfalls all evidence of the true nature of the terrain, but if hidden 
only in moments of stiff self -c:Jnsciousness -- of squeezing the neck into 

~~bs~~~~~d:r~ia~;~e~=~h~~~=i~e bi~d~~~o~~~ ~a~~~~i~:r~:;ai~~i~~ive 
Moreover, I know that many a black man has given good counsel to 

his female companion to no avail. The women don't (didn't &. don't) do 
this to please men AT ALL, but to simulate some outer reality correspond
ing to the orientation of their psyches, which clearly represents propo
sal over disposal. In contrast, acceptance for black men has been the 
boy-cut, or 'peanut', as long as your hair was essentially kinky; even 
the process butchering was more acceptable than the natural kinky bush. 
And not only was this the position of U.S. blacks but of all those en
countered -· from the West Indies and even those from Africa. The only 
justification would seem to have been the gearing-down to better enhance 
the ladies' plumage, and/or the phallic approximation of almost totally 
revealed headshape. But the apparent common denominator more apparent 
was the rejection of the hair in the natural state, permitting accord
ingly only minimal display of it in that state. 

The choice of mode then depends a good deal upon how women choose 
to style themselves, and men are giTen to style tbemselYes in comple
mentary fashion. If women decided to wear collars &. ties, men would 
have to wear a ball and chain, with spikes. And you'd be sissy-suspect 
if you didn't. It's not exactly like that, of couree, but it would seem 
that women style themselves in existing fashions to make certain state-

::~;s t~~ :~:le w~r·~a~~i~;~e~o~~:i" ~!s~~:~i!~:~ ; te;::~e~~~e~~.~udl~~t;0 
(their own) men's styles. It's a woman's"world? Moreso than not. 
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REMINISCENCES XX 
ON&OF PARTING 

h n (& girls) in my time. But 
I have been infAtuated wit ma ny wo~~ fact about a half dozen dur

none more than with .Julie. ~here were, some I ~carcely knew. But Julie 
in~ the school years in New t. exi~od :~~ehow that brush with time in an
I knew' though not intbimat~ly fr nIt is ouite like the Irene of my pre
other youth would. not rus o · 
adolescence. 

Several chums knew of my infatuation; 
0 

I r~~~~~ ;~l~e c~~ti ~~~· st~~t 
it is easier to jumph on }h~~e 0~!h:r~:~~~~r. f;scinaiors -- going, going a
for this nor any ot er o ttled energ ies &. priority de
round with the muddle of my co~~t~i~;~~ ~~lie likes him and he doesn't 
:~~~s~ha:l t~n~~ =~~~~s 1~~0~8~

1 

the clas~ic statement of ' 55- ' 56. 

· did t t ke hold of me so intrepidly 
But in fact, the fascinatl.Ol h n~ kn:w that I had been mocking 

until th~ summer of '56. Ii r~cilkn~we~ knew suddenly, an awareness 
time in emotional hibernat on, , 
prompting vitalistic assertiveness. 

i hom I mentioned earlier, &. 
There is another school acoua ntance, w 1 · be done over I would 

regardinv whom, if things cru~~i:~rel~~:!i;v~e~ause I prefer'to think so 
treat. a bit different Y -- . ' 1 in my restrained graceful 
in honor of the vitalistic a~ ·,erti~~'l ;;·~ithout benefit of real accom
progressi.on, I have blundere none e e 
plices. 

toe was the culmination of 
One blunder that did not ouite stump fY the oem " By Line Abdomen 

circumstances surroundin~ t~e i in:,pir;i~ ~r the h~lf in the brochure, 
Cradle i\ura Womb" (excerpt~ J n ~tO Avo-!ral 5ound Seams" J published in 
"Rhythmic Adventures Beyon azs n F ti l ~ c '07) DELORES. 
'65 and also in the ~ ~ ~!: ~ And w; were· cast to
She'had the most beauti ul eyes 1 ~~ evb~ :~~i~l notice on this score. 
gether in philoprofenit~vel;p~~~i~in~n near-perf ect face . She had the 
And they were set n a ru f 1 'll f ed body and a look of such 
look of legend; a strong but 50 t Y ;e ma~~~~a 1 al~ays had the feeling 
succulent young v~lbpiuou~r~ropp:d ~~~ween those' prestigeously closed pa-
in her presence o e ng b n 1 can't definitively say at 
tiently waiting1 t~i&h~t 1 n~~~~t g~~ m!~r~~ ~laim (not supposing either 
this point why n pe ) 'If. i i ts tend to remember the plea-
that I would have succeeded • 8 opt m ~ f my delirium . though 1 do re-
santer thin~s. It was no doubt some par o me ' 
call that she was an inch or two taller than • 

1 t s a gi rl on campus whom I must have 
Another model for the art 5 wa scarcely exchanged a thousand worda. 

seen a thousand times but "'ith whom 1 
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Another of my favorite poems, "Sublimation of Summer", a nd a couple 
others took goodly instiration from this beauty -- who was beauty in a 

~=~~~:s;i~~Y t~=n~~il;0 & u~~~~l: ~~t fe~le t~!~e~~~m=~~ . my s~:r!~~ ~~o~~~~-
but I felt one of' the more unlikely ones with whom to put the 9uzzle to
gether. Though I have erred in this matter otherwise. 

It is difficult to say what precisely attracted me "o various girls 
(or women) -- a time &. a place? thee ager soul seeking humanity somewise 
for a more human exercise? the vast reflective weariness following upon 
legend-building, exhaustion? love? the ouick fit feeling of just-ri~ht 
eTent person --- I was on the receiving end of sev~ral prooos als, I re-
call, pronosing to no one, desirinJ; many. And yet I wanted nothing so 
much as to get a grip on my life. 

It was in discussing my infatuation for the "summer" ~r; irl one day 
outside the library that I got second o r third closest to Julie (never 
envelooed) h since most of her cohorts were not attending summer school. 

~o~d=i~=~ch~~a~~ ~~e a~~h=~~dp~~h:~i :~~~~~: aA~d w~e~~~=d I w~=~~~;"t or 
learned much since, except to avoid this kind of academic rigidity. lm 
doubt, I would like to have felt better to have said enra¥turements of 

~f:~~~;i~~m~=~Y .;,it~ ;a~r~~e~e!~fa~;tf~l~~w :h~it~~~e~!~r th; ;~~t~!~e 
that he took it upon himself to advise me that his appeal for her was 
somewhat in that he had attributes of a white Lloyd, and, otherwise, 
that "white ~'omen find you sensuous", which I already knew. One young 
thing had, in fact, turned me auite about when she said she liked VOL
UPTUOUS men, nothing so impressed me about that as my indisposition to 
be considered voluptuous; so we argued about it. But my ex-Julie's 
lover associate was telling me in the next breath that his impression 
was and/or had been that I was "A supercilious snickering nigger 11

; to 
which I could only chuckle and, disallowing my considered opinion that 
he was a neurotic faggot, say that his judgment was appa rently by ( su
percilious) reference to the socio-historical Negro stereotype; for 
surely he &:. Julie had torn apart over something other than his being a 
supercilious snickering white Dick Gregory. 

I ha ve often wondered how many white Lloyds my associates have turned 
about in search of. What a waste of time, and other fillers -- though 
perhaps a circumstantial imperative . Then, again, I have felt at times 
like a demon watchinr;r; the person of former associates literally a;o to 
~~l!~s;~~uf~n~o P~:~:ri~~~~7 r:th them most orten would've been inimical 

What is intriguing me at the moment, though, is that if I had been 
asked a few months back had I ever written a poem taken inspiration from 
Julie, I would've said no. And it was strange that suddenly I called 
"Black---" Julie 1 s poem, never before so considered, nor associated any
thing so concrete with my foolhardy assumptions in my ivory tower. ln 
fact, the poem is an amalgam of abstracts, vastly soaring with the sym
phonic strains of myself, and where &. when it touches earth it is seek
ing the components of of its own mystique. But as I think back on that 
summer of ' 56, into the autuam &. winter, I realize that other things and 
this, the idea of Julie, haunted me. 

·----- -----------------
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That summer , 1 56, saw the completion of "Sublimation" and the be-

~;~~:"Ft~~t ":~~~ki~- ;bs!~t~o~i7; ~;~~~dp~~:s el~e;~e ,g~~i~~n~r~o:~~~pen-
"The fl.en- Gong", "God The Odd-Grown Fower~Beau-Cocoa, vol. 1, no. l J. 
"The I ove t-loves In" and "The Poet Talks to a Face", Umbra, winter , 'b), 
end a score of others. 

At the core of my intrigue, I suspect that I knew so11ehow that 1 56 
would be the last summer for ouite a while. Only a dream can fill such 
a long winter. That dream has sur ely stood illusion-erect a couple thou
sand times since , as indeed it did t hat summer, and entered into the es
tranged wife again; a ll of which she refused to admit, and these were 
last entrances &: exits . I was left holding many illusions' renewal, and 
many more begging fulf :i llment or disillusionment. But there have been 
times when the i l lusion, compulsively entertained, premature ly vanished, 
and I knew thereby that the r eality registered psychic rejection; the be
wildering partof which was {IS) that I would want so terribly the many 
l egendary instances that admit of bliss -- want not to believe I didn't 
have a pair when someone opened so invitationally totally white-heat, 
saying , 'Are you in or out'? 

And it is compoundedly ironic that there are times when a woman 
whose embrace I en.joy so thoroughly will tell me she suspects I have no 
respect for her BECAUSE of my ever apparent readiness to go to bed. Ac
tually, I have refrained from our s uit ol a number of \'!Omen because, al-

;~~~~h f~r ~~e~a~~f~~i~~~ ~~m=~~t~fn 8~~~t m=~~~ o::~:!~~p~o~~~ tit;~e or_e-
ther times, Mr . Hyde was playin~ i t fair & souare in the open). And I 
have sever ally become disanch;lnted of instances compulsively or fascina
tion flightily joi ned because THAT became more work than fun. If the 
party is stupid, of courso, the ci1· cumstance would seam to speak for it
!"elf , but that is not a lways the case, not significantly. But stupid is 

:~~Ie;h;:!ti:~~ ~;~e~;t~~ ~= =~~~i!~s b~~ ~=~~:~~n~~Y th!i~0~:b~;s!7ew i 
have found, however, that loneliness & abstention increase the body's 
sensitivity considerably , creates practical ly a new person, having as 
well considerable eff ect on patterns of thought; it's no wonder that 

~l~h a~~:~~9 e~~~P~~~~~~hi~o:;:~:a!i~~~u~c~a:~~~i~1~e:~:~t tf~r 1~h:1!o~=~: 
the sado aspect of manliness, according to my experience, i s too soon 
inaootently diminished. 

The workloads I have whittled away at have naturally delimited my 
experiences -- by priorit y , freouency, & duration -- with the girls. It 
has always been so, married or not, except for terribly compulsive peri -

~~ia~,-~~~t;~a~~e oih~~~e~f~d 0~h~;e~~!1 t~=~~,h~~u~h~0:~~! ·I ;~:li0~=~e 
to write/ to r el ease my soul for the agony of being/ beauty's a l i en man/", 
which is definitive, and some. 

There have been a number of possibl e companions I would 1 ve approached 
or pursued more avidly but didn 1 t for reasons other --- and aside from 
what might be termed a basically ambival ent nature . Most important is 
the aura of the person, to say, thous:h they may be intelligent, ambiti
ous, & attractive, unless they were apparently creative ly engaged to a f 
fect a personal qualitative eouipoise on their own, as between ambition 
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and social status, I could nowise assume more than a hot moment of coa
radshi~ which&. at that, would very likely be forbiddingly costly to me 
~~~~~is t~~e pro~~~:~c=~t~~~: in effect • entertained merely due to an 

Too often overall my position has amounted to a predisposition to 
feel that my milieu did not admit of the type person compatible to my pe
culiar circumstances-- sans time, sans funds sans will to eat, ct-ink .t 
be merry, for tomorrow .•• (we return to workJ. Even now although am
bition abounds around me (there are persons working two & IDOre jobs to 
purchase homes, autos, steep the bank account, etc.), it is not of the 
s ame order, and, i n fact, we are at basic odds. Only something of the 
religious faith I s poke of earlier could sustain such a concretely im .. 
balanced union. And, needless to say, I have not met such a person. I 
have scarcely, in fact , even met anyone with what I would consider a 
nominal i nterest in the naked fact of my evidential development· for my 
milieu is essentially defensive and s t arved for personal credit~ and con
spicuous symbols of exceptional style. I have met several who would 
have me dedicate myself to their development &: interests, meaning the 
limbo lid, sxcept thru f antastic good fortune, when ordinary fortune 
bas seldom called on me. And, further, I submit that it is never wise 
& seldom practical to trust entirely in the resource of one person for 
deliverance of life's equivalent or surrogate or vicarious successes. 
~~~d~~e~~e:~r~:~!f~~~s seem to fail in this respect, where faith is cam-

An accounting for what might seem the forced twist of circUIIatance 
to affect a stance of discomfort here would direct the attention to the 
fact that, firstly, there is implicit in-group focus by priority of' as
pirat i on, and, secondly, although blacks may not be the most mercenary 
persons, they are necessarily the most materially disadvantaged and 
least accorded opportunity guarantees {It should be remembered that the 
African is by and large communally oriented, but very possibly the same 
black under different circumstances could become the greediest of capi
talists). Furthermore, such concrete resources would seem to take on 
obsessional plus-value for blacks, as with all Jones-chasers, and for 
reasons that may even touch upon esthetic sensibilities, such as indices 
of visual transcendence. But the overall leader is the materialist seit
geist, from which ratings most readily take reference. 

I hesitate to say that this circumstance is conduc1Te to spiritual 
imooverishment, because surely I am aware of human instances who are IN 
the race but not OF the race, i.e., have transcended the apparent petty 
reductio ad absurdum of t his kind of scramble, which is in effect a kind 
of Faustian bargain. In the case of blacks, to have considerable econo•
ic power is no doubt significant (more significant where it is indepen
dent enterprise), but overall the scramble, if scramble there must be 
should not lose one's sight of the coffers into which the lion r s ehar~ 
of the economy oours. The plain fact is that with every purchase (al
most, because of the lack of black enterprise), no matter how much one 
thinks the item will do for him in particular -- as in setting him apart 
from other blacks -- be is bearing many layers of profit into pockets 
that quite doubtlessly few blacks would knowingly directly contribute. 
One need only reflect upon the sad incidence of black businesses to a _ 
preciate how tightly WITHHOLDING, how thoroughly covetous, of the nickel• 
&. dime margins of profit are the merchants who deal in the pooreat poesi-
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ble goods and the greatest possible contempt for black patronage. 

Not only is there a dearth of black businesses in major shop!)ing 
areas, and areas of essentially integrated population, but even in so
lid black areas. Of course, the foreigners were there first -- with 
eYery intention of remaining aloof; witness the changes Adam Clayton 
Powell & others had to undergo in the 140s to get a few black sales
girls in stores along 1-2-5 Street. The foreigners didn't want any of 
us even close to the inside doings. Naturally, this element (whole
salers, suopliers, retailers, etc.) offer a lot of excuses as to why 
blacks can't seem to get in the know &. flow (amountin~ mostly to a 
lack of cash, credit, &. know-how). ~at we know,<:£ course, is that 
the SECRETS are well guarded. One day we l ook up and the old forei~ner 
has gone -- dead or otherwise -- and a new foreigner with big eyes, 
money-green, repugnantly endures us for awhile. The word went out, " I f 
you know somebody ---" Otherwise, families begin and end making that 
wretched hard know-how money. And there is seemingly some great fear, 
in spite o:f the stacked deck, that the exploited will get hip to count-

~~l~~i~;c~f1~ti~!m:i~m!~t:ei~ ~~. f~~r5n~oK~~gg~9~%n~~~~~;~rm~~e a cb~~= 
acter. 

But one day aorue black cat is going to come up with a liberation 
campaign, "Independence by date, or ---" 

But the narticulars of this is just the spell of love and hate. 
lflJ" chief consideration has been otherwise spelled, transcending this; 
although the spirit must depend upon the matter somewhat; without fur
ther begging negativisms, we shall leave it. 

And since arrival and departure must have dominion, having arrived 
back home after our little excursion thru young life's concerns, asking 
that our trespasses be forgiven, let us conclude Part I in this time and 
place. 

Harlem, U.S.A. 
August, '69 

(CONCLUDING NOTE: Recap: That which ~~akes/ the heart grow fonder 1• tho 
beloved who is the current event ot fantasy-- out-of-time in place, i.e., 
present absence is timelike; absent presence is spacelike. In terms of 
color, pigmentwise, we know that black is the presence of all colors -
white, the absence; lightwise, white is the presence, black the absence. 

::t i~0}~~t 1~n~;t a s~:i!~~~~ ~:~e~~n o~0~~:ht 1t~: ~~=ii"~~{o;;s:~f~ !·~it it 
further in Part II). Nevertheless, we KNOW that we can feel colored bod
ies, black or white; so that, in effect, both present us with total pres-

:r~i~ t~:~e~:r~o~~hb: !!~;1~o tf!:i ~~a~h:hl~!c~~tu!~ !~ea!~~g~~~~~sP~~-
all, but, like light, non-spacelike & non-tactile. The point is, if I 
stand away from my blackness to be obiective, whereas objectivity may ln-

~~~:e !e~~~!1b~~:i•t:"~~~1a c~;~~r=~~ b~~u?:·laT~. d~i:~ ~:nb;~~ar~~ 
And we have only to naae it - say - Beau-Cocoa and improvement is ~aran
teed. I leave the reader to decide the ~ of fighters to awitchers.) 
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MYSTIQUE 

~~~ 5bili1o~~~·~~i~~~~il~ 1~r~!I ~~l~0b;~:~; field 
where she is 

ideal: she is black 

abe is 
to behold: The flower: 

black figure-field 

balm of a ~~i~~~~n~8 s:::r!e!~y 
and here are carriages winding to market 

and market caravans home -
and here are rainbows going to be black 

in the loam of the nightbed upsky 

on tiptoe the head in heaven like a •ector 
the African female --

Have eyes burning in the heat burned up 
each day of her spacial meaning redoubt 

seeing the woman 
all wonder is about? 

Each foreign object passing thru the field of iris 
lends of the heart a girl relative to this 

and what is the feeling revulsion: fro from 

compulsion s~~z;d nearly on nerve: this veri-terri-fying 
blackberry woman! 

come, say the curves, the rhythm exponential 
dare any delight here more --- ? 

And are you mystified of that: beauty: black mystique ---? 
pollenates the air: that wears this :fertility fancy 

even loving, nearly everyone has: consuming need 
as many summer eyes huntsman bra'fe of seed 

that a re strong for black 

Over & enough 
if thru shut-in silences s omewhere her listening ears 

honor the sunrise 
I will come from love leaving compulsion developments aprised: 

black &:. naked is the tigress I can't let go 
&:. this fear is planted in the seed, out-mounting the eyes 

there is the tingle to take 
and my sounds so lonely that must have the private image 
go looking long, w-ind & lee, over the imagery of dreamcake 
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&: buttons &: buttons on the bellies of feeling 
say: PRESS HERE: when in doubt without the empirical 

poetry of love without love makes no sense -
condense it 
with so much opal capacity to fit --

love? is only the give-&-talce of this conditional tense 

And am I mystified 
for lee/seeing wind.obs inamored image of these wondere , 

0, Love --

But, say ---
all at once a girl upon a time loves 
in amored deletions cunning gestures of guesses di s posed, 

engagement stratagem deployed 

her eye deals handsomely with some simply simple foreground figure 

and am I not perhaps special 7 he asks/ to behold 
though beholding to 

what horrendous unknown deep notions 
whirl in & girl 1 s emotions 

where they are 
ideal: they are love 

they are 

and at a point. tilt inner distance tremble 
though time-f'illed, not to disassemble 

a slender !~r~:;;i~~f!u~riYaey, the stonD 

--------------------------------------
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FROM A 8 ILL OF SALE 

!he following programs are presented im.< ncpcration with the City of New York, Hon. 
John V. LindsaY, Hayer; Hon. Ccnntnnce D. ~~tley, Bor ough President ot l!anhattan; 
Board of Education; Department 6f Park!IJ DE'partment of Real &,tate; Youth Council o~ 
26th ":'recinct, Pollee Department and the Office of Econol!11.c Opportunity of Fede ral • 
JoverttD.ent. 

?ROS!"&;TlJS ON ?OETRY ~RiJ-f 
F~~co ADDISOO 

During the cour.so of the poiltrT;-i.:-VgTaii~i"Toiii"'"6 to 8 Pt4, TUesdays thru Sundays 
i n Houn~ Horrh Park under the auspi~;~s of th!) Afro-A.rts Cultural Centre, U.r. U oyd 
1{lll read from tlle fo l J..O'Ifing of hls literary wo1·ks i 

~~ 

.!':e3. Armstrong ~~~i - ( Aspiring black writer in0~~c:i~)ta and marrie.s 

Naked Love-Knct - (2 yo·~nc nl"!!!Y buddies now ouft .. of college and. Seeking a 
------- 1ual1 t /\:..1" plar.e of self-e~re.ssion in life become Invest-

i gD.tors in the N. Y • C, bept. of .:elfare • •• • ) 

! ~- <:~~~e~a~a~:~~ ~:~~~~~~:: ~/~~~t~~~~ wh~!e b~~~n: 
by j F:~lous y o f yo\ltlg wife end conCer n about Negro .strain in 
gr. parent linear; a . . • ) 

J.foon ot the Open Date Uindow - (Yc-'Jng architectural ~~:enius tries to reconcile 
---------- t."'l'i-1.!'7J~:; dri vesw.Th aims for s ocJ.al status 

& beto.ut.i:t'u~ ~t. di saffected childhood fiancee 
in pflychoana::.,tic setting • • • ) 

PHOS! POBMS t 

:rn Tihom I'm Uell Pleased- (Ypung poet falls in love with elderly oousin'.s 
young wife whlle struggling to make good and to 
resolve si tuntion with own e.stranged wife & son ) 

Black in search of Beaucy - (Highly irnpra~sionistic rendering of blacll poet•s 
search for irlenti ty t · attempt to affect emtional 
congruence of ' .soul-oating' with black "WOmen -
a meoo on the new l egend of the black sex-esthe-

tic ,,, ,1. •• ) 

~. ad infinitum: 

Bee-lack Rhythm and Front (Jazz) Touch- sight Aura, By Line Abdomen , I n New 
York, Face of Desper ation, Canpa .gn for the Six th iieight, A !)yad in one, 
D3:si gn of a noman, Between the Grar:e t s Beauty, Debt , Hen-Gong, Ocean 
Sonata, carpent ry, Ul::lbr a , 'The Sea .-..ake tti.schico ••• /many more/ ••• 

Be.:~.uty , black and white and otherwise, beauty in the 
arts, wh.:~.t is i t ? black culture vs black his tory, 
why we are here and what we are trying to do . 

N:1l'E: Poe ts ld.ll also r ea6 upon r ecpest from a.rry printed works, classic or 
- - modern, if mat erial i s in our 



.. ,_.; 

.. th e h ,. , , t ··~l'"'ct t0 L>e \ HU1..~ , •? ... ~lcr . ~ ~ll sA .. ; 
tf f( , ,., 1 , 'l• 'woulrl - tP ~ · r.1ater ll. r~~~~ 'to .e 1"t l m .. ar , o r I 
-, ~ • ~ ,., 1 r't r rop,, tl,. rna.ll ;,.t -

Be.st J 

"~-.,, : ~ ·~ <A 

tv ~ .-......4 . ,.., ..,. ~~~., , .. 
~~ .... . 

. ~. 
I •• sorry to report that ve 
decided against publication of your 

I GOTTA ---· It 1~ our opinion 
the sUbject and th• treatment 

colD& monotonous to the 

· ·~· '.1 . ~ . . •· .. . 0 .. . 
•· ~ 

" ~ 

'" . . 
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